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Thesis directed by Dr. Francis G. Eparvier
X-ray and extreme ultraviolet (EUV, 0−121.6 nm) emission from the solar corona has long been used
to provide insight into the dynamics and evolution of solar flares. The EUV Variability Experiment (EVE)
onboard NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) measures the solar spectral irradiance in the EUV at
a wide range of temperatures (7,000 K to 10 MK), capturing the complete evolution of the transition region
and corona during solar flares. The goal of this thesis is to use the new observations obtained by EVE to
quantify how the EUV spectral irradiance varies in response to solar flares.
Most observation-based research on solar flares is done by studying individual, usually large, solar
flares. My work takes a different approach. From 1 May 2010 to 31 August 2011, SDO observed over 750
solar flares. I created the EVE flare catalog to examine all of these events to produce a complete picture of
the EUV variability of flares. In the process, I discovered that flares can be placed into one of five EUV flare
categories. The EUV irradiance signature of these categories is unique and closely related to the magnetic
structure of the flare region. Confined flares are the most ubiquitous type of flare. They are non-eruptive
flares and appear as the sudden brightening of a coherent bundle of coronal loops. Localized eruptive flares
are small point-like flares associated with EUV surges or jets. Arcade flares are the classic CSHKP-type
flare and are identified observationally by an eruption followed by arcade of flare loops in the corona and
two bright ribbons of footpoint emission in the chromosphere and transition region. EUV late phase flares
are characterized by two spatially and temporally separate but related reconnection events. Finally, flares
that do not fit into any of the four other flare categories are called “strange” flares.
I also used the Enthaply-Based Thermal Evolution of Loops (EBTEL) code to model the heating rate
of the corona during flares. By fitting the input parameters of the model to the EVE data, I determined
that the rate of energy release during reconnection strongly influences the EUV irradiance signature. Each
of these EUV flare categories has a different heating rate profile, which is related to the underlying magnetic
structure of the flare region.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
X-ray and extreme ultraviolet (EUV, 0 − 121.6 nm) emission from the solar corona has long been
used to provide insight into the dynamics and evolution of solar flares. Satellites such as Hinode and the
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) have broadband X-ray and EUV imagers as well as imaging
spectrographs with high spectral resolution but limited spatial and wavelength coverage. The EUV Vari-
ability Experiment (EVE) onboard NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) adds another tool for flare
studies. EVE measures the solar spectral irradiance in the EUV and overlaps spectrally and temporally
with the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) also onboard SDO, which takes high-resolution, full-disk
solar images at seven EUV bands with a twelve-second cadence. Even though EVE measures the full-disk
radiative output of the Sun, the low level of solar activity at the beginning of the SDO mission allows for the
study of individual flares with little or no contamination from other events. The wavelength range (6− 105
nm), spectral resolution (0.1 nm) and continuous time coverage of EVE provides observations at a wide
range of temperatures (7,000 K to 10 MK), capturing the complete evolution of the transition region and
corona during solar flares.
The EUV irradiance signature of solar flares is not only useful for studying the physics of solar flares
but is also an important part of the Sun-Earth system. Solar EUV radiation is absorbed in the Earth’s upper
atmosphere and is integral in the formation of the ionosphere and heating of the thermosphere. Solar EUV
radiation ionizes the Earth’s upper atmosphere to form the ionosphere, which refracts and reflects radio
signals. Changes in the ionosphere resulting from changes in the incident solar EUV irradiance can impact
how radio waves used for communication and GPS are reflected and transmitted. The EUV photons from
2the Sun also heat the thermosphere. Depending on solar activity, the temperature of the thermosphere can
range from to 550◦C to over 1000◦C (Tascione 1988). As the temperature of the thermosphere increases,
the thermosphere expands outward and the density of the atmosphere through which satellites fly increases.
The resulting increase in drag shortens the useable lifetime of satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO).
While the amount of EUV radiation emitted by the Sun varies over month and year timescales, it
is most variable during solar flares (Chamberlin et al. 2008). Solar flares are the localized, catastrophic
release of energy in the solar atmosphere, which lasts minutes to hours and results in the heating of plasma,
mass ejection, and particle acceleration. Solar flares also cause an increase in radiation across the entire
electromagnetic (EM) spectrum. As different parts of the spectrum originate in the different layers of the
solar atmosphere, the changes across the EM spectrum are not uniform and reveal information about the
fundamental processes that occur during a flare. In Figure 1.1, which shows the typical time variations
of different parts of the solar spectrum during a flare, the EUV is treated as one band from 1.0 to 103.0
nm. That band contains emission from several layers of the atmosphere including the chromosphere, the
transition region, and the corona, which have temperatures ranging from 5000 K to >20 million K. We know
from images of the Sun that these parts of the solar atmosphere behave very differently during a flare. Until
recently with the launch of the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), it has not been possible to study the
entire EUV portion of the solar spectrum with sufficient spectral resolution, temporal cadence, and accuracy
to further our understanding of the EUV signature of solar flares as depicted in Figure 1.1.
SDO launched on 11 February 2010 as the first spacecraft in NASA’s Living With a Star (LWS)
program. The goal of SDO is to measure solar variability and understand its sources with unprecedented
capabilities to capture the spatial, temporal, and spectral evolution of the Sun. To that end, SDO includes a
suite of three instruments: the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI), the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly
(AIA), and the EUV Variability Experiment (EVE). HMI is a vector magnetograph designed to measure
photospheric magnetic activity, the dominant source of solar variability. AIA takes full-disk solar images at
multiple different wavelengths to link the magnetic features HMI measures to changes in the solar atmosphere.
EVE measures the solar spectral irradiance in the EUV and overlaps with seven of AIA’s ten bandpasses,











Figure 1.1: A schematic representation of the different phases of a solar flare observed in various wavelengths.
The EUV band, which is the focus of this thesis, is highlighted in red. Adapted from Kane (1974).
4The goal of this thesis is to use the new observations obtained by EVE to quantify how the EUV
spectral irradiance varies in response to solar flares. Most observation-based research on solar flares is done
by studying individual, usually large, solar flares. My work takes a different approach. From 1 May 2010 to
31 August 2011, SDO observed over 750 solar flares. I examined all of these events to produce a complete
picture of the EUV variability of flares.
In the first part of this thesis, I describe the work I did to develop and create tools to understand
EVE flare observations including:
• Optimization of Enthalpy-Based Thermal Evolution of Loops (EBTEL) code and the development
of the EBTEL-based flare model (Chapter 2).
• Development of the data processing algorithms for MEGS (the EVE spectrographs), analysis of the
pre-flight MEGS calibrations, and calculation of the in-flight MEGS A filter and MEGS B first light
degradation corrections (Chapter 3).
• Calculation of differential emission measures (DEMs) and creation of spectral atlases for the solar
minimum reference spectrum and representative flare spectrum (Chapter 3).
• Formation of the EVE flare catalog (Chapter 4).
In the second part of this thesis, I demonstrate the usefulness of these tools to develop insight into how solar
flares cause the EUV spectral irradiance to vary and I address such topics as:
• Determination of new EUV flare categories (Chapter 5).
• Understanding the origin of the EUV late phase (Chapter 6).
• Statistical results from the EVE flare catalog (Chapter 7).
• Understanding the energy release during arcade flares (Chapter 7).
The remainder of Chapter 1 is dedicated to discussing the Sun and physics behind solar activity,
including solar flares. New observations of solar flares from EVE will also be introduced. Chapter 2 explains
the physical processes that form the EUV portion of the solar spectrum and how these can be used to
5understand the EUV spectral irradiance. The EBTEL code and EBTEL-based flare model, which is a
physics-based model of the radiative output of solar flares, are also introduced. In Chapter 3, I present an
overview of the three instruments on SDO and their data products. This is followed by a brief description of
how the EVE spectra are created and calibrated. My method of generating DEMs and identifying emission
lines is discussed and I provide spectral atlases for the solar minimum reference spectrum and representative
flare spectrum. Chapter 4 explains the development of the EVE flare catalog and describes its contents.
In Chapter 5, I define the new EUV flare categories while in Chapter 6, I explore the origin of the EUV
late phase by examining an EUV late phase flare and modeling the flare’s EUV radiative output. Chapter 7
examines statistical results from the EVE flare catalog and attempts to explain how the energy release during
arcade flares impacts the EUV spectral irradiance. Finally, Chapter 8 contains conclusions and a discussion
of future work.
1.1 Solar Spectrum and History of EUV Observations of the Sun
The Sun emits electromagnetic (EM) radiation at all wavelengths and frequencies from gamma rays to
radio. Figure 1.2 shows a solar spectrum covering over 95% of the energy radiated from the Sun. This thesis
focuses on the extreme ultraviolet (EUV), referring to the part of the EM spectrum spanning wavelengths
from 10 nm (124 eV) to 121.6 nm (Lyman α line of Hydrogen, 10 eV). The portion of the EM spectrum
at shorter wavelengths (higher energies) is known as the soft X-ray (SXR) while the spectrum at longer
wavelengths (lower energies) is the ultraviolet (UV). Unlike the visible portion of the spectrum which is
dominated by a blackbody continuum spectrum with a temperature around 5800 K, the EUV is dominated
by numerous emission lines. See Section 2.1 for a discussion of the physical processes that contribute to the
different parts of the solar spectrum.
The solar spectrum shown in Figure 1.2 is the solar spectral irradiance, the energy of EM radiation
coming from the Sun per unit time per unit area per unit bandwidth (wavelength or frequency) incident
on a surface at 1 AU and has SI units of W m−2 nm−1 or W m−2 Hz−1. Spectral irradiance measures
the radiation coming from the full disk of the Sun, so there is no information about where the radiation is






















































































































































































7energy per unit time per unit bandwidth (wavelength or frequency) that is emitted from a unit area and
falls within a given solid angle in a specified direction.
While different features on the solar disk have slightly different spectra, the total radiative output of
the Sun over all wavelengths, known as the total solar irradiance (TSI), experiences little variation with solar
activity. Indeed, the TSI was once called the “solar constant” as the variations were impossible to measure
prior to the space age. Emission at certain wavelengths, however, can vary by over an order of magnitude
over minutes during solar flares. Figure 1.3 from Chamberlin et al. (2008) shows the variability of the EUV
over various timescales as measured by the Solar EUV Experiment (SEE) on the Thermosphere Ionosphere
Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED) satellite (Woods et al. 2005).
Routine measurements of the solar EUV irradiance started in the 1960s and 1970s with the Orbiting
Solar Observatory (OSO) satellites. Sub-daily solar irradiance measurements over the full EUV range were
first made by the Atmospheric Explorer-E (AE-E) satellite measurements in the late 1970s (Hinteregger
et al. 1981). After AE-E, various rocket flights measured the solar EUV spectrum (Woods et al. 1998) prior
to the launch of TIMED in 2001. SEE measures the solar spectral irradiance from 27 to 200 nm with 0.4 nm
spectral resolution and 96-minute cadence. Solar EUV irradiance measurements have continued to improve
with the wavelength range (6− 105 nm), spectral resolution (0.1 nm) and time cadence (10 seconds) of EVE
onboard SDO.
Prior work studying the EUV irradiance signature of flares has been based on limited observations.
The OSO satellites had a series of EUV spectrometers, which either operated in fixed wavelength mode
(OSO-III) during flares or broadband (OSO-5). Most of the flare studies from the OSO satellites focused
on the bright emission from transition region lines like He ii 30.4 nm. The consistent appearance of the
EUV maximum prior to the peak in Hα places the EUV peak in the “flash” phase (what is now called the
impulsive phase) of the flare along with hard X-rays and impulsive microwave bursts. Coronal lines in the
EUV were deemed “less impulsive” than the transition region lines (Hall 1971) and their detailed evolution
was not studied.
More recently, the flare component of Flare Irradiance Solar Model (FISM) used data from SEE to
develop a proxy-based model that “estimates the solar irradiance at wavelengths from 0.1 to 190 nm at 1 nm
8Figure 1.3: Comparisons of the irradiance variability due to solar cycle (black), solar rotation (red), and the
impulsive (blue) and gradual (green) phases of flares. From Chamberlin et al. (2008).
9resolution with a time cadence of 60 s” (Chamberlin et al. 2008). From March 2002 to September 2007, SEE
observed 92 flares from M1.0 to X17.4. The time cadence of SEE means that generally only one observation
per flare was obtained and usually not at the GOES peak time. FISM uses GOES SXR as a proxy for the
flare irradiance based on the SEE observations.1
Although the spectral irradiance of flares in the EUV has not been studied in great detail, numerous
instruments have captured EUV images of solar flares. Imagers, however, have broad bandpasses making
some topics, such as the cooling of flare loops, difficult to study. Furthermore, imagers are not absolutely
calibrated so quantitative studies are impossible. This thesis uses the new observations from EVE to expound
upon the EUV behavior of solar flares.
1.2 Structure of the Sun
Before exploring how and why the EUV solar spectral irradiance varies during solar flares, we first
need to understand the structure of the Sun and where the EUV emissions originate. The Sun is ball of
hot gas, held together by the competing forces of gravity (inward) and thermal pressure (outward). While
the Sun has no solid surface, the photosphere is the visible surface of the Sun, defined where the optical
depth at 500 nm, τ500 nm, is unity. Below the photosphere is the solar interior while above it is the solar
atmosphere (Figure 1.4). The solar interior (core, radiative zone, and convective zone) is the part of the Sun
that cannot be directly observed because it is opaque. Energy is generated via nuclear fusion in the core and
transported to the solar surface first through random walk of photons in the radiative zone and then through
convective motions of the fluid the convection zone. The solar atmosphere (photosphere, chromosphere,
transition region, and corona), which can be directly observed, contains gas at temperatures from 5000 K
(photosphere) to tens of millions K (corona) and produces a electromagnetic (EM) spectrum from X-rays
at the high energy end to radio at the low. This section introduces the different layers of the Sun from an
observer’s point of view, focusing in particular on the corona where most of the EUV irradiance originates.
1 GOES measures the solar soft X-ray irradiance in two channels: 0.05− 0.4 nm and 0.1− 0.8 nm. The GOES flare class is
determined using the 0.1 − 0.8 nm channel. Throughout this thesis, GOES SXR refers to the 0.1 − 0.8 nm channel while the
GOES short channel refers to the 0.05− 0.4 nm channel.
10
 The solar onion 
 The standard model requires the following arrangement: an inner core where the 
fusion takes place, an intermediate zone where heat radiates outwards, and an outer 
zone where the heat is conveyed by convection (Fig.  2.1 ). As we have already seen, 
the convecting zone underlies the visible solar surface or photosphere which in turn 
is overlain by the chromosphere and the corona. 
 Fig. 2.1  The solar interior and the corona. The nuclear reactions that drive the Sun take place in 
the core. The resulting energy is transmitted by radiation to the tachocline; despite travelling at 
the speed of light an individual photon may take a million years to make the journey. Temperature 
drops from about 7 million degrees Celsius near the core to 2 million degrees Celsius at 
the tachocline, where the Sun ’ s magnetic field is probably generated, and 5,700 ° C at the visible sur-
face of the Sun (the photosphere). Temperatures in the corona rise to over 1 million degrees Celsius 
The solar onion 29
Figure 1.4: A three-dimensional view of the Sun showing the interior (core, radiative zone, tachocline, and
convective zone) and atmosphere (photosphere, chromosphere, and corona). From Vita-Finzi (2008).
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1.2.1 The Solar Interior
As shown in Figure 1.4, the solar interior can be divided into three regions: the core, the radiative
zone, and the convection zone. The core is the central region of the Sun out to 0.2 R where hydrogen is
converted into helium through nuclear fusion. The resulting energy is transported by radiation through the
radiative zone (0.2− 0.7 R). That is, the energy generated in the core is carried outward by photons that
bounce from one atom to another as they are absorbed and then emitted by individual atoms. Although
photons travel between particles at the speed of light, it can take a million years for an individual photon
to reach the base of the convection zone as it does not travel in a straight path.
The convection zone is the outer-most region of the solar interior (0.7− 1.0 R). It extends from the
outer edge of the radiative zone up to the visible surface of the Sun, the photosphere. At the base of the
convection zone, the temperature of the plasma is around 2 × 106 K (Figure 1.5). This is cool enough for
some of the heavier ions to hold onto some of their electrons. As a result the plasma is more opaque and it
is harder for photons to make it through. This traps heat and ultimately makes the plasma unstable and
it starts to convect. These convective motions carry heat quite rapidly to the surface. The fluid expands
and cools as it rises. At the visible surface the temperature has dropped to 5500 K. The convective motions
themselves are visible at the solar surface as granules and supergranules.
1.2.2 The Solar Atmosphere
The solar atmosphere is divided into different layers (photosphere, chromosphere, transition region,
and corona) based on the temperature of the plasma (Figure 1.6). The photosphere is defined from where
the optical depth at 500 nm, τ500 nm, is unity to the temperature minimum in the solar atmosphere. The
chromosphere is defined from the top of the photosphere to the bottom of the transition region. The
transition region separates the cooler chromosphere and hotter corona. Over a few hundred kilometers, the
temperature increases two orders of magnitude. The corona is defined from the top of the transition region
out to several solar radii. The different layers of the solar atmosphere exhibit different features as shown in
Figure 1.7. While each layer has a distinct appearance, they are coupled: features such as dark sunspots
observed in the photosphere and chromosphere lie below bright active regions in the transition region and
12
Overview of Solar Physics 9
Fig. 1. The temperature, density, pressure, sound speed, adiabatic index, hydrogen and
helium abundance profiles as a function of radial distance inside the Sun in a standard
solar model of Brun, Turck-Chie`ze & Zahn (1999). The inset shows a blowup of the
region close to the surface
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Fig. 1. The temperature, density, pressure, sound speed, adiabatic index, hydrogen and
helium abundance profiles as a function of radial distance inside the Sun in a standard
solar model of Brun, Turck-Chie`ze & Zahn (1999). The inset shows a blowup of the
region close to the surface
Figure 1.5: The temperature (T), density (ρ), pressure (P), hydrogen (X) and helium (Y) abundance profiles
as a function of radial distance inside the Sun. The inset shows a blowup of the region close to the surface.




The photosphere is lowest layer in the solar atmosphere and serves as a boundary between the interior
of the Sun and the rest of the atmosphere. The base of the photosphere is defined as the surface where the
optical depth at 500 nm, τ500 nm, is unity while the top of the photosphere is where the temperature of the
solar atmosphere reaches a minimum, roughly 500 km above the base (Figure 1.6). Images of the photosphere,
which is best observed in white light (visible wavelengths, Figure 1.8, right), show three dominant features:
limb darkening, sunspots, and, at high resolution, granules.
Limb Darkening Images of the photosphere show limb darkening where the center of the solar
disk is brighter than the limb or edge. Limb darkening is a result of the radiative transfer equation for
optically thick material (τ  1) and the temperature profile of the photosphere. If we look near the limb of
the Sun, to observe a set depth of the photosphere we need to look through more of the atmosphere. In other
words, to look through the same amount of atmosphere or to where the optical depth is unity, we see less
deep into the photosphere at the limb than we would at the disk center. Since the photosphere is cooler at
higher heights, there is less radiation originating from the τ = 1 depth. Emission from the photosphere can
be approximated as a blackbody. The blackbody spectrum of a cooler object is dimmer at all wavelengths.
As a result, the limb appears darker.
Sunspots The small dark regions in the photosphere are called sunspots. The darkest part of
a sunspot, at its center, is the umbra while the less dark area surrounding the center is the penumbra
(Figure 1.9). Sunspots that do not have penumbra are sometimes known as pores (Antia et al. 2003). Pores
and sunspots are regions of stronger magnetic field than the background Sun and often appear in pairs with
opposite magnetic polarity. Figure 1.8 shows on the right a photospheric magnetogram or image of the
line-of-sight magnetic field, where black and white are regions of strong magnetic field. Notice that sunspots
on the left correspond to areas of concentrated, strong magnetic field.
As will be shown throughout this thesis, magnetic fields structure the solar atmosphere and are the
source of solar activity. Magnetic fields can only be directly measured in-situ. Fortunately, the Zeeman effect
14
Figure 1.6: Temperature profile of the solar atmosphere as a function of height. The photosphere, chro-
mosphere, transition region, and corona along with select wavelength bands are also identified. From Yang
et al. (2009).
15
Figure 1.7: Layers of the solar atmosphere as observed by SDO. The bottom panel shows the photospheric
line-of-sight magnetic field from HMI. The other panels show the layers of the solar atmosphere observed
from AIA. The lower layers are at the bottom with the outer layer of the corona at the top.
16
Figure 1.8: Example of a white light image of the photosphere (left) and magnetogram (right) taken by SDO
HMI on 12 September 2011. The dark region in the white light image is a sunspot. Limb darkening of the




Figure 1.9: High-resolution image of the photosphere showing a sunspot and granulation. Image credit:
NASA.
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can be exploited to measure the strength and spatial distribution of magnetic fields on the Sun. For some
atoms, a single spectral line will split into three when in a magnetic field. Stronger magnetic fields results
in larger wavelength shifts. By measuring these shifts, the magnetic fields can be deduced.
Granules The vast majority of the photosphere is covered by granules. Granulation is the small-
scale (1 Mm) cellar pattern visible in high resolution images blanketing the surface of the Sun (Figure 1.9).
For reference, the diameter of the Sun is roughly 1400 Mm. Granules were first observed by Herschel (1801)
and identified as a signature of convection by Unso¨ld (1930).
1.2.2.2 Chromosphere
Above the photosphere, the density of the gas drops and the temperature rises forming the chromo-
sphere. The name chromosphere comes from chromos, the Greek word for color. During solar eclipses when
the photosphere is blocked out, the chromosphere appears as a faint red ring. The chromosphere actually
emits at a variety of wavelengths including continuum radiation in the infrared and emission lines at ultra-
violet and visible wavelengths (Figure 1.10). Several of the lines in the upper chromosphere, such as Lyman
α at 121.5 nm, are observed by EVE. Figure 1.11 shows how the photosphere and and outer layers of the
solar atmosphere are coupled via the chromosphere. The chromosphere is arguably the most complicated
and least understand part of the solar atmosphere.
Plage Sunspots are dark when observed in the photosphere and chromosphere. In photosphere, the
area surrounding the sunspot generally indistinguishable from the background Sun. Surrounding sunspots in
the chromosphere, however, are bright regions known as plage (French for “beach”). As shown in Figure 1.7,
the plage surrounding the sunspot occur in a region with enhanced magnetic flux (but not as strong as
sunspots). The plage together with sunspots are co-spatial with bright areas in the corona called active
regions.
Filaments and Prominences Another common feature in the chromosphere are long, thin, dark
channels known as filaments. Filaments are formed when magnetic loops trap relatively cool, dense gas and
suspended it above the surface of the Sun. Because the filament material is cooler than the surrounding
plasma, it appears dark when viewed on the solar disk. A related phenomenon are bright loops extending
18
Figure 1.10: Classic VAL3C height-of-formation graph for the photosphere and chromosphere. The temper-
ature of the lower atmosphere is shown as a function of height. The bars span 90% of the area under the





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































away from the Sun: prominences. These prominences are simply filaments viewed on the solar limb. When
viewed against the dark sky, filaments are hotter and denser than the background and appear bright. Fig-
ure 1.12a shows an example of a filament viewed in Hα while Figure 1.12b shows a prominence viewed in He
ii 30.4 nm. Prominences/filaments can become unstable and erupt, ejecting material into the heliosphere.
These eruptions are one source of solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs).
Chromospheric Network and Supergranulation Like the photosphere, there is a dominant
cellular pattern in the chromosphere: the chromospheric network. The discovery of the chromospheric
network dates back to Deslandres (1899) and was first observed in Ca ii K spectroheliograms. In the 1960s,
studies by Leighton et al. (1962) and Simon & Leighton (1964) revealed a strong correlation between the
chromospheric network, supergranules, and the distribution of magnetic field in the quiet Sun. Supergranules
are horizontal flows in the photosphere with a characteristic length of 30 Mm and lifetime of one day. They
are a length scale of convection and, thus, are formed in the solar interior. Supergranular flows move small
magnetic elements to edges of the supergranules. In the chromosphere, these regions of stronger magnetic
field are brighter than the internetwork regions. As shown in Figure 1.11, it is this network that connects
the solar interior to the corona through magnetic fields.
1.2.2.3 Transition Region
The transition region is a thin layer in the solar atmosphere that serves a transition between the
chromosphere and the corona. In the transition region, the temperature of the solar atmosphere increases
by a factor of 100 over a height of a few hundred kilometers as shown in Figure 1.6.
Observationally, the transition region appears as a hybrid of the chromosphere and corona. Sunspots
are no longer dark but appear bright as they do in the corona and form along with plage, bright active
regions. At the same time, chromospheric network is present in the transition region although the network
appears less connected and more lumpy. Filaments and prominences are also observed in the transition
region but the contrast between the filament and the solar disk is reduced so filaments do not appear as dark
as they do in the chromosphere.
21
(a) Filament observed in Hα (b) Prominence observed in He ii 30.4 nm
Figure 1.12: Example of a filament (left) and a prominence (right). Image credit: NSO and SOHO EIT
22
1.2.2.4 Corona
The solar corona is the outermost layer of the solar atmosphere and extends from the top of the
transition region out to several solar radii. Unlike the layers beneath the corona which can be thought of as
spherical shells, the corona is highly three dimensional.









where ne is the electron density, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the plasma temperature, B is the
magnetic field strength, and µ0 is the magnetic constant (permeability of free space). Figure 1.13 shows
a model of plasma-β over an active region from the photosphere to the outer corona. The small plasma-β
in the corona is a result of the low density in the corona (Table 1.1). The density decreases by 108 while
the temperature increases by 103 from the photosphere to the corona. As a result of the low plasma-β,
magnetic forces dominant the motion of the plasma in the corona. The plasma is “frozen in” and traces out
the magnetic field lines.
Table 1.1: Key physical parameters of the photosphere and corona. From Aschwanden (2005).
Parameter Photosphere Cool corona Hot corona Outer corona
Electron density ne (cm
−3) 2× 1017 1× 109 1× 109 1× 107
Temperature T (K) 5× 103 1× 106 3× 106 1× 106
Pressure Pgas (dyne cm
−2) 1.4× 105 0.3 0.9 0.02
Magnetic field B (G) 500 10 10 0.1
Plasma-β 14 0.07 0.2 7
Coronal Loops and Coronal Holes Because of the low plasma-β, coronal features are dominated
by the underlying magnetic field structure. In the photosphere and chromosphere, the strong magnetic field
is essentially radial (see Figure 1.11). In the corona, however, the tops of closed magnetic fields lines are
observed. Closed magnetic field lines have both their footpoints of opposite polarity in the photosphere
and loop tops in the corona. When these magnetic loops are “filled” with plasma, they form bright coronal
loops (Figure 1.14 and Figure 1.15) and are generally observed in active regions or connecting active regions.
23
1.8. PLASMA-β PARAMETER OF THE SOLAR CORONA 29


















Acceleration Region β > 1
β > 1
β < 1
Figure 1.22: Plasma β in the solar atmosphere for two assumed field strengths, 100 G and 2500
G. In the inner corona (R <∼ 0.2R"), magnetic pressure generally dominates static gas pressure.
As with all plots of physical quantities against height, a broad spatial and temporal average is
implied (Gary, 2001).
Table 1.1: The plasma-β parameter in the solar atmosphere.
Parameter Photosphere Cool corona Hot corona Outer corona
Electron density ne (cm−3) 2× 1017 1× 109 1× 109 1× 107
Temperature T (K) 5× 103 1× 106 3× 106 1× 106
Pressure p (dyne cm−2) 1.4× 105 0.3 0.9 0.02
Magnetic field B (G) 500 10 10 0.1
Plasma-β parameter 14 0.07 0.2 7
different locations of the solar corona thus strongly depends on the employed magnetic
field model, in particular because the magnetic field strength B is the least known
physical parameter in the corona, while the density ne and temperature Te can readily
be measured in EUV and soft X-rays for structures with good contrast to the coronal
background. A comprehensive model of the plasma-β parameter has been built by Gary
(2001), using a large number of physical parameters quoted in the literature, resulting
in a well-constrained range of β-values for any given height, β(h), shown as a grey
zone in Fig. 1.22. One conclusion of Gary (2001) is that even in coronal heights of
h >∼ 0.2R" high β-values above unity can occur, which might be responsible for the
dynamics of cusp regions (Fig. 1.23) or overpressure near the apices of large loops seen
with TRACE.
Figure 1.13: Plasma-β model over an active region. The plasma beta as a function of height above the
photosphere is shown shaded for open and closed field lines originating between a sunspot of 2500 G and a
plage region of 150 G. From Gary (2001).
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Coronal holes, on the other hand, are dark areas in the corona where the magnetic field is unipolar and
open to the heliosphere (Figure 1.14). As there is no such thing as a magnetic monopole, the magnetic field
in coronal holes are only “open” in the sense that the other end is not on the Sun but is somewhere the
heliosphere. They appear dark because the plasma has a low density and low temperature.
Optically Thin Plasma and Limb Brightening The corona has a low plasma density and as
a result, the corona is optically thin. As it is optically thin, coronal emission exhibit limb brightening in
contrast to the photosphere which exhibits limb darkening. Center-to-limb variations (CLV) result from
an angular dependence in the equation of radiative transfer: the path length of the atmosphere increases






Coronal Heating In addition to being optically thin, the corona is also hot. The “quiet” or
background corona is 1 − 2 million K (MK) while during flares the temperature can reach tens of millions
K. This is hot enough that hydrogen and helium are completely ionized and heavier elements are at least
partially ionized. As a result, the corona is best observed in emission lines from ions such as iron (Fe), silicon
(Si), and magnesium (Mg) although the composition (by mass) of the corona is similar to the composition
of the universe: ∼ 73% hydrogen, ∼ 25% helium, and ∼ 2% heavier metals. Section 3.3 presents a spectral
atlas both of the quiet Sun during the recent solar minimum and of a representative flare.
The Active and Explosive Corona The corona is highly dynamic. Active regions or bright
areas in the corona lie above regions of high magnetic flux, such as sunspots and plage. Active regions are
“like cities on the Earth” in that they “harbor most of the activity, but make up only a small fraction of
the total surface area” (Aschwanden 2005). The most obvious form of activity in the corona is a solar flare.
A flare is the sudden release of energy in the solar atmosphere and is observed as a localized brightening in
the corona (Figure 1.16a). After a flare, newly-formed coronal loops are often observed and sometimes form
an arcade (Figure 1.16b). Flares are not just observed in the corona. In the chromosphere, the signature of
footpoints of the flare loops are visible as two “ribbons” (Figure 1.16c). Details of the physics behind that
energy release will be discussed in Section 1.4.
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Coronal hole 
Active regions  
with coronal loops 
Figure 1.14: Full-disk image of the Sun from AIA on 30 May 2011. The dark regions are coronal holes, areas
of open magnetic field and the bright areas are active regions.
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Figure 1.15: Example of several active regions containing bright coronal loops observed in the AIA 171
channel on 3 August 2011.
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(a) Small flare in Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm, 20 MK
(b) Large arcade of flare loops in Fe ix 17.1 nm, 0.6 MK.
(c) Hα ribbons
Figure 1.16: Examples of the different ways solar flares are manifested in the solar atmosphere. Image credit:
NASA/Lockheed Martin/Wikipedia
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Solar Wind Beyond the solar corona is the solar wind. The solar wind flows radially from the
Sun outward through the interplanetary medium. It pushes against the local interstellar medium (LISM) to
create the heliosphere. The solar wind can be divided into two types: fast and slow. The fast solar wind
propagates at speeds greater than 650 km/s while the slow wind has speeds less than 550 km/s. The origin
of the fast and slow solar winds are also different. The fast solar wind originates from coronal holes while
the slow wind’s source is coronal helmet streamers.
1.3 Source of the Solar Variability
1.3.1 Origins of the Solar Magnetic Fields
While magnetic fields play a defining role in the solar atmosphere and solar flares, they are generated
in the interior of the Sun. The solar dynamo is the process in the convection zone that generates magnetic
field, which can become buoyant and break through the photosphere to form active regions and which fills the
solar atmosphere and the heliosphere. “The basis of [dynamo] theory is that the magnetic field is maintained
by the motion of an electrically conducting fluid (such as the highly ionized plasma in the Sun), where the
motion of the fluid induces those electric currents needed to sustain the field” (Tobias 2002). While the core
and radiative zone are believed to rotate as a solid body, the convection zone rotates differentially like the
atmosphere (Figure 1.17). As a result, there is a shear layer between the top of the radiative zone and the
convection zone. This known as the tachocline and is believed to be the source of the solar dynamo.
There are numerous types of dynamo models. Here, I present the “flux-transport” dynamo models
first developed by Dikpati & Charbonneau (1999) as an example of one of the more intuitive dynamo models.
The basic principles of a flux-transport dynamo model are shown in Figure 1.18 where the inner orange sphere
represents the top of radiative zone and the blue mesh the solar surface. Black lines represent magnetic fields
in the solar interior while red lines are the magnetic field lines in the solar atmosphere.
The dynamo is cyclic; you can start at any point of the cycle and end up back there. Here, we start
with a purely poloidal field. This poloidal field is sheared by the Sun’s differential rotation near the bottom
of the convection zone (Figure 1.18a). The shearing turns the purely poloidal field into a purely toroidal
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Figure 1.17: Rotation of the interior of the Sun from Howe (2009). The radiative zone (out to 0.7R rotates
as a solid body while the rotation rate of the convection zone (0.7 − 1.0R) varies both as a function of
latitude and of radius.
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Figure 1.18: Example of a flux-transport dynamo from Dikpati & Gilman (2009). See text for details.
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field (Figure 1.18b). When the toroidal field is strong enough, loops become buoyant and rise to the solar
surface (Figure 1.18c). These loops twist as they rise due to the Coriolis force. When these loops break
through the solar surface, sunspots are formed (Figure 1.18d-f).
Meridional circulation (Figure 1.18g, yellow circulation with arrows) transports surface magnetic flux
to the poles. Cancelation of the opposite polarities causes the polar fields to reverse. At the same time,
reconnection in the solar atmosphere cancels magnetic flux near the equator. Meridional circulation also
transports some magnetic flux down to the base of the convection zone and toward the equator (Figure 1.18h).
These poloidal fields have the opposite sign of the fields in Figure 1.18a. Differential rotation once again
shears the magnetic field and the cycle starts again.
1.3.2 Solar Cycle
As a result of the solar dynamo, the solar atmosphere undergoes a pattern of low and high activity
known as the solar cycle. Since Galileo, astronomers has been recording the number of sunspots visible on
the solar disk (Figure 1.19). The most obvious feature is the periodic change in the number of sunspots.
This is known as the sunspot cycle and has an 11-year periodicity. Solar minimum occurs when there are
few sunspots on the Sun while solar maximum occurs when there is the greatest number of sunspots. The
exact duration of a solar cycle varies between 9 and 14 years. The maximum number of sunspots also varies
from cycle to cycle. In general, cycles that rise faster are larger.
Sunspots do not appear at random over the solar surface. They are concentrated in two latitude
bands on either side of the equator. Figure 1.20 shows the evolution of sunspot location over the past twelve
solar cycles. At the start of a solar cycle, sunspots first appear at mid-latitudes and as the cycle progresses,
they appear closer to the equator.
While sunspots undergo the 11-year sunspot cycle, the magnetic fields on the Sun undergo a related
22-year cycle known as the Hale cycle. The polar magnetic field undergoes cyclic variations, changing polarity
at solar maximum. Thus, it takes two 11-year sunspot cycles for the polarity of polar magnetic field to go
from positive to negative and back to positive where the dominant polarity of leading sunspots in each
hemisphere matches the polarity of the polar cap at the preceding minimum.
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Monthly Averaged Sunspot Numbers
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Figure 1.19: Monthly averaged sunspot number from 1750 to the present showing the 11-year solar cycle.
















































































































































































































































































































































1.3.3 Evolution of Active Regions
Active regions are the source of solar flares and other large-scale activity in the solar atmosphere.
Active regions are bipolar areas of strong magnetic field of one polarity adjacent to areas of strong magnetic
field of the opposite polarity. Current theory suggests that active regions result from the tops of magnetic flux
tubes piercing through the solar surface (Figure 1.21). Coronal loops connect the regions of opposite polarity
while sunspots form where the magnetic flux tubes intersect the photosphere. Generally, the preceding
sunspot is more compact while the following sunspot is fragmented. The leading sunspot also emerges closer
to the equator; a direct result of the Coriolis force deflecting the rising magnetic flux tube.
Active region evolution can be divided into three phases: emergence, active period, and decay. During
the emerging phase, which lasts for several days, flux tubes emerge from below the surface. Small sunspots
appear, grow in size and brightness contrast, and coalesce to form larger spots. The preceding spot starts
to form a penumbra. During the active period, the following spot forms a penumbra and numerous small
spots appear between the two primary spots. The faculae, which are the bright areas surrounding the
sunspot group, increases in brightness. It is at this time that solar flares (see Section 1.4) are possible. The
active period lasts for roughly a week. The decay of a sunspot group can last for several months. During
the decay, the sunspots disappear and the facular brightness decreases. Filaments are formed and lengthen.
Eventually, the filaments are oriented parallel to the solar equator. Filaments can erupt to form large coronal
mass ejections (see Section 1.4.5) or break apart and disappear.
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Figure 1.21: Cartoon depicting the emergence of sunspots and coronal loops. From Fisher et al. (2000)
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1.4 Physics of Solar Flares
Solar flares are the sudden catastrophic release of energy that manifests as an increase of electromag-
netic (EM) radiation over all wavelengths and as mass ejection, particle acceleration, and wave propagation
in the solar atmosphere. Flares are localized solar phenomena that most often occur in active regions during
the rapid development of the sunspot group. While the brightening associated with flares covers only a
small part of the solar disk, flares release a large amount of energy over a short time; the total energy in a
moderately large flare is 3× 1025 Joules, about 10% of the total radiative output per second of the Sun.
1.4.1 Flare Observations
The first reported solar flare occurred in 1859 when Carrington and Hodgson independently observed
a sudden visible-light brightening of a small patch of the solar disk within a large sunspot group. Subsequent
observations have shown that flares emit strongly over all of the entire EM spectrum: in 1870, Young first
observed flares in Hα at 656 nm. Radio and microwave emissions from flares were detected in the 1940s. The
space age brought discoveries of intense flare emission at wavelengths absorbed by the earth’s atmosphere,
specifically the ultraviolet, extreme ultraviolet, X-ray, and gamma rays. In recent years, solar flares have
even been detected in the TSI (Woods et al. 2006).
The occurrence of solar flares varies both with the size of the flare (larger, more energetic flares are
more rare) and the solar activity (at solar minimum, there are fewer flares). Using observations of the peak
intensity as a proxy for flare energy, the frequency distribution of flare energy (Figure 1.22) follows a power
law spanning eight orders of magnitude. While each flare is uniquely determined by the coronal magnetic
field configuration and evolution of the photospheric magnetic flux, the power-law nature of the frequency
distribution suggests some universal process.
The peak soft X-ray flux of a flare is known as its GOES class, which is a letter (A, B, C, M, or X)
designating the class followed by a number (1.0− 9.9 or higher for X-class events). Each class (A, B, C, M,
and X) has a peak flux ten times greater than the preceding one. Within each class, there is a linear scale
from 1.0 to 9.9. An X2.0 flare, for example, is twice a large as an X1.0 flare and four times as large as an
37
Figure 1.22: Composite flare frequency distribution from observations in the extreme ultraviolet, soft X-rays,
and hard X-rays. From Aschwanden et al. (2000).
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M5.0 flare.
1.4.2 Physics of Flares
Figure 1.23 shows the sequence of events leading to a typical solar flare. The evolution of a flare
starts with the emergence of magnetic flux in the photosphere. Flux emergence carries magnetic energy
from the interior where it is created via the solar dynamo to the atmosphere. Some of the magnetic energy
is immediately released when the magnetic field expands into the solar atmosphere. The electric current
perpendicular to the magnetic field drives the expansion of the magnetic field via the Lorentz force. The
field-aligned current, however, is not used in the expansion of the magnetic fields and cannot dissipate as the
corona is highly conductive (or the resistivity is close to zero). Instead, the field-aligned current is stored as
magnetic free energy. Various mechanisms can increase the amount of magnetic free energy in corona. The
subsurface convective motions can add twist to the magnetic fields. Shearing of the magnetic foot points
also increase the field-aligned currents. Solar flares are the predominant way for the solar corona to release
this energy.
Energy stored in the field-aligned currents is released when there is a topological change in the
magnetic field. This process is known as magnetic reconnection. First, magnetic fields of opposite polarity
are brought into close proximity with each other and a current sheet is formed perpendicular to the magnetic
fields. Figure 1.24 shows several different ways for development of a current sheet. In the current sheet,
the resistivity increases making it possible to dissipate the magnetic free energy. Normally, the frozen-flux
condition in the corona would forbid a change in the magnetic topology. Near the current sheet, however,
the resistivity is non-zero so the magnetic field is able to diffuse through the plasma and reconnect as shown
in Figure 1.25. The energy released during reconnection heats the surrounding plasma, accelerates particles,
causes wave propagation, and ejects material. These are the observational features of a solar flare shown in
the blue box in Figure 1.23.
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Emerging flux 
Current sheet formation 
Reconnection 
Solar Flare 
Thermalization Particle acceleration Wave propagation 
Chromospheric 
evaporation Hard X-ray source 
Moreton wave,  
EIT wave 




Coronal mass ejection 
Instability or non-equilibrium 
Shearing, twisting,  
or converging flows 
Figure 1.23: Flowchart of events leading to a solar flare and the features that make up the observational
signature of a flare (blue box). While this thesis focuses on the EUV loops (in red), the other features are
discussed.
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Figure 1.24: Various reconnection mechanisms that can result in a solar flare. Adapted from Benz & Gu¨del
(2010).
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Figure 1.25: Schematic of magnetic reconnection. Oppositely-oriented field lines (red and blue) are pushed
together (inflowing arrows). The oppositely-oriented lines reconnect across the separatrices (gray lines),
forming field lines of a different configuration (joint red/blue lines). Magnetic tension then pulls these
newly-connected lines away from the reconnection region (outflowing arrows). Image credit: Wikipedia
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1.4.3 CSHKP Model
As flares show considerable variation, there is no one model that can match the observations of all
flares. However, there is a “standard” flare model, known as the CSHKP model after the names of its major
contributors (Carmichael, Sturrock, Hirayama, Kopp, and Pneuman), which tries to present a cohesive
picture to explain the majority of flare observations. The CSHKP model starts essentially after magnetic
reconnection occurs. It does not comment on what leads to the reconnection. While this model specifically
describes flares that are associated with coronal mass ejections (CMEs), the principles apply to non-CME
flares.
The basics of the CSHKP model are shown in Figure 1.26. Reconnection occurs at the current
sheet, driven by plasma in-flow. The plasma out-flow accelerates non-thermal electrons, which stream down
the newly formed flare loop. Some of the accelerated particles become trapped by magnetic mirroring
and emit gyrosynchrotron radiation that is observed in the microwave and centimeter radio frequencies.
The electrons that are not trapped impact the chromosphere, generating hard X-ray footpoints from thick-
target Bremsstrahlung emission. Some of the energy deposited in the chromosphere is radiated away in
chromospheric and transition region lines, including He ii at 30.4 nm and Hα at 656 nm, and form flare
ribbons.
The majority of the energy, however, heats the chromosphere to tens of millions Kelvin. The chromo-
spheric material “evaporates” into new coronal loops formed during reconnection to reconcile the pressure
imbalance caused by the heating. Initially, these loops emit in the soft X-ray. If there is no further heating of
the coronal loop, the heated plasma radiatively cools and drains back into the chromosphere (chromospheric
condensation). As the plasma cools, it is observed in progressively cooler emission lines.
1.4.4 Coronal Response to Heating
Due to chromospheric evaporation, the plasma in a coronal loop during a flare is heated to 20 − 40
MK. During the decay phase, the plasma then cools via conduction and radiation back to the background
temperature of 1 MK. Following Cargill et al. (1995), the evolution of the temperature during decay phase
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6.3 X-Ray Flares 267
The SMM observations of chromospheric evaporation include those of Loren Ac-
ton and co-workers in 1982, Ester Antonucci and colleagues in 1983 and 1984, and
Andre Fludra and co-workers in 1989. The Yohkoh results were reported by George
A. Doschek in 1990, 1991, and John T. Mariska in 1994, and revisited in the context
of numerical models by Doschek and Harry P. Warren in 2005. In the meantime,
Anja Czaykowska and colleagues in 1999 and by Jeffrey W. Brosius and Kenneth J.
H. Phillips in 2004 had used the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer aboard SOHO to
describe the material flowing out from loop footpoints.
While the Yohkoh observations reveal magnetic structures that become filled by
hot flare plasma, at temperatures of 10–20×106 K, the Transition Region And Coro-
nal Explorer, abbreviated TRACE, shows the locations of the post-flare plasma, after
it has cooled down to 1 or 2×106 K, often tracing out post-flare loops (Fig. 6.8).
6.3.2 A Model of Flaring X-Ray Emission
A well-developed model describes the hard X-ray and soft X-ray radiation of solar




















Fig. 6.9 Solar X-ray flare model. A solar flare is powered by magnetic energy released from a
magnetic interaction site above the top of the loop shown schematically here. Electrons are ac-
celerated to high speed, generating a burst of radio energy as well as impulsive loop-top hard
X-ray emission. Some of these non-thermal electrons are channeled down the loop and strike the
chromosphere at nearly the speed of light, emitting hard X-rays by electron-ion bremsstrahlung at
the loop footpoints. When beams of accelerated protons enter the dense, lower atmosphere, they
cause nuclear reactions that result in gamma-ray spectral lines and energetic neutrons. Material
in the chromosphere is heated very quickly and rises into the loop, accompanied by a slow, grad-
ual increase in soft X-ray radiation. This upwelling of heated material is called chromospheric
evaporation, and occurs in the decay phase of the flare
Figure 1.26: A flare cartoon showing the CSHKP model. From Lang (2009).
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− Prad (T )
]
(1.3)
where p and T are the loop pressure and temperature, respectively, s is the coordinate along the magnetic
field line, and Vs is the field-aligned velocity. Prad is the optically thin radiative loss function, parameterized
as a piecewise continuous function shown in Figure 1.27 and κ0 is the coefficient of thermal conductively.
By setting Vs to zero and assuming that the density n is constant, it is possible estimate cooling times
due to conduction (τc) and radiation (τr) using the ideal gas law (p = 2nkT ):
τc =
2nkL2
(γ − 1)κ0T 5/2 (1.4)
τr =
2nkT
(γ − 1)Prad (T ) (1.5)
where L is the half-length of the loop.
These equations show that conductive cooling dominates at high temperatures and low densities. In
the CSHKP model, coronal loops have high temperatures and low densities immediately after reconnection
when the chromospheric evaporation begins to fill the loop. During the majority of decay phase, the coronal
loops are cooling radiatively. Figure 1.28 shows the conductive and radiative cooling times as a function
of temperature for a loop with a density of 109 cm−3 and half-length of 60 Mm, assuming γ = 5/3 and
κ0 = 10
−6 erg s−1 cm−1 K−1. Notice that without additional heating coronal loops will cool within 1000 s.
1.4.5 Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs)
Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are spectacular solar eruptions that extend outward from the Sun
(Figure 1.29). A typical CME carries between 1× 1012 and 5× 1013 kg of material, about one-tenth of the
total mass of the corona, at speeds between 100 and 3400 km/s (Lang 2009). CMEs are often associated
with solar flares. Figures 1.30 and 1.31 shows models of solar eruptions that lead to the formation of both
CMEs and solar flares.
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Figure 1.27: Optically radiative cooling function from Cargill et al. (1995).
Figure 1.28: Radiative and conductive cooling times from Cargill et al. (1995).
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Figure 1.29: CME observed by LASCO onboard SOHO in 2000. Image credit: SOHO.
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310 6 Our Violent Sun
magnetic restructuring, with the mass ejections strongly coupled to the processes
that cause solar flares and/or erupting prominences.
One possibility, suggested by Ulrich Anzer and Gerald W. Pneuman in 1982, is
that the impulsive prominence stretches the erupting magnetic fields, which couple
together in a current sheet below the prominence, pinching off the rising material
like a hot-air balloon with its tethers cut (Fig. 6.28). That would be something like
blowing soap bubbles and watching them pinch off at the bottom as they waft into
space, except in this case it is magnetic bubbles blasting off at supersonic speeds
and growing larger than the Sun.
In this type of model, a coronal mass ejection, with an accompanying promi-
nence, rises up, blowing open the previously closed, overlying magnetic fields. But
the newly opened magnetism promptly couples together again to reform closed
loops below the rising material. So the magnetism opens and closes like a sea
anemone. Post-eruptive arcades, frequently detected at extreme-ultraviolet and soft
X-ray wavelengths in the aftermath of a coronal mass ejection, are identified with
these newly linked, post-flare loops, which rise to successively higher altitudes as
the reconnection site is dragged outward along the outstretched neutral line by the
rising coronal mass ejection, like closing up a zipper.
This theoretical model for coronal mass ejections has been widely developed





Fig. 6.28 Model of solar eruption. A magnetic reconnection takes place at a current sheet (dark
vertical line) beneath a prominence and above closed magnetic field lines. The coronal mass ejec-
tion, abbreviated CME, traps hot plasma below it (dark region). The solid curve at the top is the
bow shock driven by the CME. The closed field region above the prominence (center) is supposed
to become a flux rope in the interplanetary medium. [Adapted from Petrus C. Martens and N. Paul
Kuin (1989).]
Figure 1.30: Cartoon of a solar eruption showing a common origin for CMEs and solar flares. From Lang
(2009).
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limb into space, moving outward across the coronagraph field of view in a few
minutes to several hours. They can expand to become larger than the visible solar
disk, streaming outward past the planets and dwarfing everything in their path. Such
events work only in one direction, always moving away from the Sun into interplan-
etary space and almost never falling back in the reverse direction. As announced by
Yi-Ming Wang and Neil R. Sheeley Jr. in 2002, significant amounts of material can
nevertheless fall back into the Sun during the outward motion of some coronal mass
ejections.
Coronal mass ejections often exhibit a three-part structure – a bright outer front,
followed by a darker, underlying cavity, surrounding a brighter core (Fig. 6.19). The
outer leading edge may be a region where an expanding magnetic bubble-like shell
has compresse the overlying gas, piling the corona up and shoving it out like a
snowplow. The bright outer edg has also een pictured as an expan ing magneti
lo p filled w th dense, shining gas. The c vity r void is an xpa ding, low- ensity
region whose high magn tic pressur and strong ma netic field might push coronal
material aside. The core is the brightest part of the coronal mass ejection, because







Fig. 6.20 Model of three-part coronal mass ejection. In this model of a three-part coronal mass
ejection, portrayed by Terry Forbes (2000), swept-up, compressed mass and a bow shock have been
added to the eruptive-flare portrayal of Tadashi Hirayama (1974). The combined representation
includes compressed material at the leading edge of a low-density, magnetic bubble or cavity, and
dense prominence gas. The prominence and its surrounding cavity rise through the lower corona,
followed by sequential magnetic reconnection and the formation of flare ribbons at the footpoints of
a loop arcade. [Adapted from Hugh S. Hudson, Jean-Louis Bougeret and Joan Burkepile (2006a).]
Figure 1.31: CME cartoon showing the three-dim nsiona structure of a CME and its relationship to 2-ribbon
flares. From Lang (2009).
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1.5 New Observations of Solar Flares
Initial observations of solar flares from EVE show that the EUV irradiance signature of flares has four
distinct characteristics (Woods et al. 2011): First, the flares impulsive phase is dominated by the transition
region emissions, such as the He ii 30.4 nm. Second, the hot coronal emissions above 5 MK dominate during
the gradual phase and are highly correlated with the GOES X-ray measurements (0.1 − 0.8 nm). A third
flare characteristic in the EUV is coronal dimming, seen best in the cool corona, such as the Fe ix 17.1 nm.
Finally, warm coronal emissions (e.g., Fe xvi 33.5 nm) sometimes exhibit a second large peak separated from
the primary flare event by many minutes to hours, with EUV emission originating not from the original flare
site and its immediate vicinity, but rather from a volume of higher loops. We refer to this second peak as
the “EUV late phase.”
Initial observations also showed that the delay in the Fe xvi gradual phase peak compared to the
GOES SXR peak varies from a few minutes to over two hours. Prior to EVE, the flare irradiance models
such as FISM have been using the GOES SXR flux as a proxy for the gradual phase and the derivative of
the SXR flux as a proxy for the impulsive phase emissions. The initial observations of flares from EVE show
that there are at least two additional flare components: (1) coronal dimming for cool coronal emissions and
(2) an EUV late phase for warm coronal emissions, which will be required for modeling the EUV irradiance.
While coronal dimming and delay in EUV peaks have been known for some time, their impact on EUV
irradiance is now being clarified with the new SDO observations.
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The Astrophysical Journal, 739:59 (13pp), 2011 October 1 Woods et al.
Figure 1. Flare variations for the C8.8 flare on 2010 May 5. The relative
irradiance (Rel. Irr.), being the solar irradiance spectrum minus the pre-flare
spectrum, represents well the flare variations over its different phases. The
transition region He ii 30.4 nm emission highlights the impulsive phase. We
assume that GOES X-ray defines the gradual phase, and the hot corona Fexx/
Fe xxiii 13.3 nm emission behaves almost identically as the X-ray. The cool
corona Fe ix 17.1 nm emission is the EUV emission with the largest amount of
coronal dimming after the impulsive phase. The warm corona Fe xvi 33.5 nm
emission has its first peak a few minutes after the X-ray gradual phase peak and
then has a second peak many minutes later. The change in slope of the GOES
X-ray during the gradual phase is indicative of the late phase contribution
(second Fexvi peak). The four vertical dashed lines, left to right, are for spectra
in Figure 2 of the pre-flare, main phase, coronal dimming, and EUV late phase.
a few minutes before the X-ray peak and sometimes a second
peak soon after the X-ray peak corresponding to post-flare loop
reconnections. This emission sometimes does not exhibit an
impulsive phase contribution and just has enhancements during
the post-flare loop reconnections. Based on the timing of the
He ii peak, 55% of the flares in our sample had a strong impulsive
phase. The impulsive phase is important for a myriad of
space weather applications because of its indication of the start
of the flare event and the possibility of highly energetic radiation
and particles that can be created during the impulsive phase. The
energetic radiation can include the non-thermal bremsstrahlung
radiation (HXR) and sometimes gamma rays that reach Earth
in eight minutes. Furthermore, the brighter flares are sometimes
associated with solar energetic proton events that reach Earth
in a few hours and CME events that reach Earth in a couple of
days.
The Fexx/Fe xxiii 13.3 nm emission represents the hot
corona at 10–16 MK, and this emission behaves very similar
to the GOES X-ray time series and represents well the flare’s
gradual phase. This emission is an excellent proxy for the
SXR and vice versa. The gradual phase is characterized as the
chromospheric evaporation resulting from the initial heating
caused during the impulsive phase. The intense increase in
SXR and EUV radiation in the 0.1–15 nm range during the
gradual phase, as shown in Figure 2(b), is important for
space weather applications as they are energetic enough to
quickly enhance the ionization in Earth’s upper atmosphere
(80–300 km). Furthermore, the gradual phase typically lasts
for many minutes to even hours and thus impacts Earth’s
atmosphere for a longer period of time than the impulsive phase.
A third EUV emission included in Figure 1 is the





Figure 2. Flare spectral variations from the EVE MEGS-A channel (6–37 nm)
for the C8.8 flare on 2010 May 5. Panel (a) shows the pre-flare spectrum.
Panels (b)–(d) show the variability between the pre-flare irradiance and the
main phase, coronal dimming, and EUV late phase, respectively. These results
used five-minute averages taken at the times indicated in Figure 1 as vertical
dashed lines.
0.7 MK. If there is coronal dimming, then the Fe ix through
Fexiv emissions usually show it. For this example flare in
Figure 1, the Fe ix emission has a large decrease as shown
in Figure 2(c). The decrease of the Fe ix coronal emission
starts near the peak of the impulsive phase, and this emission
usually reaches its minimum after the peak of the Fe xx/Fe xxiii
emission and sometimes not until after the first peak of the
Fexvi 33.5 nm emission, as is the case in Figure 1. The du-
ration of the coronal dimming can be a few hours to a day or
so (Rust 1983; Sterling & Hudson 1997; Reinard & Biesecker
2008). The Fe ix emission showed coronal dimming for 22% of
3
Figure 1.32: EUV lightcurves from EVE for the C8.8 flare on 5 May 2010 highlighting the four types of flare
variations. From Woods et al. (2011).
Chapter 2
Understanding Solar Irradiance
Numerous physical processes on the Sun which occur on the atomic level result in the emission
and absorption of photons. The solar spectral irradiance is the ensemble of all these processes occurring
throughout the solar atmosphere and, as a result, is an indirect measure of the physical state of the Sun.
The goal of this chapter is two-fold. First, the physical processes that form the solar spectrum are described
in Section 2.1. Second, in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, I introduce the tools that allow us to analyze a solar
spectrum and deduce information about the physical state of the Sun.
2.1 Formation of the Solar Spectrum
The solar spectrum is dominated by a blackbody spectrum with a temperature around 5800 K. As
the temperature of photosphere of the Sun changes very slowly over the course of the Sun’s evolution, the
surface is in thermal equilibrium and acts as a perfect radiator or black body. The spectrum of a blackbody
is determined only by the temperature of the material. The solar spectrum, however, is not simply a perfect
blackbody spectrum. The different layers of the atmosphere and features such as active regions and coronal
holes change the spectrum. There are spectral lines such as absorption lines in the ultraviolet, visible, and
infrared and emission lines in the X-ray, extreme ultraviolet, and ultraviolet. In addition, the Bremsstrahlung
continuum is observed in the X-ray and several free-bound continua are seen in the extreme ultraviolet. This




All objects emit light at all wavelengths with varying degrees of efficiency. An ideal emitter is an
object that absorbs all of the light incident upon it and reradiates all the incident energy in a characteristic,
continuous spectrum that depends only on the body’s temperature (Figure 2.1). Because an ideal emitter
reflects no light, it is called a blackbody and the spectrum it emits a blackbody spectrum. The equation
that describes blackbody radiation is known as the Planck function and is given by:
Bλ (T ) =
2hc2/λ5
ehc/λkBT − 1 (2.1)
where Bλ is the radiance, h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, λ is wavelength, kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, and T is the temperature of the object. The Sun, with a surface temperature of approximately
5800 K, is a near-ideal black body with an emission spectrum peaked in the central, yellow-green part of the
visible spectrum. In addition to dominating the solar spectrum at visible wavelength, blackbody radiation
plays an important role as the background radiation field in some atomic processes.
2.1.2 Atomic Processes
Since the early nineteenth century, it has been known that the solar spectrum contains numerous
discrete spectral lines superimposed on the continuous background spectrum. These spectral lines occur
when electrons interact with atom nuclei and either a photon is either emitted or absorbed. The energy of
the emitting or absorbed photon, , is equivalent to the energy lost or gained by the electron and is related
to the frequency ν or the wavelength λ of the photon through the Planck relationship:




Discrete emission and absorption lines originate from the quantized energy levels within an atom.
When an electron jumps from a lower energy state to a higher energy state, the process is called
excitation and requires energy input either by a collision with another particle or absorption of a photon.
The inverse process where an electron transitions from a higher energy state to a lower energy state is called
de-excitation. If the electron is excited with sufficiently large energy, it can escape the atom altogether, a
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Figure 2.1: Blackbody spectrum for three different temperatures. The grey shaded regions highlights the
visible portion of the EM spectrum.
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process called ionization. For hydrogen, this energy, known as the ionization energy, is 13.6 eV (2.18×10−18
J). Recombination is the inverse process, where an electron is captured by an atom and a photon equivalent
to the energy of the electron is emitted.
Figure 2.2 shows the various atomic processes that impact the EUV spectrum. Not all processes within
an atom are equally likely. Each is characterized by a particular probability of that transition occurring.
Table 2.1 provides the transition rate for the difference processes. These atomic processes can be divided
into two categories based on how the transition rate is calculated.
Table 2.1: Excitation, ionization, and recombination processes in atoms. Note: γ= photon, e−=electron,
Z=atom, Z+=ion, Z ′=excited atom. The first column denotes whether the process results in the absorption
(A) or emission (E) of a photon. Adapted from Aschwanden (2005).
Process Particle and Photon Notation Transition Rate
A Induced absorption γ + Z 7→ Z ′ UλBijNi
E Stimulated emission γ + Z ′ 7→ 2γ + Z UλBjiNj
E Spontaneous emission Z ′ 7→ Z + γ AjiNji
A Photo-ionization γ + Z 7→ Z+ + e− UλNiBiκ
E 2-body (radiative) recombination e− + Z+ 7→ γ + Z NeNiAκi
E Dielectronic recombination e− + Z+ 7→ . . . 7→ γ + Z ′, γ + Z NeNiαdiel
Auto-ionization Z ′′ 7→ Z+ + e− NγUλκdiel
Thomson scattering γ + e− 7→ γ + e− σTNe
E Free-free emission (bremsstrahlung) e− + Z+ 7→ e− + Z+ + γ NeNiκκ′
A Free-free absorption γ + e− + Z+ 7→ e− + Z+ NeNiBκ′κUν
Collisional excitation e− + Z 7→ e− + Z ′ NiNeCij
Collisional de-excitation e− + Z ′ 7→ e− + Z NjNeCji
Collisional ionization e− + Z 7→ 2e− + Z+ NiNeCiκ
3-body recombination 2e− + Z+ 7→ e− + Z N2eNiCκ,i
The rate coefficients for induced emission, stimulated emission, and spontaneous emission were first
determined by Einstein in 1917. To calculate the transition probability from level i to j (Pij), Einstein made
three assumptions. First, the rate of stimulated emission and induced absorption of photons is proportional
to the energy density Uλ of the radiation field. Second, the distribution of atomic energy states is assumed to







where i is the excitation energy, N0 is the number of atoms in the ground state, gi is the statistical weight





















































Figure 2.9: Diagrams of absorption, emission, ionization, recombination, excitation, and de-
excitation processes, sorted in same order as in Table 2.2. Atoms and ions are marked with filled
dots, electrons with open dots, electron orbits with circles, electron transitions with arrows, and
photons with a wiggly arrow. Time is proceeding from left to right.
Induced absorption : An incoming photon can excite an electron in an atom to
a higher energy state !n = !m + hν. This process occurs with a probability that is
proportional to the occupation numberNm in statem and the energy density Uν of the
radiation field, where the transition probabilities are specified by the Einstein coeffi-
cientsBmn (Eq. 2.5.2), giving a transition rateR = UνBmnNm. This process is of the
type of discrete bound-bound transitions, which produce numerous absorption lines in
the solar corona (e.g., the Fraunhofer lines at optical wavelength and UV wavelengths).
Figure 2.2: Diagrams of absorption, emission, ionization, recombination, excitation, and de-excitation pro-
cesses from Aschwanden (2005). The processes are sorted in the same order as Table 2.1. Atoms and ions
are marked with filled dots, electrons with open dots, electron orbits with circles, electron transitions with
arrows, and photons with a wiggly arrow. Time is proceeding from left to right. Note: the dielectronic
recombination as shown is followed by the spontaneous emission of two photons.
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of state i.
Einstein also introduced two sets of coefficients, known as the Einstein A coefficient, Aij , for sponta-
neous emission, and the Einstein B coefficients, Bij , for stimulated emission, and Bji for induced absorption
to describe the number of transitions per second. The transition probability for emission is the sum of the
probability for spontaneous emission Pspon and the probability for stimulated emission Pstim:
Pij = Pspon + Pstim = Aij +BijUλ (2.4)
The transition probability for absorption is simply the probability for induced absorption:
Pji = Pabs = BjiUλ (2.5)
Because the system is in equilibrium, the transition rate for emission Remission must equal the transi-
tion rate for absorption Rabsorption. The transition rate is number density N times the transition probability
P :
Remission = Rabsorption
NiPij = NjPji (2.6)
Substituting Equation 2.4, Equation 2.5, and Equation 2.3 into Equation 2.6, we get:
gie
−i/kBT (Aij +BijUλ) = gje−j/kBT (BjiUλ) (2.7)








ehλ/kBT − 1 (2.8)







gjBji = giBij (2.10)
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The relation between the Einstein coefficients are of atomic nature and independent of the plasma
temperature and electron velocity distribution. Furthermore, the Einstein coefficients are properties of single
atoms, ions and molecules. A single particle has no way of “knowing” whether or not it is in thermodynamic
equilibrium. As a result, the relationships between the Einstein coefficients must hold in general, even if
the particles are not in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium. Therefore, only one of the three Einstein
coefficients is independent. Once its value is known, the values of all three coefficients are determined.
The other atomic processes involve two-body collisions so kinetic theory states that the rate coefficient




σ (v) f (v) vd3v (2.11)
where f (v) is the electron velocity distribution. In thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) or for thermal plasmas,
f (v) is a Maxwellian:






whereme is the electron mass. For non-thermal plasmas, the electron velocity distribution is not a Maxwellian
so the rate coefficients will be different. The following sections will discuss the processes that are important
for the formation of the EUV irradiance spectrum.
2.1.2.1 Free-free Emission
Bremsstrahlung or “braking radiation” is continuum emission in the soft and hard X-ray part of the
EM spectrum resulting from a free electron elastically scattering off a free ion. Bremsstrahlung radiation is
also referred to as “free-free” emission. A photon is emitted with an energy corresponding to the difference of
the outgoing to the incoming kinetic energy of the electron. There are two different types of Bremsstrahlung
emission: thermal and non-thermal. Figure 2.3 shows an example of a flare spectrum in the hard X-rays that
includes both a thermal and non-thermal Bremsstrahlung spectrum. As a photon with energy of 1 keV emits
a photon at 1.24 nm, Bremsstrahlung is general observed in X-rays and can only observed at the shortest
EUV wavelengths. It is also generally only observed when the coronal densities are high, for example during
a flare.
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Figure 2.3: The peak of a solar flare on 20 February 2002 shows both thermal and non-thermal
Bremsstrahlung spectra from RHESSI. The observed low-energy spectrum is described by a thermal spec-
trum at a temperature of 15 × 106 K while the high-energy emission is attributed to non-thermal emission
of energetic electrons with a power-law spectral index of 4.4. Figure from Lang (2009).
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Thermal Bremsstrahlung results when the colliding electrons have same temperature as the ions. The
standard expression for a thermal Bremsstrahlung spectrum F () is, as a function of the photon energy
 = hc/λ (Aschwanden 2005):






For an isothermal plasma, the spectral shape drops off exponentially with photon energy.
There are two types of non-thermal Bremsstrahlung emission, which are observed exclusively during
solar flares. Thick-target Bremsstrahlung occurs when the electrons are first accelerated to much higher
energies than the ions in a collisionless plasma and then become collisionally stopped when they hit the ions.
This is observed at the chromospheric footpoints of reconnected coronal loops during solar flares and are part
of the impulsive phase of the flare. The other type of non-thermal Bremsstrahlung emission is thin-target,
which occurs when the electrons are continuously accelerated in a collisional plasma. This type of emission
is seen in coronal X-ray sources during solar flares. Non-thermal Bremsstrahlung emission generally follows
a power law spectrum.
2.1.2.2 Bound-bound Emission
Emission lines comprise most of the EUV irradiance spectrum. Absorption and emission lines are
known as “bound-bound” emissions because they are caused by an electron changing energy levels within the
atom. When an electron makes a transition from one energy level to another, a photon is either absorbed
or emitted depending on whether electron gains (absorption) or losses (emission) energy. The energy of
the emitted photon is equivalent to the difference in the energy states of the two levels and the wavelength
of the photon is given by Planck relationship (Equation 2.2). Because the energy levels within an atom
are quantized, emitted or absorbed photons can only have certain, discrete energies. Figure 2.4 shows an
example energy levels of the hydrogen atom and the associated discrete emission wavelengths.
Because every ion has a unique set of possible transitions, we can associate an emission line with a
specific transition in a specific ion. In general, the statistical distribution of the energy levels population
follow the Boltzmann probability distribution and are given by Equation 2.3. The Boltzmann probability
distribution is a function of temperature. Thus, the relative strength of emission lines from the same ion
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Figure 2.4: Energy levels in the hydrogen atom from Aschwanden (2005). The transitions that result in the
Balmer (H) and Lyman (Ly) series of lines are shown.
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can reveal information about the temperature of the emitting material.
2.1.2.3 Free-bound Emission
Radiative recombination results in the formation of “free-bound” continua. In radiative recombina-






2 − In (2.14)
where 12mev
2 is the kinetic energy of the electron and In is the ionization energy, a negative number, of the
state. As the energy of the electron can not be negative, there are discontinuities in the continuum spectrum
at the ionization thresholds. In the EUV there are four observed free-bound continua. Table 2.2 lists the





(λ−λ0)/c for λ ≤ λ0
0 for λ > λ0
(2.15)
where I0 and λ0 are the radiance and wavelength of the recombination edge and c is the observed decay
(Warren 2005).
Table 2.2: Free-bound Continua in the EUV
Ion
Ionization Wavelength of
Energy (eV) Recombination Edge (nm)
He ii 54.48 22.76
He i 24.62 50.38
H i 13.61 91.08
C i 11.27 110.00
2.1.3 Ionization Equilibrium and the Saha Equation
The temperature of the solar corona is so high that there are no neutral atoms. Some elements like
hydrogen and helium are fully ionized in the corona, that is they have no bound electrons. Other elements
like oxygen and iron are partially ionized where some electrons have been stripped of the atom but not
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all. As a result, the ionization state, the number of electrons that have been removed, is important for
understanding the spectrum as rates of the various atomic processes found in Table 2.1 are proportional to
the population number density N . The ionization state is conventionally denoted by a arabic subscript with
a plus to indicate the positive charge of the ion, e.g. X+m. The spectra for ions are also labeled with roman
numerals with i indicating a neutral ion.
The ionization fraction or number density of a particular ionization state relative to that of the neutral
atom can be calculated from the kinetic equations, which can be thought of as rungs of an ionization ladder.


























Xi+1 7→ Xi) (2.16)










P (Xi+1 7→ Xi) (2.17)
In the solar corona, collisional ionization dominated over photo-ionization as the background radiation











where CXi is the collisional ionization rate and αXi is the recombination rate coefficient.
There is another way to look ionization equilibrium: the Saha equation. The Saha equation is
applicable only in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and is derived with the following approximations:
(1) The gas kinetic temperature is equal to the radiation temperature (Tgas = Trad).
(2) There is an isotropic radiation field, such as the Planck function.
(3) The distribution of electron velocities follows a Maxwellian distribution
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Ionization can be thought of as a chemical reaction: Xi 7→ Xi+1+e−. In equilibrium, the chemical potential














where Z is the partition function (the equivalent of the chemical potential in statistical mechanics). The

















summed over all states. Substituting Equations 2.20 and 2.21 into Equation 2.19 and solving for the ionization
















where gXi+1 and gXi are the degeneracies of the states for the X
i+1 and Xi-ions and χ is the energy
required to remove one electron the Xi ion. Notice that the ionization fraction is a function of both the
plasma temperature and the electron density.
2.2 Emission Line Spectroscopy and Differential Emission Measures
In the corona, the intensity of the emission spectrum at wavelength λij is proportional to the energy
of the photon, the number of emitting ions in the upper state, Nj (cm
−3), and the Einstein A coefficient, Aij
(s−1). The Einstein A coefficient or the spontaneous transition probability describes the number of transitions
from state j to state i per second. It is a measure of how likely a given transition is and establishes both
the strength of the emission line and the timescale for transitions.











where s is the line of sight through the emitting plasma (cm). It is more useful to re-write this equation
in terms of a differential emission measure (DEM). A DEM is a way to quantify the amount of plasma
as a function of temperature along the line of sight. The definition of a DEM is derived by manipulating














• Nj(X+m)/N(X+m): the fraction of ions X+m in state j
• N(X+m)/N(X): the ionization ratio of the ion X+m to the total number density of element X
• Ab(X) = N(X)/N(H): the elemental abundance relative to hydrogen
• N(H)/Ne: the hydrogen density relative to the free electron density. For hot optically thin plasmas,
both hydrogen and helium are fully ionized so N(H)/Ne = 0.83 assuming Ab(He) = 0.1.














and the contribution function including the abundance, G(T,Ne), as:
Gλij (T,Ne) = Cλij (T,Ne) ·Ab(X) (2.26)
Finally, if we define the differential emission measure, ϕ(T ), (cm−5 K−1) as:








Gλij (T,Ne)ϕ(T )dT (2.28)
The contribution function contains all the relevant atomic physics while the DEM is a measurement
of the amount of plasma at different temperatures along the line of sight. However, in order to be put into
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practice, some relationship between Ne and T has to be assumed. The zeroth order approximation is to
allow Ne to be constant. The first order approximation is to allow Ne to vary inversely with temperature,
i.e. a constant electron pressure model (Pe = NeT ).
2.3 CHIANTI Atomic Database
CHIANTI is a critically evaluated set of atomic data for a large number of ions of astronomical
interest. In addition to the atomic data, the CHIANTI package includes ancillary data and a suite of IDL
programs to generate synthetic spectra and conduct spectral analysis and plasma diagnostics.
In this thesis, I use CHIANTI Version 6.0.1 (Dere et al. 2009) to determine the contribution functions
of various EUV lines. Contribution functions are necessary for both identifying the emission lines in the
EVE spectrum (Section 3.3) and modeling the radiative output of solar flares (Chapters 6 and 7). I used the
IDL routine ch_synthetic with the chianti.ioneq ionization equilibrium file to calculate the contribution
functions. Figure 2.5 shows the ionization fraction for iron, the most common element that emits in the
EUV. The contribution functions from CHIANTI are calculated with several assumptions:
(1) The plasma is in equilibrium (steady state).
(2) Electrons and protons have the same temperature and Maxwellian velocity distributions.
(3) Processes that govern ionization and level balance within an atom can be separated.
(4) Ionization is strictly from collisions (not photo-ionization).
(5) Level excitation comes from both collisions and photo-excitation (assuming a blackbody spectrum).
(6) All lines are optically thin.
In calculating the contribution functions, I need to know the elemental abundances (relative to hy-
drogen). While there is consensus for elemental abundances in the photosphere, abundance anomalies in
the solar corona have long been reported (Feldman & Laming (2000)). In general, elements with a low first
ionization potential (FIP) are enhanced over those with a high FIP (Table 2.3). The amount of enhancement
known as the FIP-effect is not constant.
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Figure 2.5: Ionization fraction as a function of temperature for Fe iii to Fe xxv from CHIANTI.
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Table 2.4 lists the solar abundance models included in CHIANTI. I have chosen to use the abundances
from the hybrid model 1. Fludra & Schmelz (1999) used observations of 57 solar flares taken by Yohkoh to
calculate the abundances of sulfur, calcium and iron. Based on the average abundances, Fludra & Schmelz
(1999) developed a hybrid model with abundances between the accepted photospheric and coronal values.
These problems with determining abundances in corona can be avoided by using only emission lines from the
same element, e.g. studying just iron lines. Fortunately, as will be shown in Section 3.3, the EUV spectrum
contains numerous emissions lines including the entire iron sequence from Fe viii to Fe xxiv.
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Table 2.4: Elemental abundances provided by CHIANTI. The elemental abundance is assumed to be zero for
elements not included in the table.
Element Z
Coronal Coronal Hybrid Hybrid Photospheric Photospheric
Model 11 Model 22 Model 13 Model 24 Model 15 Model 26
Hydrogen H 1 1.00×100 1.00×100 1.00×100 1.00×100 1.00×100 1.00×100
Helium He 2 7.94×10−2 7.94×10−2 6.31×10−2 6.31×10−2 8.51×10−2 8.51×10−2
Lithium Li 3 4.37×101 2.63×101 1.26×101 1.12×101
Beryllium Be 4 8.71×101 5.25×101 2.51×101 2.40×101
Boron B 5 1.23×10−9 7.41×100 3.55×100 5.01×100
Carbon C 6 3.89×10−4 3.89×10−4 2.57×10−4 2.57×10−4 3.31×10−4 2.45×10−4
Nitrogen N 7 1.00×10−4 1.00×10−4 6.46×10−5 6.46×10−5 8.32×10−5 6.03×10−5
Oxygen O 8 7.76×10−4 7.76×10−4 5.50×10−4 5.50×10−4 6.76×10−4 4.57×10−4
Fluorine F 9 3.63×10−8 2.82×10−8 3.63×10−8 3.63×10−8
Neon Ne 10 1.20×10−4 1.20×10−4 8.91×10−5 8.91×10−5 1.20×10−4 6.92×10−5
Sodium Na 11 8.51×10−6 8.51×10−6 4.27×10−6 4.27×10−6 2.14×10−6 1.48×10−6
Magnesium Mg 12 1.41×10−4 1.41×10−4 7.94×10−5 7.94×10−5 3.80×10−5 3.39×10−5
Aluminum Al 13 1.10×10−5 1.10×10−5 6.31×10−6 6.31×10−6 2.95×10−6 2.34×10−6
Silicon Si 14 1.26×10−4 1.26×10−4 7.41×10−5 7.41×10−5 3.55×10−5 3.24×10−5
Phosphorus P 15 2.82×10−7 2.75×10−7 2.75×10−7 2.82×10−7 2.29×10−7
Sulfur S 16 1.86×10−5 1.86×10−5 2.09×10−5 2.09×10−5 2.14×10−5 1.38×10−5
Chlorine Cl 17 3.16×10−7 1.20×10−7 1.20×10−7 3.16×10−7 3.16×10−7
Argon Ar 18 3.80×10−6 3.80×10−6 2.29×10−6 2.29×10−6 2.51×10−6 1.51×10−6
Potassium K 19 4.68×10−7 2.88×10−7 2.88×10−7 1.32×10−7 1.20×10−7
Calcium Ca 20 8.51×10−6 8.51×10−6 4.57×10−6 4.57×10−6 2.29×10−6 2.04×10−6
Scandium Sc 21 5.13×10−9 3.09×10−9 1.48×10−9 1.48×10−9
Titanium Ti 22 3.63×10−7 1.78×10−7 1.78×10−7 1.05×10−7 7.94×10−8
Vanadium V 23 3.47×10−8 2.09×10−8 1.00×10−8 1.00×10−8
Chromium Cr 24 1.62×10−6 1.00×10−6 1.00×10−6 4.68×10−7 4.37×10−7
Manganese Mn 25 8.51×10−7 5.13×10−7 2.45×10−7 2.45×10−7
Iron Fe 26 1.26×10−4 1.26×10−4 6.76×10−5 6.76×10−5 3.16×10−5 2.82×10−5
Cobalt Co 27 2.88×10−7 1.74×10−7 8.32×10−8 8.32×10−8
Nickel Ni 28 6.92×10−6 6.92×10−6 3.63×10−6 3.63×10−6 1.78×10−6 1.70×10−6
Copper Cu 29 5.62×10−8 3.39×10−8 1.62×10−8 1.62×10−8
Zinc Zn 30 1.38×10−7 1.23×10−8 1.23×10−8 3.98×10−8 3.98×10−8
1 Abundances from Feldman et al. (1992).
2 Abundances from Feldman et al. (1992). P abundance from Landi et al. (2002). Li, Be, B, F, P, Cl, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Co, Cu
and Zn abundances from Grevesse & Sauval (1998) with the low FIP elements increased by a factor of 3.5.
3 Abundances from Fludra & Schmelz (1999).
4 Abundances from Fludra & Schmelz (1999). Li, Be, B, F, Sc, V, Mn, Co, and Cu elemental abundances from Grevesse N.,
Sauval A.J., 1998, Space Science Reviews, 85, 161. Their values have been scaled to mimic the “hybrid” FIP effect found
by Fludra & Schmelz (1999) with the abundances of the high FIP elements have been decreased by a factor 1.3, and the
abundances of the low FIP abundances have been increased by a factor 2.09.
5 Abundances from Grevesse & Sauval (1998).
6 Abundances from Grevesse et al. (2007).
2.4 EBTEL
There are many approaches to modeling the solar atmospheric response to flares from full three
dimensional MHD simulations to one dimensional hydrodynamic models. Essentially all models, however,
use the coronal loop as a basic building block. High resolution images of the corona show that the bright
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emission in the corona comes from loop-like structures. It is believed, however, that current telescopes are
unable to resolve the fine structure of the corona. The observed loops are actually made up of many, possibly
hundreds or thousands of smaller loops known as loop strands. I use coronal loops to refer to the observed
feature and strands or loop strands to refer to the basic building block of the EBTEL model.
Enthalpy based thermal evolution of loops (EBTEL) model was developed by Klimchuk et al. (2008) as
a ”highly efficient model ... to describe the evolution of the average temperature, pressure, and density along
a [single] coronal strand.” Combined with the CHIANTI atomic database, EBTEL can be used to predict
light curves for specific emission lines measured by EVE. EBTEL is considered to be a “0D” model as it
calculates field-aligned averages instead of solving the hydrodynamical equations for multiple points along
the coronal strand. While this simplifies the physics, the EBTEL model is not computationally expensive.
This enables the user to both use many coronal loop strands in the model and explore a large parameter
space.
In this thesis, I use EBTEL both to model radiative output of a specific flare and to explore how
different physical parameters effect the flare spectrum that EVE measures. I optimized the EBTEL code,
achieving a factor of eight improvement in performance as well as using the EBTEL code as the basis for a
more complicated flare model to predict EVE flare irradiances. This section will derive the equations used
in EBTEL, explain the input and output of EBTEL, and introduce the EBTEL-based flare model.
2.4.1 EBTEL Equations
EBTEL models a single coronal loop strand, depicted in Figure 2.6 as a mini-flux tube of plasma
confined to a single magnetic field line. The strand is “anchored” in the chromosphere by two magnetic
footpoints of opposite polarity. The magnetic field originates below the surface in the convection zone but
the photosphere and chromosphere do not substantially change the magnetic field so the “base” of the loop
is the top of the chromosphere or the bottom of the transition region. The top of the loop, or apex, is located
somewhere in the corona.
Because the strength of the magnetic field decreases away from the solar surface in the corona,
coronal loops must expand with height. The overall expansion of active regions is well established. Thin
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coronal loops, however, within an active region are observed to have a nearly constant thickness along their
length (e.g. Klimchuk et al. 1992; Klimchuk 2000; Watko & Klimchuk 2000). Based on these observations,
EBTEL assumes that the cross-section of the coronal strand is uniform, leading to a symmetric loop. With
a symmetric loop, we can consider only one half and define s to increase from the footpoint to the apex.
Downward heat flux is then considered to be negative.
EBTEL tracks the spatial-averaged coronal pressure, P¯c; temperature, T¯c; and electron density, n¯c.
These three quantities are used to calculate the time-dependent DEM, which can then be used with the
CHIANTI atomic database to determine the light curves for various coronal emission lines. The evolution
of each variable (pressure, temperature, and electron density) is governed by a set of differential equations.
While EBTEL is a 0D model and provides no information about the dynamics inside the loop strand, in
deriving the equations the transition region is treated separately from the corona. Klimchuk et al. (2008)
includes the complete derivation of these equations, which, in part, I reproduce here, and compares the
output from EBTEL with results from 1D hydrodynamics.
2.4.1.1 Pressure Evolution
Because the physical extent and magnetic structure of a coronal loop strand are fixed, the energy
balance becomes important for determining evolution of coronal pressure. The internal energy e for an




(1− y)nkT + ynχH (2.29)
where y is the ionization fraction given by the Saha equation (Equation 2.22), n is the electron number
density, T is temperature, and χH is the ionization potential (Rast & Toomre 1993). In the corona, the
temperatures are greater than 106 K so the latent heat of ionization is much less than the thermal energy








In Equation 2.30, the equation of state given by:
P = (1− y)nkT (2.31)
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Figure 2.6: A cartoon of a coronal strand showing the chromospheric footpoints and apex in the corona.
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is used to relate pressure P and temperature. For a fully ionized hydrogen plasma, y ≈ 1 and P = 2knT .




ρ where ρ is the mass density), the kinetic energy term in














+Q− n2Λ (T ) + ρg‖v (2.33)
where s is the spatial coordinate along the magnetic field line, v is the bulk velocity, F is the heat flux, Q
is the volumetric heating rate, g‖ is the component of gravity along the magnetic field line, and Λ (T ) is the
optically thin radiative loss function (shown in Figure 1.27). The first two terms on the right-hand side of
Equation 2.33 are the advective loss of energy and pressure. These terms along with the term on the right
form the Euler energy conservation equation. The third term is a loss of energy from heat flux while Q is
the source of coronal heating. The fifth term is energy loss from radiative processes and the sixth term is
the gravitational potential energy.
We can ignore the gravity term in Equation 2.33 if the loop is shorter than the gravitational scale
height (zapex < Hg). The gravitational scale height can be approximated as 5.0× 103T = 150 Mm at 3 MK
(Klimchuk et al. 2008) or ≈ 60 Mm at 1 MK (Petrie 2008). Substituting Equation 2.32 into Equation 2.33











+Q− n2Λ (T ) (2.34)
Next, we can define the base of the corona, denoted subscript 0, as the location where thermal
conduction changes from being a cooling term above to a heat term below. This occurs at the top of the
transition region, near the chromospheric footpoints of the loop strand. Integrating Equation 2.34 over the









P0v0 − F0 + LQ¯c −Rc (2.35)
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where L is the half-length of the coronal loop and P¯c and Q¯c are the spatial-averaged coronal pressure and
heating rate. The first two terms on the right-hand side are the enthalpy flux and heat flux at the base of
the corona. The last term, Rc is the radiative cooling rate per unit cross-sectional area in the corona.
If, instead, we integrate Equation 2.34 from the chromospheric footpoints to the base of the corona








P0v0 − F0 + lQ¯tr −Rtr (2.36)
where l is thickness of the transition region and the spatial averages are now over the transition region. Here,
we ignore heat flux and enthaply flux at the top of the chromosphere. Because the transition region is so
thin, we can ignore terms in Equation 2.36 that contain l, leaving:
−5
2
P0v0 − F0 ≈ Rtr (2.37)







































This is the equation that governs the evolution of the coronal pressure in terms of the fundamental variables.
2.4.1.2 Electron Density Evolution
Next, we will derive the equations for the evolution of the electron density in the corona, n¯c, using





(n¯cL) = J0 (2.42)
where J0 is the flux of electrons through the coronal base.
The conservation of mass also requires that the electron flux through the transition region be nearly
constant during both evaporation and condensation:
J = nv ≈ J0. (2.43)
Together with the Ideal Gas Law for a fully ionized hydrogen plasma, the enthalpy flux, ( 52Pv) becomes
5
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Pv = 5kTJ0 (2.44)


































The heat flux, F0, is given by:
F0 = −κ0T 5/2 ∂T
∂s
(2.49)























where Ta = T¯c/c2
After substituting Equations 2.48 and 2.51 in Equation 2.47, the final equation governing the evolution


















The last EBTEL equation governs the evolution of the average coronal temperature. It is derived by















2.4.1.4 Summary of EBTEL Equations and Parameters
In summary, the three equations governing the average coronal pressure, P¯c; temperature, T¯c; and












































The values of the various constants and internal parameters are given in Table 2.5. The values of c1, c2, and
c3 are determined by comparing the output of EBTEL to more sophisticated models.
2.4.1.5 Calculating a DEM from EBTEL
Using the evolution of P¯c, T¯c, and n¯c, a differential emission measure (DEM) can be calculated. The
DEM of a single coronal loop strand with a cross-section of 1 cm2 is:







Table 2.5: EBTEL Parameters
Parameter Value Description
Q¯c Volumetric heating rate (EBTEL input)
L Half-length of the loop (EBTEL input)
Λ (T )
Optically thin radiative loss function (Fig-
ure 1.27)
c1 4.00
Ratio of the radiative loss in the transition
region to corona (Rtr/Rc)
c2 0.87
Ratio of the average coronal temperature
to temperature at the loop apex (T¯c/Ta)
c3 0.70
Ratio of temperature at the base of the
corona to temperature at the loop apex
(T0/Ta)
κ0 1× 10−6 Thermal conductivity (ergs/cm/s/K)
kB 1.38× 10−16 Boltzmann constant (ergs/K)
In EBTEL, separate DEMs are calculated for the corona and for the transition region. For the coronal
DEM, the total emission measure 2Ln¯2c is distributed uniformly over the temperature interval 0.74Ta ≤ T ≤
Ta where apex temperature Ta is T¯c/c2. The average temperature T¯c falls exactly in the middle of this
temperature interval.
The transition region must be treated differently because the temperature and density change rapidly




















Λ (T ) = 0 (2.56)
The transition region DEM is found by solving this quadratic for ∂T∂s and substituting it into Equation 2.55.
2.4.1.6 The EBTEL Code
The EBTEL code is written in IDL and uses Equation 2.54 to evolve a hydorstatic loop. Using the
original EBTEL code given to me by Jim Klimchuk as a template, I rewrote the EBTEL code to optimize
it for IDL. Overall, I achieved about a factor of eight improvement in performance.
2.4.2 Output of EBTEL
The input of EBTEL is the heating rate as a function of time Q¯c (t) in Equation 2.54 and the loop
half-length L. The top panel of Figure 2.7 shows an example of a typical heating rate input function. The
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output of EBTEL is the total DEM (sum of the coronal DEM and transition region DEM) and is shown in
the middle panel of Figure 2.7. Using Equation 2.28, the light curves of various EUV lines can be calculated
as shown in Figure 2.7.
To understand how the input to EBTEL affects the EUV light curves, I ran several EBTEL models
varying the loop half-length, duration of heating, and strength of heating. Figure 2.8 shows the input and
output of EBTEL as well as the light curves for two EUV lines for the different model runs. Table 2.6 shows
the parameters that define the input heating function and loop half-length for each of the model runs. Run
1 is the reference run and is shown in blue in Figure 2.8.
Loop length In Run 2 (green), the loop half-length is doubled. The peak temperature of the run
is higher. The peak density is slightly lower than the peak density of reference run but remains elevated
longer. As a result, the emission in both EUV lines is stronger and lasts longer.
Duration of heating For Run 3 (orange), the duration of the heating is doubled (the total energy
input is also doubled). The peak temperature of the coronal loop strand is the same as that of the reference
run but the peak density is higher. The emission in both the EUV lines is stronger.
Strength of heating In the final run (Run 4, red), the strength of the heating is doubled (the
total energy input is also doubled). The output of EBTEL is very similar to Run 3, where the duration of
the heating is doubled. This shows that the total energy input is more important than the exact shape of
the heating function.
Table 2.6: Parameters for Example EBTEL Runs
Parameter Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4
Loop half-length (cm) 2.5× 109 5.0× 109 2.5× 109 2.5× 109
Duration of heating (s) 100 100 200 100
Strength of heating (erg cm−3 s −1) 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.90
2.4.3 EBTEL-based Flare Model
While small flares may be modeled successfully by the heating and cooling of a single coronal loop,
most flares involve a complex morphologies and need to be modeled with multiple loops. To that end, I
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Figure 2.7: Example of EBTEL input and output. The top panel shows the input heating rate while the
middle panel shows the output DEM. The bottom panels shows light curves for three EUV lines calculated
using contribution function from CHIANTI.
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Figure 2.8: Different EBTEL model runs showing how the final EUV light curves are sensitive to the input
parameters. See the text for a description of each of the runs.
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developed an EBTEL-based flare model that uses multiple EBTEL loops with variable loop lengths and
heating rate profiles to calculate the theoretical light curves of EUV lines measured by EVE.
As discussed above, for a given heating rate profile and loop length, the EBTEL code returns the
average coronal temperature, pressure, and electron density as a function of time as well as a time-dependent
differential emission measure (DEM) for a single coronal loop or loop strand. The DEM can then be combined
with atomic data from CHIANTI to calculate the radiance for any coronal emission line as a function of
time. I developed an EBTEL-based flare model that uses multiple EBTEL loops with variable loop lengths
and heating rate profiles to calculate the theoretical light curves for the Fe xx/xxiii blend at 13.3 nm (one
of the hottest and brightest flare lines observed by EVE) and the Fe xvi line at 33.5 nm (to capture the
EUV late phase).
There are several steps to calculate the model light curves from the output of the EBTEL code. First,
running the EBTEL code returns a differential emission measure as a function of time and temperature,
DEM (t, T ), for a given heating rate profile, h (t), and loop half-length, l. In the EBTEL-based flare model,





dt (t− t0) if t0 − dt2 < t < t0,
hbkgd − 2h0dt (t− t0) if t0 ≤ t < t0 + dt2 .
(2.57)
The background level of heating, hbkgd, is fixed at 10
−6 erg cm−3 s −1 as is the duration of heating (300 s).
The time of the heating, t0, and strength of heating, h0, are free parameters.




ϕ (t, T )G (T ) dT (2.58)
where G (T ) is the contribution function calculated from CHIANTI.
Finally, the radiance contributions from individual EBTEL loops is summed and converted in irradi-
ance:




where C is a normalization factor, Nloops is the number of EBTEL loops, and Ai is the loop cross-section.
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The standard way of converting radiance Iλ (ergs/cm












where Ω is the solid angle subtended by the source. At 1 AU, the Sun subtends a solid angle of 3× 10−7 sr.




ϕ (T )G (T ) dT (2.61)
where A is the loop cross-sectional area (cm2), ϕ is the differential emission measure, andG is the contribution
function calculated from CHIANTI. This is not radiance as radiance is power per unit area per unit solid
angle. The output of EBTEL is power per unit solid angle so Equation 2.60 will not work to compare EBTEL








where dΩ is the solid angle subtended by 1 m2 at 1 AU, 3.56× 10−24 sr/m2. Thus, the normalization factor
C in Equation 2.59 is:




A summary of the parameters in the EBTEL-based flare model is shown in Table 2.7. The first
parameter in the EBTEL-based flare model is the total number of EBTEL loops (Nloops). Every time the
flare model runs, it calls EBTEL Nloops times. As a result, this number needs to be large enough to capture
the evolution of the flare but small enough that optimizing the model inputs is feasible.
The loop cross-section, A, is a multiplicative factor that includes both the physical cross-section of
the coronal loop and number of coronal loops. Each EBTEL strand I model could represent one large
coronal loop or may represent many smaller coronal loops. By allowing the cross-section to be larger than
physically reasonable for one loop, hundreds of loops can be modeled with only a few EBTEL runs. Some
of the parameters are coupled: the number of EBTEL loops and loop cross-section. The loop cross-section
is related to the number of strands. If I model more strands, each strand will have a smaller cross-section.
In general, I choose the number of loops to be the fewest that give reasonable results.
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Table 2.7: Parameters for the EBTEL-based Flare Model
Global parameters:
Nloops Number of EBTEL loops
C Normalization factor (W m−2 ergs−1 s sr)
hbkgd Background heating rate (erg cm
−3 s −1)
For each EBTEL loop:
l Loop half-length (cm)
t0 Time of peak impulsive heating (s)
dt Duration of heating (s)
h0 Strength of heating (erg cm
−3 s −1)
A Loop cross-section (cm2)
For each EVE line:




The Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) Variability Experiment (EVE) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observa-
tory (SDO) observes the outer layers of the solar atmosphere with unprecedented temporal cadence, spectral
resolution, and accuracy. EUV spectral irradiance measurements from EVE coupled with high-resolution
images of the solar corona from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) and magnetograms from the
Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) provide a unique opportunity to study the effects on the corona
of the energy released during solar flares.
During a solar flare, the irradiance of most emission lines in the EUV spectrum increases from a few
percent to over a factor of ten. Several new lines appear that are only observed during flares. The emission
lines decay to pre-flare irradiance levels at different rates. Moreover, some cooler EUV lines may actually
decrease during a flare due to mass loss from coronal mass ejections. In total, these irradiance changes form
a spectral fingerprint unique to each flare. However, unlike human fingerprints, solar flare fingerprints also
have the potential to reveal fundamental information about the flare. Chapter 4 discusses the development of
the EVE flare catalog to answer the question of how the solar irradiance signature relates to the fundamental
physics of the flare. This chapter presents the data used throughout the thesis. While this work focuses on
understanding the EUV irradiance signature of solar flares from EVE observations, data from SDO’s other
instruments (AIA and HMI) are used to complement these observations.
In Section 3.1, the three instruments on SDO and the various EVE data products are described.
Section 3.2 explains the data processing and absolute calibration of the EVE spectrographs. Section 3.3
explains how the individual emission lines in the EVE spectrum are identified so that light curves of various
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emission lines can be extracted from the irradiance spectra to study the evolution of flares. Lastly, in
Section 3.4, the EUV spectral irradiance signature of a generic solar flare is discussed.
3.1 The Solar Dynamics Observatory and the EUV Variability Experiment
The Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO, Pesnell et al. 2012) launched on 11 February 2010 as the first
spacecraft in NASA’s Living With a Star (LWS) program. The goals of SDO mission are to measure solar
variability and develop an understanding its sources. The unprecedented capabilities to capture the spatial,
temporal, and spectral evolution of the Sun provide this opportunity. To that end, SDO includes a suite of
three instruments: the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI), the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA),
and the EUV Variability Experiment (EVE).
3.1.1 Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI)
Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI, Scherrer et al. 2012) measures (1) the motion of the solar
photosphere to observe solar oscillations and (2) the polarization in the Fe i 617.3 nm spectral line to study
all three components of the photospheric magnetic field. HMI produces high-resolution full-disk maps of the
doppler velocity (dopplergrams, 0.05 arc-second per pixel resolution, 45-second cadence) and the magnetic
flux (magnetograms, 0.05 arc-second per pixel resolution, 45-second cadence for line-of-sight or 90-second
cadence for vector). This thesis uses the line-of-sight (LOS) magnetograms, which have a precision of 10 G
and a dynamic range of ±4000 G. An example of an HMI magnetogram is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1.2 Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA)
Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA, Lemen et al. 2012; Boerner et al. 2012) takes high-resolution
images of the full-disk transition region and corona up to 0.5 R above the solar limb, linking the magnetic
features that HMI measures to changes in the solar atmosphere. AIA has four telescopes, each with a
4096×4096 pixel CCD (charge-coupled device) imaging detector. These use normal-incidence, multilayer-
coated optics to provide narrow band images in seven EUV wavelengths centered on specific emission lines
as well as images in two UV and one visible wavelengths (Figure 3.1, Table 3.1). Before AIA, four of the
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EUV bands had never been imaged or imaged only during brief rocket flights. Six of the channels observe
ionized iron allowing the construction of temperature maps from 1 to >20 million K (MK). Full-resolution
AIA images have a spatial resolution of 1.5 arc-seconds (0.6 arc-seconds/pixel) and a nominal time cadence
of twelve seconds.
Table 3.1: The primary ions and regions of the atmosphere observed by each of the AIA channels. Adapted
from Lemen et al. (2012).
Channel Primary ion(s) Region of atmosphere log T (K)
4500 A˚ Continuum photosphere 3.7
1700 A˚ Continuum photosphere 3.7
304 A˚ He ii chromosphere, transition region 4.7
1600 A˚ C iv, continuum transition region, upper photosphere 5.0
171 A˚ Fe ix corona (quiet), upper transition region 5.8
193 A˚ Fe xii, Fe xxiv corona (quiet and flaring) 6.2, 7.3
211 A˚ Fe xiv corona (active region) 6.3
335 A˚ Fe xvi corona (active region and flaring) 6.4
94 A˚ Fe xviii corona (flaring) 6.8
131 A˚ Fe viii, Fe xxi transition region, corona (flaring) 5.6, 7.0
3.1.3 EUV Variability Experiment (EVE)
EUV Variability Experiment (EVE, Woods et al. 2010) measures the solar spectral irradiance in the
EUV and overlaps with seven of AIA’s ten bandpasses (Figure 3.2), allowing changes in the atmosphere to
be correlated to changes in the irradiance. This spectral overlap also allows for the cross-calibration of AIA
and EVE (see Hock & Eparvier (2008) for a similar cross-calibration between SOHO EIT and TIMED SEE).
The EVE instrument suite measures the solar spectral irradiance from 0.1 to 6 nm with 1-nm spectral
resolution, from 6 to 105 nm with 0.1-nm resolution, and the hydrogen Lyman-α line at 121.6 nm with
1-nm resolution. Solar observations are taken continuously with a ten-second cadence except during satellite
eclipse periods and planned calibration activities, which are expected to total less than 1% of the mission
lifetime. To cover the entire spectral range and meet accuracy requirements, EVE is composed of multiple
instruments. The EVE instrument design is described in detail by Woods et al. (2010), so only a brief
overview of the instruments is given here.
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AIA 94 AIA 131 AIA 171 
AIA 193 AIA 304 
AIA 335 
AIA 211 
AIA 1600 AIA 1700 
AIA 4500 HMI Blos 
Figure 3.1: Examples of full-disk images from AIA showing the different AIA bandpasses and a full-disk
line-of-sight magnetogram from HMI.
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Figure 3.2: An EVE spectrum for the quiet Sun (top) and an X-class flare (bottom) flare are shown. The
dashed line shows the uncertainty in the EVE measurements. The quiet Sun spectrum was obtained during
a rocket underflight in April 2008, during the prolonged solar minimum. The flare spectrum is generated by
taking an EVE spectrum near the peak of a large X-class flare on 9 August 2011 and subtracting the pre-flare
spectrum to highlight the flare emission lines. The colored lines represent the normalized bandpasses of the
seven AIA EUV channels. The AIA 304 and AIA 335 channels show contributions from the AIA 131 and
AIA 94 channels respectively at shorter wavelengths.
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3.1.3.1 EVE Instrument Overview
The primary, high-spectral-resolution irradiance measurements from EVE are made by the Multiple
EUV Grating Spectrographs (MEGS) A and B instruments. MEGS A is an off-Rowland-circle grazing-
incidence spectrograph covering the 6 to 37 nm range. The entrance aperture of MEGS A includes two
slits: denoted A1 and A2. Light illuminating these slits shares the same grating and CCD detector, but has
light paths that are offset in the cross-dispersion direction of the grating and therefore do not overlap on
the CCD. In addition, MEGS A1 and A2 have separate primary filters with different spectral bandpasses to
isolate different portions of the MEGS A wavelength range and reduce the effects from higher orders. MEGS
A1 is optimized for the 6 to 18 nm range, while the wavelength range of MEGS A2 is 16 to 37 nm. MEGS
B is a two-grating, cross-dispersing spectrograph covering the 36 to 106 nm range. The two orthogonal
gratings are designed to eliminate the out-of-band light without the use of a bandpass filter and to disperse
the higher-order spectra away from the primary first-order spectrum.
The MEGS instrument includes two other channels. The Solar Aspect Monitor (SAM) is a pinhole
camera that observes the short XUV wavelengths (0.1-7 nm) and shares a CCD with MEGS A1 and A2.
SAM is designed to record single photon events that can be used to reconstruct a spectrum with 1-nm
spectral resolution. In addition, SAM has the ability to generate images with a coarse spatial resolution
of approximately 15 arcseconds per pixel. MEGS P (for photodiode) measures the Lyman-α emission with
0.25-second cadence using one of the MEGS B gratings and a Si photodiode. Lyman-α is isolated by placing
the diode in the MEGS B optical path at the point where 121.6 nm photons are dispersed after MEGS B’s
first grating. A limiting bandpass Lyman-α filter is also used to eliminate potentially significant out-of-band
light.
The other instrument on EVE is the EUV SpectroPhotometer (ESP) instrument that uses a trans-
mission grating to disperse EUV light onto a set of broadband EUV photometers. The details of the ESP
instrument are presented by Didkovsky et al. (2012). Figure 3.3 also shows the wavelengths covered by the
ESP diodes, which are also found in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Wavelength coverage of
ESP and MEGS P diodes.
Channel Wavelength Range
ESP 0-7 nm 0.1− 7.0 nm
ESP 17.1 nm 17.5− 21.1 nm
ESP 25.6 nm 23.4− 28.1 nm
ESP 30.4 nm 28.0− 32.7 nm
ESP 36.6 nm1 34.3− 38.5 nm
MEGS P2 121.6 nm
1 ESP 36.6 nm diode is noisy and does not
produce usable data.
2 MEGS P diode only obtains measure-
ments when MEGS B does because they
share an aperture and grating.
3.1.3.2 EVE Data Products
EVE data products are available online (http://lasp.colorado.edu/eve/) and are divided into four
levels based on science-quality and the cadence of the observations. Table 3.3 contains a summary of these
data products. Level 0 public products are space weather data products that are generated in near real-time.
These are derived from simplified algorithms and have low latency. Because these are not fully-calibrated
data products, they are not used in this thesis except for the centroid and peak locations from SAM, which
are used in determining flare location. All of the other data products are fully calibrated and corrected.
The Level 1 data product is the highest time cadence data (0.25-second) from the ESP diodes (Ta-
ble 3.2, ESP channels only). The zeroth order channel of ESP captures the soft X-ray flux from 0.1 − 7.0
nm using a quadrant diode or “quad-diode”. The relative amount of energy incident on each quadrant can
be used to determine the location of solar flares (see Section 4.5.1). In addition to reporting irradiance from
each of the ESP diodes, Level 1 also reports the fraction of irradiance in each of the four quadrants for the
0.1− 7.0 nm diode.
The Level 2 data products are divided into irradiance spectra (EVS) and extracted lines and bands
(EVL). The irradiance spectra are produced by combining spectra from the three MEGS channels and are
available with 10-second cadence and have 0.02-nm wavelength bins. Figure 3.3 shows one full-resolution
spectrum. Due to unexpected degradation, the MEGS B channel takes limited observations. The current
observation schedule is 5 minutes every hour and one 3-hour science collection once a day. In addition,
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Crudely calibrated 1-minute averaged irradiances
from the ESP and MEGS P photodiodes with min-
imum latency. See Table 3.2.
0C 0.1− 65 nm
Fully calibrated 1-minute averaged spectral irradi-
ances from MEGS A and B with 5-minute latency.
Currently in development.
0C (SAM) 0.1− 7 nm SAM 5-minute irradiance peak and centroid loca-
tions with 4-minute latency.
1 Many
Fully calibrated ESP photodiode irradiances at
0.25-second cadence. See Table 3.2.
2 (EVL) Many
Extracted lines and bands from MEGS as well as
ESP diodes at 10-second cadence. See Tables 3.2
and 3.4.
2 (EVS) 0.1− 65 nm
Fully calibrated merged spectral irradiances from
MEGS A and B at 10-second cadence with 0.02-
nm wavelength bins. See Figure 3.3.
3 0.1− 65 nm, 121.6
Daily averaged merged spectra with 0.02-nm
wavelength bins and extracted lines, bands, and
diodes.
3 (merged) 0.1− 65 nm, 121.6 Full mission of Level 3 in one file.
several 24-hour flare campaigns have occurred during which MEGS B observes the Sun for 24 hours during
times of high solar activity. When there is no MEGS B data, the Level 2 spectra end at 37 nm; when there
is data, they currently end at 65 nm. Spectra from 65 nm to 105 nm are planned to be released after the
MEGS B degradation correction between 65 and 105 nm is finalized.
The Level 2 extracted lines data product contains three types of data: diodes, lines, and bands. The
diodes (Table 3.2) include the ESP diodes averaged to 10-seconds as well as the MEGS P channel which
measures Lyman α at 121.6 nm. The Level 2 spectra are used to produce the extracted lines and bands. The
extracted line irradiances are determined by numerically integrating the spectrum over a certain wavelength
range as listed in Table 3.4. The extracted bands are similar (Table 3.5). However, instead of integrating over
a single emission line, a broad band is used. The notable exceptions are the AIA bands which are the average
expected count rate (DN s−1 pixel−1), calculated by multiplying the EVE spectrum by the bandpasses of
the individual AIA channels and then integrating over wavelength.
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Figure 3.3: A full-resolution MEGS spectrum from the 14 April 2008 rocket. The uncertainty in the spectrum
is given by the dashed line. The color bars indicate which portion of the spectrum comes from MEGS A1
(red), MEGS A2 (green), MEGS B (blue) and the wavelength ranges covered by SAM (purple) and the ESP
diodes (orange).
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Table 3.4: Extracted lines in EVE Level 2 lines data product.
Line Wavelength MEGS
log T Ion Blends
Wavelength Range Channel
9.393 9.33−9.43 A1 6.81 Fe xviii
13.124 13.04−13.17 A1 5.57 Fe viii Fe viii
13.285 13.23−13.32 A1 6.97 Fe xx Fe xxiii
17.107 17.02−17.24 A1, A2 5.81 Fe ix
17.724 17.63−17.83 A2 5.99 Fe x Fe vii
18.041 17.96−18.15 A2 6.07 Fe xi Fe x, Fe vii
19.512 19.43−19.61 A2 6.13 Fe xii
20.204 20.14−20.32 A2 6.19 Fe xiii Fe xi, Fe xii
21.133 21.07−21.20 A2 6.27 Fe xiv Fe xii
25.632 25.55−25.68 A2 4.75 He ii
28.415 28.30−28.50 A2 6.30 Fe xv
30.378 30.25−30.50 A2 4.70 He ii
33.541 33.47−33.61 A2 6.43 Fe xvi
36.076 36.02−36.20 A2 6.43 Fe xvi
36.808 36.71−36.89 A2 5.99 Mg ix Fe viii-xiv
46.522 46.32−46.74 B 5.71 Ne vii
49.941 49.84−50.04 B 6.29 Si xii
52.580 52.42−52.72 B 4.92 O iii O ii
55.437 55.20−55.64 B 5.19 O iv O iv
58.433 58.22−58.68 B 4.16 He i
59.960 59.84−60.14 B 4.92 O iii
62.494 62.28−62.68 B 6.05 Mg x
62.973 62.74−63.18 B 5.37 O v
71.854 71.72−72.00 B 4.48 O ii O ii
77.041 76.90−77.18 B 5.81 Ne viii
79.020 78.90−79.14 B 5.19 O iv O iii, O iv
97.254 97.08−97.44 B 3.84 H i
97.703 97.56−97.86 B 4.84 C iii
102.572 102.42−102.70 B 3.84 H i
103.190 103.10−103.32 B 5.47 O vi
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Table 3.5: Extracted bands in EVE Level 2 lines data product.
Name Channel Description
A94 A1 AIA 94-equivalent band calculated using the AIA bandpass
shown in Figure 3.2.
A131 A1 AIA 131-equivalent band calculated using the AIA band-
pass shown in Figure 3.2.
A171 A1, A2 AIA 171-equivalent band calculated using the AIA band-
pass shown in Figure 3.2.
A193 A2 AIA 193-equivalent band calculated using the AIA band-
pass shown in Figure 3.2.
A211 A2 AIA 211-equivalent band calculated using the AIA band-
pass shown in Figure 3.2.
A304 A2 AIA 304-equivalent band calculated using the AIA band-
pass shown in Figure 3.2.
A335 A2 AIA 335-equivalent band calculated using the AIA band-
pass shown in Figure 3.2.
GOES-14 EUV-A GOES-14 EUV-A-equivalent band (currently not being
calculated).
GOES-14 EUV-B GOES-14 EUV-B-equivalent band (currently not being
calculated).
ESP 171 A1, A2 ESP 17.1 nm-equivalent band calculated using the wave-
length range in Table 3.2.
ESP 257 A2 ESP 25.6 nm-equivalent band calculated using the wave-
length range in Table 3.2.
ESP 304 A2 ESP 30.4 nm-equivalent band calculated using the wave-
length range in Table 3.2.
ESP 336 A2 ESP 36.6 nm-equivalent band calculated using the wave-
length range in Table 3.2.
7-37 nm A1, A2 Broad band from 7-37 nm.
37-45 nm B Broad band from 37-45 nm.
MEGS A1 A1 Broad band covering all of MEGS A1
MEGS A2 A2 Broad band covering all of MEGS A2
MEGS B (short) B Broad band covering the short wavelength section of
MEGS B
MEGS B (middle) B Broad band covering the mid-wavelength section of MEGS
B
MEGS B (long) B Broad band covering the long wavelength section of MEGS
B
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3.2 Radiometric Calibration and Data Processing of MEGS
Observations from EVE require both data processing and radiometric calibration to generate useful
spectra. The data processing for all EVE channels occurs at the EVE Science Operation Center (SOC) at
the Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP), part of the University of Colorado Boulder.
Each hour of raw data for each MEGS channel is processed separately to generate an internal Level 1 data
product. The Level 1 data for the three MEGS channels are merged to form the public Level 2 and 3 spectra
and extracted lines data products (described above in Section 3.1.3.2).
The radiometric calibration of MEGS was performed in the vacuum chamber at the end of beam
line 2 (BL-2) at National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Synchrotron Ultraviolet Radiation
Facility III (SURF III) calibration facility in Gaithersburg, Maryland. SURF provides a primary radiometric
source that is accurate to 1%, one of the most accurate UV sources available (Arp et al. 2000). There are
advantages to using this primary source over using secondary, transfer standards that were first calibrated
at NIST. Calibrating at SURF eliminates the uncertainties associated with using a transfer standard and
provides an adjustable source in both intensity and wavelength that provides flexibility to optimize many of
the calibrations.
To track degradation in flight, periodically, a prototype copy of EVE is flown on a NASA sounding
rocket. As the prototype is recovered, it is possible to calibrate the rocket (prototype) version of EVE both
pre- and post-flight. The calibration from the rocket instrument is transferred to EVE by using the calibrated
solar spectrum obtained by the rocket to determine the necessary correction to the flight EVE spectra for the
day of the rocket. To date, there have been three rocket flights of the prototype EVE instrument: 14 April
2008 prior to the launch of SDO; 3 May 2010 at the start of normal science operations; and 23 March 2011 to
determine degradation after the first year of flight. Details of the rocket flights are covered in Section 3.2.5.
While MEGS A and B have different optical designs as discussed in Section 3.1.3.1 and in more
detail by Crotser et al. (2004) and Crotser et al. (2007), the data from these instruments are calibrated
and processed in the same manner, as both instruments have the same type of CCDs. This section outlines
the data processing (Section 3.2.1) and calibration efforts (Section 3.2.2) for MEGS as wells as discussing
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higher-order lines in the solar spectrum (Section 3.2.3), in-flight degradation corrections (Section 3.2.4),
rocket under-flights (Section 3.2.5), and the uncertainties in the MEGS data (Section 3.2.6).
3.2.1 Data Processing
For MEGS A and B, each individual pixel on the 2048×1024 CCD detectors, denoted by the indices i
and j in the following equations, is corrected and calibrated separately. This pixel-based calibration allows us
to bypass the flatfield correction sometimes used for array detectors. Furthermore, the calibration is for the
complete end-to-end optical system, including filter transmissions as well as grating and detector efficiencies,
and is not based on calibrations of each individual optical element of the instrument. These two features of
the MEGS calibration greatly simplify the data processing algorithms. MEGS data processing can be broken
into three steps: image-level corrections, the image-to-spectrum conversion, and spectrum-level corrections.
3.2.1.1 Image-Level Corrections
The raw MEGS data are in the form of CCD images (Figure 3.4). The first step in data processing
is to apply all image-level corrections and generate an irradiance image, Eimg (W m
−2 nm−1), using:
Eimg (i, j) =
[




G (TCCD)M (i, j)
×Sflight (i, j) (3.1)
where i and j designate the pixel location in the dispersion and cross-dispersion direction respectively. The
raw counts, C (DN), in each pixel are corrected for integration time, ∆t = 10 s, dark offset, D (DN s−1),
and the gain (G) or dependence of the CCDs on the temperature, TCCD. In addition, invalid pixels are
identified and set to zero by applying a binary mask, M , allowing them to be ignored in later steps. While
there are very few defective pixels on the CCDs, there are generally several pixels contaminated in each
image by cosmic-ray particle hits during ground calibration and also by energetic particle hits during flight.




Figure 3.4: Example of raw MEGS CCD images labeled with the location of each of the channels (MEGS
A1, MEGS A2, MEGS B, and SAM). For each CCD, the wavelength scale increases from left to right. A
reverse color scale is used where black represents areas of the CCD with high counts while white areas of
low counts. Higher order MEGS B spectra are seen both above and below the first order spectrum.
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Dark Correction The dark correction has two components: the thermal noise of the CCDs and
the bias in the electronics, which are corrected separately. First, the thermal noise is corrected by subtracting
a static image. A static image can be used because the MEGS CCDs are held at constant temperature and
there are no apparent orbital variations in the dark images. This was tested during commissioning by taking
dark exposures for an entire 24-hour period.
After removing the thermal noise, the electronic bias is corrected. The electronic bias is from the
readout electronics and unlike the thermal noise varies from image to image. To remove it, a portion of the
CCD, which does not have solar signal, is used as a proxy of the electronic bias and subtracted from the
image.
Thermal Gain The temperature gain corrections account for changes in the CCD responsivity due
to temperature. The gain is a relative correction, i.e. we normalize the MEGS images to the nominal MEGS
operating temperature, -100◦C. Between the sub-arc-second stability of SDO’s pointing and the thermal
control of the MEGS CCDs, there are minimal thermal variations in the data. However, as the instrument
ages or during eclipse season, the CCD temperatures may change. As a result, during the commissioning
period in 2010, a special experiment was performed to calculate the on-orbit thermal gain correction. Similar
tests were performed prior to launch and were used to correct the pre-flight calibration data.
During commissioning, a series of observations including darks, flatfields, and solar exposures were
taken at three temperatures: the standard operating temperature, 5◦C above that, and 5◦C below that. The
solar exposures were dark corrected and the total corrected counts for several lines were determined. These
were then divided by the corrected counts at -100◦C. Then a line was fit to the inverse of the normalized
counts to obtain the relative change as a function of CCD temperature for each half of the CCD. This is the
multiplicative temperature-gain correction as seen in Figure 3.5.
Invalid Pixel Masking The invalid pixel mask, M , is a combination of several binary masks that
yields a value of one if the pixel contains valid data and zero if the data are invalid. These masks remove:
• Saturated pixels: It is possible that during extremely large flares some pixels on MEGS A and B
may become saturated. Including these pixels would underestimate the final solar irradiance so they
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Figure 3.5: The in-flight thermal gain correction for each of the MEGS channels. As MEGS B uses both
halves of a CCD, there is a separate correction for each half. The correction is less than 5% over the expected
range of operating temperatures. Note that while the CCD temperature is actively controlled, the central
temperature (standard operating temperature) is not exactly -100◦C.
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are masked out and excluded from processing.
• Bad pixels: Pixels that behave differently from the other pixels are masked out. These pixels are
identified using the flatfield images. Both MEGS A and B have flatfield lamps that illuminate the
whole detector with monochromatic light. By comparing images taken with different flatfield-lamp
intensity levels, we can identify pixels that do not behave the same way as the majority and define
a mask to exclude these defective pixels.
• Particle hits: MEGS A and B are sensitive to cosmic-ray hits, which can be seen on the CCDs as
bright dots or streaks. Particle hits are not expected to persist from one image to the next. By
comparing an image to the previous image, it is possible to identify pixels with counts that are much
brighter. These are identified as particle hits and are masked out.
To ensure that the irradiance is not under-estimated, the masked-out pixels are filled later in data processing.
SURF Sensitivity The SURF sensitivity in Equation 3.1 converts the corrected count rate to
irradiance per pixel. It is calculated from




Rflight (i, j)Aslit∆λ (i, j)
(3.2)
where hc/λ converts from photon units to energy units (J photon−1), Rflight is the responsivity (DN
photon−1) as measured during pre-flight ground calibrations, Aslit is the area of the limiting aperture (m2),
and ∆λ is the bandpass of each pixel (nm). The responsivity of the CCDs is discussed in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.1.2 Image-to-spectrum conversion
After applying the image level corrections and generating an irradiance image, the image is then
converted to a spectrum. This is done in several steps. First, the masked-out pixels are filled using both
nearest-neighbor and temporal interpolation. Then, another mask is applied to select the area of the CCD
where the spectrum falls that particular channel (MEGS A1, MEGS A2, or MEGS B). Finally, the irradiance
image is collapsed into a spectrum of irradiance versus wavelength. This is done by adding together all pixels
whose wavelength falls within a 0.02 nm wavelength bin of the final spectrum; note that there are multiple
wavelength bins within the spectral resolution of 0.1 nm.
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3.2.1.3 Spectrum-level corrections
Finally, spectrum-level corrections are applied. The first is a 1-AU correction which normalizes the
distance from the Sun to the spacecraft to 1 AU. This removes annual variations in the irradiance due to
variations in the Sun-Earth distance. The others include the various MEGS degradation corrections, which
are discussed in Section 3.2.4.
3.2.2 SURF Responsivity
The ground radiometric calibration of EVE, necessary to convert the instrument counts to physical
units, was performed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Synchrotron Ultraviolet
Radiation Facility (SURF III) located in Gaithersburg, Maryland. Final pre-flight calibrations for EVE
were preformed at SURF during August 2007. Calibrations for the rocket (prototype) instrument have been
preformed several times including October 2007, January 2009, and September 2010. Since details of the
pre-flight calibration of MEGS are given in Hock et al. (2012), only a brief summary of the results will be
given here.
In concept, the irradiance algorithm for the solar observations (Equation 3.1) and the responsivity
algorithm using the SURF calibration measurements are identical, but inverted, equations. For the solar
observations, the solar spectral irradiance is calculated as the measured signal divided by the instrument
responsivity derived from SURF calibrations. For the SURF calibrations, the responsivity is calculated as
the measured signal divided by the known synchrotron irradiance. In actuality, the algorithms are more
detailed as the responsivity parameters are dependent on temperature and field-of-view (FOV) angle, as well
as other effects such as grating higher-order contributions to the measured signals.
The responsivity (DN photon−1) used in data processing (Equation 3.2) is given by:
Rflight (i, j) =
∑
α,β
w (α, β)RFOV (i, j, α, β, Ebeam) fOS (i, j, Ebeam) (3.3)
where α and β designate the angle relative to the boresight in the dispersion and cross-dispersion direction
respectively. The mapping of responsivity over the instrument field-of-view (FOV) is an important part of
the SURF calibrations. Field-of-view maps of the SURF responses, RFOV (DN photon
−1), are generated to
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characterize how the responsivity changes with different angles. The SURF measurements are made with a
small beam of light compared to the angular size of the Sun. The weight of each SURF FOV point, given
by w, is used to average the SURF FOV map over the approximately 0.5◦ angular extent of the Sun.
Correcting for contributions from higher orders is critical for meeting the MEGS uncertainty require-
ments. The contributions of the higher orders are found and separated by a proven method that utilizes
multiple beam energies at SURF. This multiple-beam-energy method exploits the differences in the spectral
distribution of SURF fluxes for different beam energies to vary the higher-order contribution. The amount of
higher orders signal at any given wavelength is proportional to the known input spectrum. By changing the
shape of the input spectrum (by changing the beam energy), the proportional of higher orders signal to first
order signal varies. A system of linear equations can be written and then solved numerically to determine
each responsivity of each order. By using two different SURF beam energies, first and second order can
be separated; using three energies, it is possible to calculate the contributions from first, second, and third
orders. The results of this order-sorting correction are applied as a function of wavelength, fOS .
Figure 3.6 shows the responsivity for each of the MEGS channels. Although the responsivity is a
2-dimensional image, it is shown as a function of wavelength. Figure 3.8 shows the expected second order
contributions for MEGS A1 and MEGS A2 based on ground calibrations. The optical design of MEGS B
suppresses the higher orders so well that we were unable to measure the second order contributions pre-flight.
3.2.3 Solar Second-order Lines
While the MEGS spectrographs were designed to reduce the effects of higher orders, solar second
order lines are present in the MEGS A2 spectrum. These second order lines are not removed from the
MEGS spectrum in data processing. Here, I examine where the solar second order lines are in the MEGS
A2 spectrum and how strong they are. Figure 3.8 shows a MEGS A1 spectrum from 10 to 20 nm (top) and












(a) Flight responsivity for MEGS A1 and A2 (top) and the associated
relative uncertainty (bottom).
(b) Flight responsivity for MEGS B (top) and the associated relative
uncertainty (bottom).
Figure 3.6: Flight responsivity and associated uncertainty for (a) MEGS A1 and MEGS A2 and (b) MEGS
B.
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(a) Results of the multiple-beam-energy method for MEGS A1. The
top panel shows the SURF responsivity without any correction (black),
the true first-order responsivity (red) and the second-order responsivity
(blue). The bottom panel shows the expected contribution to the first-
order spectrum from the second-order spectrum at half the wavelength.
MEGS A1 is intended for solar measurements below 17 nm.
(b) Results of the multiple-beam-energy method for MEGS A2. The
top panel shows the SURF responsivity without any correction (black),
the true first-order responsivity (red) and the second-order responsivity
(blue). The bottom panel shows the expected contribution to the first-
order spectrum from the second-order spectrum at half the wavelength.
Figure 3.7: Expected higher order contributions for (a) MEGS A1 and (b) MEGS A2.
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The second order spectrum is shown as 10% of the first order spectrum. This is an estimate from Figure 3.8.
For MEGS A1, the second order spectrum is 10% at 18 nm while for MEGS A2, from 34 to 37 nm it increases
from 15% to 25%.
For MEGS A1, the only possible second order solar line is at 18.7 nm. The MEGS A1 spectrum,
however, is only used from 6 to 17.2 nm. For MEGS A2, there are four bright and two faint second order
lines that contaminate the first spectrum. Table 3.6 includes all the MEGS lines from 34 to 37 nm and
the identification of the possible second order lines. The second order theoretical irradiance is calculated by
multiplying the theoretical second contribution from Figure 3.8 with the measured first order line irradiance.
Notice that the line at 36.08 nm is a blend of both a strong solar line and a second order line. This line is
one of the extracted lines in the Level 2 EVL data product and should not be used.
Table 3.6: MEGS A2 second-order lines
1st Order 1st Order 2nd Order Measured 1st Order Theoretical 2nd Order
Wavelength Irradiance Wavelength Irradiance Irradiance
(nm) (µW/m2) (nm) (µW/m2) (µW/m2)
34.11 5.2
34.21 8.8 17.11 59.8 9.36
34.35 3.0
34.50 8.7
34.58 5.7 17.29 10.4 1.93
34.75 17.1
34.91 11.5 17.46 62.3 12.12
35.02 7.8
35.24 14.5




36.08 35.2 18.04 62.0 14.44
36.24 5.0




As with any spectrograph, many instrument parameters require calibration and have the potential to
degrade. While EVE is calibrated at the instrument level, we attempt to track and correct the degradation for
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Figure 3.8: MEGS A1 spectrum from 10 to 20 nm (top) and MEGS A2 spectrum from 30 to 40 nm (bottom)
with a second order spectrum in red.
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each of the optical elements separately. Passing through the light path, the following instrument parameters
for MEGS A are briefly introduced: First, the incoming light is transmitted through a filter. Next, the
entrance-slits provide limiting apertures for each of the channels. Then the light is diffracted off a grating
into individual wavelengths and absorbed in a CCD pixel where electron-hole pairs are created. For MEGS
B, there is no transmission filter but there are two diffraction gratings. Each of these optical elements (filter,
gratings, and CCD) have the potential to change during the SDO mission and cause a degradation of the
solar signal recorded by EVE.
3.2.4.1 MEGS Filter Degradation
MEGS B has no filter so clearly there is no potential for degradation due to a filter. MEGS A1 and
MEGS A2, on the other hand, have three science filters (one primary and two redundant). By comparing
the solar signal obtained with the redundant filters, we can track degradation of the primary science filters
(98.15% duty cycle):




One of the redundant filters is used briefly during the daily calibration (0.06% duty cycle) while the other
one is used during the weekly calibration (0.02% duty cycle). Comparing the weekly filter to the daily filter
enables us to track whether the daily filter itself is degrading. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the degradation
for MEGS A1 and MEGS A2 for both the primary science filter and daily filter as a function of time.
Degradation in the filters is believed to be from contamination on the surface of the filter exposed to space
that reduces the transmission of the filter. As a result, the degradation should be independent of light
strength. Bright solar lines and parts of the spectrum with little solar signal should have the same relative
degradation. So, we use the brightest lines in MEGS, which have high signal-to-noise, to determine how the
filters are degrading.
In MEGS A1, 9.4 nm and 13.3 nm lines are hot coronal lines that only have significant irradiance
during flares. While observations with the primary, daily, and weekly filters are taken within minutes, the
irradiance during flares can change by an order of magnitude during that time. Overall, MEGS A1 shows
very little degradation both in the primary and daily filters and no correction is made in data processing.
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(a) Ratio of primary to daily science filters
(b) Ratio of daily to weekly science filters
Figure 3.9: Ratio of (a) primary to daily science filters and (b) daily to weekly science filters for MEGS A1.
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(a) Ratio of primary to daily science filters
(b) Ratio of daily to weekly science filters
Figure 3.10: Ratio of (a) primary to daily science filters and (b) daily to weekly science filters for MEGS A2.
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In MEGS A2, the amount of degradation in the daily filter is presently small enough that it does not need
to be corrected. The primary filter, however, has degraded significantly. He ii 30.4 nm has lost about 60%
of the solar signal over the first 18 months of the SDO mission.
From Figure 3.10, it is clear that the MEGS A2 degradation is both a function of time and of
wavelength. To determine the correction, we assume the following functional form, which separates the time
and wavelength dependence:
ffilter (t, λ) = e
−z(t)/τ(λ) (3.6)





To determine τ (λ), we pick a date t0 and set z (t0) = 1. By substituting Equation 3.5 for ffilter,
τ (λ) =
−1
ln [Eprimary (t0, λ) /Edaily (t0, λ)]
(3.8)
Figure 3.11 (top) shows τ (λ) for the bright lines in MEGS A2 calculated using the average degradation from
1 January 2012 through 10 January 2012. Fitting a Gompertz function to these points, we get the following
expression for τ (λ):
τ (λ) = 32.97× 3.27−0.12λ + 0.78 (3.9)
After determining wavelength dependence of the filter degradation, we can calculate the time depen-
dence:
z (t) = 〈−τ (λ) ln [Eprimary (t, λ) /Edaily (t, λ)]〉 (3.10)
We average over all the bright MEGS A2 lines to calculate z (t). Figure 3.11 (bottom) shows z (t).
As a validation, Figure 3.12 shows the ratio of a degraded (primary filter) and un-degraded (daily
filter) solar spectra from 1 June 2011 as well as the degradation correction.
3.2.4.2 MEGS B First Light Degradation
All the channels on EVE are calibrated pre-launch in August 2007. First light for EVE was in March
2010. Between post-calibration ground testing, launch, and early operations, there were many opportunities
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Figure 3.11: MEGS A2 filter degradation correction. The measured wavelength dependence τ (λ) for the
brightest lines in MEGS A2 (filled circles) as well as the best fit (solid line) is shown on the top. The
calculated time dependence z (t) is shown on the bottom. The uncertainty in z is smaller than the symbols.
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Figure 3.12: Validation of the MEGS A2 filter degradation correction. The top panel shows a MEGS A2
spectrum taken with the primary science filter (blue) and daily filter (red). The bottom panel shows the
ratio of the two spectra as well as the calculated degradation correction.
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for the instruments’ calibration to change. Unfortunately, MEGS B experienced a significant loss of sensitivity
between the SURF calibrations and first light.
To determine how much MEGS B had degraded, I compared the first minute of solar spectra taken
after the MEGS B door was opened to the first rocket spectrum. The MEGS doors opened on 26 March
2010 while the rocket flew on 3 May 2010. Using spectra from TIMED SEE, there is a 2% flat wavelength-
independent difference in the irradiance between those two days, making it easy to compare the rocket
spectrum with MEGS B.
Figure 3.13 shows both the calibrated rocket spectrum and first light MEGS B spectrum. The first
light MEGS B spectrum was calculated using the pre-flight SURF calibration results. There was a significant
loss of sensitivity long-ward of 65 nm. While there is not a loss of sensitivity at the shorter wavelengths, the
background signal-to-noise is lower for MEGS B. Because the rocket CCDs are not as cold during the rocket
flight as the SDO EVE CCDs (−50◦ versus −100◦), we expect better signal-to-noise in the dim parts of the
spectrum for the SDO version of MEGS.
Using these two spectra, I can calculate the first light degradation correction. Figure 3.14 shows
the ratio of bright emission lines extracted from the rocket spectrum to lines extracted from the first light
spectrum. By fitting a piece-wise function, I determined that the first light degradation correction for MEGS
B is:
fMB (λ) = 1.153 for λ ≤ 61.22 nm
= 1.95− 0.0937λ+ 0.00132λ2 for λ > 61.22 nm (3.11)
3.2.4.3 CCD Burn-in
In addition to the loss of sensitivity prior to first light, MEGS B has experienced significant degradation
on-orbit. This degradation of the CCD is proportional to the fluence, or the number of photons than strike
each pixel, and is dependent of the wavelength of the photons. Thus, portions of the CCD that have strong
solar lines are degrading or “burning-in” more rapidly. We can track this degradation using flatfield images
which are taken daily.
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Measured Irradiance from SDO EVE on 2010/085
(median of all observations from 20:37 UT)













































Figure 3.13: MEGS B first light spectrum (black) and rocket spectrum (blue) along with their respective
SURF responsivities (dashed lines).
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Figure 3.14: Ratio of bright emission lines extracted from the rocket spectrum to lines extracted from the
first light spectrum as a function of wavelength. The blue points indicate the short wavelength lines that
did degrade while the red indicate the long wavelength lines that did degrade.
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In Figure 3.15, showing a flatfield image from early 2012, the burn-in of solar lines is visible as the
dark vertical lines: the flatfield images have less signal where there are bright solar lines. Unfortunately,
the flatfield images were not designed to provide a constant source of illumination. The brightness of the
flatfield lamps changes over time. To account for this drift, flatfield images are normalized using parts
of the CCD that are not exposed to solar photons. Figure 3.16 shows the corrected flatfield spectra as a
function of wavelength (y-axis) and time (x-axis) for MEGS B. The CCD burn-in is also present in MEGS
A2 (Figure 3.17) but not MEGS A1 (Figure 3.18)
The CCD burn-in degradation correction fFF (t, λ) can be modeled using:
fFF (t, λ) = 1− c (λ) [1− FF (t, λ)] (3.12)
where FF (t, λ) is the corrected flatfield spectrum normalized to the beginning of the mission and c (λ) is
the wavelength-dependent coefficient that translates the degradation in the flatfield to the degradation in
the EUV. The wavelength-dependent coefficient is necessary because the flatfield lamps emit in the visible
wavelengths while EVE measures the EUV portion of the solar spectrum. At present, wavelength-dependent
coefficient is still be determined.
3.2.5 Rocket Under-flights
The absolute calibration of SDO EVE is provided by periodic rocket under-flights launched from
White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico. A prototype copy of EVE has flown on four NASA sounding
rockets with another launch scheduled for June 2012. The rocket (prototype) version of MEGS is calibrated
both pre- and post-flight. The calibration from the rocket instrument is transferred to EVE by using the
calibrated solar spectrum obtained by the rocket to determine the necessary correction to the flight EVE
spectra for the day of the rocket. To date, there have been three successful rocket flights of the prototype
EVE instrument: 14 April 2008 prior to the launch of SDO; 3 May 2010 at the start of normal science
operations; and 23 March 2011 to determine degradation after the first year of flight.
The first MEGS solar spectrum was obtained during the NASA 36.240 flight on 14 April 2008.
Figure 3.19 shows the calibrated solar spectrum compared to the quiet sun spectrum from the NRLEUV2
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MEGS B flatfield image









Figure 3.15: MEGS B flatfield image showing the burn-in of the CCD. Pixels on the CCD that are exposed
to solar photons appear dark compared to neighboring pixels because the CCD responsivity is reduced.
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Corrected solar FF spectrum

















Figure 3.16: MEGS B corrected flatfield spectra as a function of wavelength (y-axis) and time (x-axis). Color
indicates the relative degradation compared to 1 May 2010.
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Corrected FF spectrum (MEGS A2)
















Figure 3.17: MEGS A2 corrected flatfield spectra as a function of wavelength (y-axis) and time (x-axis).
Color indicates the relative degradation compared to 1 May 2010.
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Corrected FF spectrum (MEGS A1)
















Figure 3.18: MEGS A1 corrected flatfield spectra as a function of wavelength (y-axis) and time (x-axis).
Color indicates the relative degradation compared to 1 May 2010.
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model (Warren 2005). This spectrum is used as the reference solar minimum spectrum in Section 3.3.4.
Since the launch of SDO, two rocket under-flights have flown to provide the absolute calibration
and track degradation. The NASA 36.258 rocket flew on 3 May 2010, just days after the start of normal
science operations. Figure 3.20 shows the calibrated rocket spectrum as well as the Version 3, Level 2 MEGS
spectrum. Figure 3.21 shows the ratio both of Level 2 extracted lines from EVE and the rocket (top) and
1-nm bins (bottom). Figure 3.22 and 3.23 show the same plots for the NASA 36.275 rocket, which flew
on 23 March 2011. For both rockets, the rocket spectrum is compared to the fully-calibrated SDO MEGS
spectrum. The ratio of the two spectra tell us how good the SDO MEGS calibrations and degradation
corrections are.
For MEGS A, these ratios are generally small (< 10%) except for the region that has second order
solar lines and He ii 30.4 nm, which appears to have degraded. I should note that Version 3 data used in this
thesis is the testing version and not all the degradation corrects have been fully and correctly applied. While
the first light degradation of MEGS B is not fully corrected (Figure 3.21), it appears that the degradation
correction between the two rockets has been correctly applied.
3.2.6 Uncertainties
For MEGS observations, there are two uncertainties that are tracked and reported: the precision of
the measurements and the absolute accuracy. The precision of MEGS is a measure of the signal to noise and
is driven by how well the dark can be corrected. It can easily be verified by looking at the overlap regions
of MEGS A1 and MEGS A2 channels. Although in data processing we transition from MEGS A1 to MEGS
A2 at 17.2 nm, both channels make observations from 17 to 18.5 nm. By looking at the ratio of these lines
as measured by MEGS A1 and MEGS A2 (Figure 3.24), I can estimate the lower limit of the precision of
MEGS A. The standard deviation of these ratios compared to the reported precision is shown in Table 3.7
The absolute accuracy of MEGS spectra is tied to (1) the accuracy of the SURF calibration and
(2) how well the rocket calibration is transferred to the SDO EVE. The calculated accuracy of the SURF
calibration is shown in Figure 3.6. The rocket version of MEGS has been calibrated at SURF several times.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fe X 17.7 nm







Fe XI 18.0 nm
Figure 3.24: Estimation of the precision of MEGS A is calculated by taking the ratio of the irradiance for
three bright lines (Fe ix 17.1 nm, Fe x 17.7 nm, and Fe xi 18.0 nm).
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Table 3.7: MEGS A precision
MEGS Line Std. Dev. of Ratio EVL Precision
17.1 nm 0.9% 2.2%
17.7 nm 1.4% 1.3%
18.0 nm 1.4% 0.7%
our SURF calibrations. As Figure 3.25 shows, the MEGS A SURF calibrations are repeatable to a few
percent while the MEGS B calibrations are repeatable to 7%.
Section 3.2.5 discusses how well the rocket calibration is transferred to the SDO EVE. Overall, the
absolute accuracy for MEGS A is within 10% and for MEGS B 30%. For MEGS A, this is an improvement
over TIMED SEE, which had accuracies on the order of 20-30%. Future work understanding the MEGS B





Figure 3.25: The repeatability of the SURF calibrations is determined by comparing the peak responsivities
for different SURF experiments. The color indicates the SURF beam energy.
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3.3 Line Identification
The MEGS spectrum is dominated by numerous emission lines. While selected lines are extracted and
identified in the Level 2 EVL data product (Table 3.4), it is useful to be able to identify any line in a MEGS
spectrum. Line identification consists of determining the wavelength of the line, the line width (FWHM), line
irradiance, the dominant ion species that creates the line and an approximate formation temperature as well
as any blends or other emission lines that contribute significantly to the spectrum at the wavelength. The
species and temperature provide tools for understanding the physical processes that cause the irradiance to
vary. This section discusses the method used to identify lines in MEGS spectra as well as providing complete
spectral atlases for both a quiet Sun spectrum and an X-class flare spectrum.
3.3.1 Extracting Lines from MEGS Spectra
The first step in identifying lines is to determine where the observed lines are in the MEGS spectrum
and calculate their line width and intensity. Extracting line wavelengths, widths, and intensities from a
MEGS spectrum is done by fitting a function based on the line profile to each observed line. At the MEGS
resolution of 0.1 nm, many solar lines overlap in the irradiance spectrum so many of the observed lines are
actually blends of two or more emission lines. Some of these blends are doublets or triplets of the same
species, while others are blends of emission lines from different species. More importantly, most of the
observed lines in MEGS are not isolated enough to fit each one individually. As a result, multiple lines need
to be fit simultaneously.
The optical design of MEGS means that the observed line profile can be modeled by a Gaussian
function; so the fitting function, a multiple-Gaussian function with a constant background, is given by:







where the number of lines, nlines, is determined prior to fitting the spectrum. The spectrum is fit using
MPFIT, a least-squares fitting algorithm in IDL (Markwardt 2009). All the parameters of each Gaussian
(ai, bi, ci) are allowed to vary in addition to the constant background, E0, while the number of lines is
held constant. However, the width of each Gaussian is forced to be between 0.075 nm and 0.125 nm, which
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is ±40% of the average spectral resolution of MEGS. This limits ci to be between 0.032 and 0.053. The
constant background is also required to be positive and less than the maximum of the MEGS data.
By fitting multiple lines simultaneously, the number of lines becomes an important parameter for the
fitting function. The number of lines can be determined by finding the locations of each emission line in the
MEGS spectrum. This also provides the starting parameters for MPFIT. The most direct way to identify the
location of emission lines is to calculate where the first derivative of the irradiance with respect to wavelength
is zero and the second derivative changes from negative to positive. This method does not always identify
lines that occur on the shoulder of brighter lines. A better method, which is used in the calculations of the
MEGS spectral atlases, is to first subtract a smoothed spectrum from the original (unsmoothed) spectrum
and then look at the derivatives. This accentuates the smaller peaks, allowing more lines to be identified.
The final caveat in extracting lines from the MEGS spectrum is that it is too computationally expen-
sive to fit the entire spectrum at once: with several hundred lines, there are at least 1000 free parameters.
Instead, 1-nm segments are fit individually. To ensure that no lines are missed, only the results from lines in
the inner 0.6-nm region are kept. This results in an 0.4-nm overlap between fits. For example, the spectrum
from 17.0 to 18.0 nm is fit but only the parameters for lines between 17.2 and 17.8 nm are kept. The next
segment to fit is 17.6 to 18.6 nm but only 17.8 to 18.4 nm is used.
After fitting all the segments for the entire spectrum, the center wavelength (λ0 = bi), FWHM
(∆λ = 2
√
2 ln 2 · ci), and line irradiance (Eλ = aici
√
2pi) are known for each line. Figure 3.26 shows an
example of such a fit for an one nanometer region centered on 25.0 nm while Table 3.8 lists the best-fit
parameters for the twelve lines.
3.3.2 Line Identification Method
After the wavelength (λ0), FWHM (∆λ), and line irradiance (Eλ) are known for each line, the lines
can be identified using the CHIANTI atomic database. In theory, the simplest way to identify an emission line
is to compare its wavelength to the CHIANTI line list and find the emission line with that exact wavelength.
There are two problems with this approach. First, CHIANTI includes the theoretical wavelength of a



































Figure 3.26: Example of fitting lines in a MEGS spectrum. MEGS spectrum for the one nanometer region
centered on 25.0 nm and the fitted line profiles are shown in the top panel. The bottom panel shows the
residuals of the fit.
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Table 3.8: Line parameters from the multi-Gaussian fit for 24.5 to 25.5 nm (see Figure 3.26)
i
Wavelength FWHM Line Irradiance
(nm) (nm) (µW/m2)
1 24.49 0.06 3.52
2 24.61 0.10 1.89
3 24.73 0.08 2.02
4 24.84 0.07 1.23
5 24.88 0.06 0.28
6 24.94 0.07 0.77
7 25.03 0.10 0.68
8 25.09 0.03 0.03
9 25.20 0.09 1.95
10 25.37 0.07 1.31
11 25.46 0.12 2.16
12 25.54 0.04 0.64
wavelength scale. Various processes on the Sun such as doppler shifts change the wavelength of a photon.
Second, in the EUV, there are many tens of lines in CHIANTI for any given 0.1-nm wavelength interval
(spectral resolution of MEGS). Most of these lines are weaker than the brightest by orders of magnitude and
do not contribute to the irradiance (how much these weak lines contribute to irradiance will be discussed
later). These lines, however, do show up in a strict wavelength comparison.
The better way is to find the strongest line with the closest wavelength match in CHIANTI. As




Gλ (n0, T )DEM (T ) dT (3.14)
where Gλ (n0, T ) is the contribution function of that line and DEM (T ) is the differential emission measure.
The DEM is the same for all lines but the contribution function varies between lines and determines the
strength of the line. A method to calculate DEMs from EVE is presented in Section 3.3.3.
As the majority of the lines in a MEGS spectrum are blends of multiple emission lines, Gλ (n0, T ) is
not the contribution function for an individual line in CHIANTI but the sum of contribution functions for
many lines:
Gλ (n0, T ) =
∑
i
Gi (n0, T ), (3.15)
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where i is determined from:
λ0 − ∆λ
2
≤ λi < λ0 + ∆λ
2
(3.16)










Gi (n0, T )
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Gi (n0, T )DEM (T ) dT
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(3.17)








Gi (n0, T )DEM (T ) dT
] × 100% (3.18)
By determining which lines have the largest percent contributions, I can determine the best line
identification. As will be discussed in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, some of the lines observed by MEGS are
blends of the same species. To determine the line identification, I first sort percent contributions for each
ion species in decreasing order. I then start summing percent contributions, stopping when the total exceeds
my threshold. For the purposes of this work, I set the threshold to 70%.
Figure 3.27 shows an example of this line identification process. For the MEGS line at 18.827 nm
(FWHM of 0.08 nm), the closest wavelength match in CHIANTI is an O iv line at 18.825 nm, which
contributes less than 1% of the irradiance of the MEGS line. The species with the largest contribution
function is Ar xiv (Figure 3.27, middle). Yet, when an appropriate DEM (Figure 3.27, top) is included in
the calculation, Ar xiv contributes about 10% or irradiance while Fe xi contributes 60%. I identify this line
as a blend of Fe xi and Ar xiv.
3.3.3 Calculating a DEM
In using a DEM for identifying MEGS emission lines, the question becomes what is the appropriate
DEM and how to calculate it. Fortunately, DEMs can be determined from the MEGS spectrum. Un-










































Figure 3.27: Example of identifying the MEGS line at 18.83 nm. The top panel shows an appropriate
DEM based on the quiet Sun DEM in CHIANTI. The solid line is the DEM provided by CHIANTI while
the dashed line is a spline-extrapolation for higher temperatures. The middle panel shows the contribution
functions for all CHIANTI lines between 18.83±0.04 nm. The dashed lines are the individual contribution
functions while the solid lines are the sum of all the contribution functions for each species. The numbers in
parentheses in the legend indicate the number of lines for each species. The bottom panel shows the percent
contributions (see Equation 3.18) for each species.
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characteristic temperature that an ion emits at is dependent on the DEM. As a result, there is no analytic
method for inverting line intensities to get a DEM. Instead, an iterative method must be employed.
The method used here does not place any restrictions on the functional form of the DEM. However,
there is implicit smoothing of the DEM in this iterative approach. This is acceptable because spectra with
similar DEMs will look more or less alike as the contribution functions from CHIANTI have some width
in temperature. Here, because the DEM itself will not be used for scientific analysis, the lack of a unique
solution is not a concern. I am using the DEM as a tool to help identify lines in the MEGS spectrum.
Unblended lines, which are the most useful for analyzing flares, should not be extremely sensitive to the
exact form of the DEM.
The DEM-fitting method is taken from Landi & Landini (1997). The DEM is determined iteratively
by finding the function that minimizes the differences between the calculated line intensities using a trial
DEM and the observed line intensities. This function is then used to correct the trial DEM and the process
is repeated until the correction function is unity.
Specifically, the “true” DEM, ϕ(T ), can be written as:
ϕ(T ) = ω(T )ϕ0(T ), (3.19)
where ϕ0(T ) is a trial DEM and ω(T ) is a correction function. By linearizing the correction function,






(log T − log Tt) +O
(
(log T − log Tt)2
)
, (3.20)
the intensity of the emission line can be expressed as:
I(λij) = ω(Tt)
∫








(log T − log Tt)Gλij (T )ϕ0(T )dT (3.21)
If we define log Tt as:
log Tt =
∫
Gλij (T )ϕ0(T ) log TdT∫
Gλij (T )ϕ0(T )dT
, (3.22)
the linear term (log T − log Tt) vanishes and the observed intensity of the line is:
I(λij) = ω(Tt)
∫
Gλij (T )ϕ0(T )dT . (3.23)
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If we define the theoretical intensity as
Itheo(λij) =
∫
Gλij (T )ϕ0(T )dT (3.24)





where Tλij is given by:
log Tλij =
∫
Gλij (T )ϕ0(T ) log TdT∫
Gλij (T )ϕ0(T )dT
. (3.26)
By calculating the correction function and corresponding temperature for all density insensitive lines, it is
possible to fit a function to ω(Tλij ) and derive a new DEM.
3.3.4 Solar Minimum Spectral Atlas
Although there are few flares at solar minimum, generating a spectral atlas from a solar minimum
spectrum is important. First, a solar minimum spectrum is the basis for many solar, atmospheric, and
climate models. Improving the accuracy and spectral resolution of a solar minimum spectrum can only
improve the models that use it. Second, it provides a reference for comparing different solar cycles. One
unresolved question is whether the solar irradiance changes from one solar minimum to the next. Finally, a
solar minimum spectrum provides a baseline for determining how much the solar irradiance increases during
a flare.
A prototype EVE instrument flew in April 2008 close to the December 2008 solar minimum. The
NASA 36.240 sounding rocket (PI: Dr. Thomas N. Woods) launched from White Sands Missile Range on
14 April 2008. Figure 3.3 shows the rocket spectrum while the details are presented in Woods et al. (2009).
A Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) EUV Imaging Telescope (EIT) image of the Sun in the 19.5
nm channel from 14 April 2008 is shown in Figure 3.28. Overall, the Sun is quiet and uniform in the EUV;
no bright coronal loops are visible. Although there is a small active region on the solar disk, it accounts for
less than 2% of the total radiance from the EIT image. There is also a small coronal hole at the southern
pole.
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Figure 3.28: SOHO EIT image of the Sun in the EUV from 14 April 2008 highlighting the low levels of solar
activity during the rocket flight.
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3.3.4.1 DEM Calculation
Figure 3.29 shows the DEM calculated from the EVE solar minimum spectrum as well as two other
solar minimum or quiet Sun DEMS. The first is the DEM used in version 2 of the NRLEUV reference
spectrum (Warren 2005), based on observations from SOHO CDS from March 1996 to June 1996 and
SUMER data from February 1997 at the solar minimum between Cycles 22-23. The second DEM is from
the CHIANTI package, based on a composite spectrum taken with the EUV spectrometer-spectroheliometer
on the Skylab mission (28.0-135.0 nm with 0.16 nm spectral resolution) from May 1973 to February 1974 in
the declining phase of Cycle 20 (Vernazza & Reeves 1978).
For temperatures less than 5 × 105 K, the DEMS are very similar; the biggest differences between
them occurs at temperatures greater than 1 × 106 K which correspond to the hottest part of the corona.
For the quiet Sun, the emissions at these temperatures are very weak making it difficult to constrain the
DEM. There are several potential reasons why these DEMs are different even though they all represent the
quiet Sun. First, each of the DEMs was calculated using data from different instruments. Problems with
the absolute and relative calibration or incorrect higher order corrections could lead to differences in data.
However, as intensity scales linearly with DEM and the DEM is calculated as a function of temperature
and not wavelength, it is unlikely that the order of magnitude differences in the DEMs could result from
instrumentation problems.
A second reason is that the DEMs use data that cover different wavelength ranges. The CHIANTI
and NRLEUV DEM are based on data from 27.7-135.6 nm and 30.8-133.6 nm respectively while the rocket
DEM is based on data from 5.0-105.0 nm. In general, the longer wavelengths provide more cool emission
lines while the short wavelengths provide more hot lines.
A third reason is that different methods were used in calculating the DEM. Both the CHIANTI and
NRLEUV DEMs were determined by varying the position of spline knots to calculate a DEM that minimized
the differences in observed and theoretical line intensities. This method is sensitive to the initial location and
number of the spline knots. The rocket DEM was calculated using another method. Furthermore, a DEM
is highly dependent on the input lines used to calculate it. Here, each DEM was calculated using different
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Figure 3.29: Comparison of different “quiet Sun” or solar minimum DEM.
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lines.
Finally, each DEM was calculated at different solar minima. Figure 3.30 shows the monthly mean
sunspot number for the past four cycles. The time for the observations that each of the DEMs is based on is
also shown. If the DEMs accurately represent the solar spectra, there may be subtle differences in the quiet
Sun at the different minima. However, as the DEMs vary the most at the low and high temperatures where
there are fewer EUV lines, it would be better to directly compare the solar spectra from these three periods.
3.3.4.2 Spectral Atlas
After calculating the rocket DEM, each line in the MEGS spectrum can be identified. Appendix A
includes the complete line list and identification as well as the solar minimum spectrum with each line iden-
tified. The solar minimum irradiance spectrum contains lines at a wide range of temperatures (Figure 3.31).
The distribution of temperatures of the unblended lines (Figure 3.32) peak around 1 MK. Overall, iron lines
are the most common followed by oxygen (Table 3.9). Although this spectral atlas was calculated using a
coronal-photospheric hybrid model for elemental abundances, only the elements with non-zero abundances
in the coronal model (Table 2.4) contribute un-blended lines. Looking at the iron lines, Figure 3.33 shows
the distribution of unblended iron lines covering Fe viii to Fe xvi. Most of these lines come from the MEGS
A2 wavelength range.
At solar minimum, the EVE irradiance spectrum covers a broad range of temperatures and ion
species. In addition, the spectral resolution of MEGS is sufficient to measure numerous unblended lines.
The amount of blending can be quantified in two ways. First, Figure 3.34 shows the distribution of the
percent contribution for the dominant species for all MEGS lines. For over 60% of the MEGS lines, the
dominant species contributes over 90% of the irradiance. The weak EUV lines which comprise the “grass”
do not significantly contribute to the irradiance of the brightest lines. Second, Figure 3.35 shows the number
of individual lines in CHIANTI that contribute to the species sum for the unblended lines. The majority of
unblended MEGS lines are identified as a single or a doublet line in CHIANTI.
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Table 3.9: Number of unblended lines in the solar minimum irradiance spectrum.
















3.3.5 Flare Spectral Atlas
A solar flare spectrum is expected to different than a solar minimum spectrum. In order to understand
the differences, I generated a flare spectral atlas for the X6.9 flare on 9 August 2011. This is the largest
flare observed to date by SDO. It has a fairly small duration so the radiative cooling time of the flare loops
is short and all the EUV flare lines can be observed in a single spectrum. Figure 3.36 shows the GOES
light curve for the flare (top) as well as the flare spectrum used in generating the flare spectral atlas. The
flare spectrum has a pre-flare spectrum subtracted so that only the enhancements to the irradiance from the
flare are considered. The pre-flare spectrum is the average of four minutes of EVE spectra taken during the
minimum in the GOES SXR prior to the flare.
Using the method described above, a DEM is calculated for the flare spectrum. Figure 3.37 shows both
the flare DEM from CHIANTI and from the MEGS spectrum. The CHIANTI flare DEM was calculated
using Solrad 9 and Skylab observations of an M2 flare from 9 August 1973 (Dere & Cook 1979). The
offset between the MEGS and CHIANTI DEMs arises from the method used to convert from irradiance,
what MEGS measures, to radiance, what CHIANTI uses. I used a method that coverts irradiance to full-
disk radiance but because I subtracted the pre-flare spectrum, my MEGS flare spectrum is not a full-disk
spectrum. The offset is essentially the fractional area of the solar flare compared to the full solar disk. As
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flares vary both in size and temperature, it is not surprising that the shape of the flare DEMs are different.
The MEGS flare is larger and hotter so the “hump” peaks at a higher temperature than the CHIANTI flare.
Using this flare DEM, each line in the MEGS spectrum can be identified. Appendix B includes the
complete line list and identification as well as the flare spectrum with each line identified. The MEGS flare
spectrum is dominated by iron lines. The broad coverage of different iron ionization states makes it possible
to study the radiative cooling of flare loops.
Compared to the solar minimum spectrum, the flare spectrum contains lines at hotter temperatures
(Figure 3.38). The distribution of temperatures of the unblended lines (Figure 3.39) peak around 10 MK.
The majority of unblended lines are iron (Table 3.10). Figure 3.40 shows the distribution of unblended iron
lines covering Fe ix to Fe xxiv. In general, the more ionized (hotter) iron lines have wavelengths in the
MEGS A1 wavelength range while the less ionized (cooler) iron lines comes from the MEGS A2 wavelength
range. There is however, a Fe xxiv line in MEGS A2 at 25.53 nm.
Table 3.10: Number of unblended lines in the flare irradiance spectrum.
















The MEGS lines in the solar flare spectrum are more blended than the lines in the solar minimum
spectrum. For about 35% of the flare lines, the dominant species contributes over 90% of the irradiance
(Figure 3.41). For the solar minimum spectrum, this number was 60%. Figure 3.42 shows the number of
individual lines in CHIANTI that contribute to the species sum for the unblended lines. The majority of
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unblended MEGS lines are identified as a singlet or a doublet line in CHIANTI.
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Figure 3.30: Monthly sunspot number (blue) and annual average (red) for the past four solar cycles showing
























































































































































Figure 3.32: Temperatures distribution of unblended EUV lines for the solar minimum irradiance spectrum
for each of MEGS channels.
Figure 3.33: Distribution of unblended iron EUV lines for the solar minimum irradiance spectrum for each
of MEGS channels.
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Figure 3.34: Distribution of the percent contribution for the dominant species for all MEGS lines in the solar
minimum irradiance spectrum.
Figure 3.35: Number of CHIANTI lines for the dominant species for unblended lines in the solar minimum
irradiance spectrum.
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Figure 3.36: GOES light curve for the X6.9 flare on 9 August 2011 (top). The time intervals used to calculate
the pre-flare and flare spectrum are highlighted in blue and green respectively. The MEGS A flare spectrum
used in generating the flare spectral atlas (bottom). The dashed line is the uncertainty of the spectrum.
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Figure 3.39: Temperatures distribution of unblended EUV lines for the flare irradiance spectrum for each of
MEGS channels.
Figure 3.40: Distribution of unblended iron EUV lines for the flare irradiance spectrum for each of MEGS
channels.
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Figure 3.41: Distribution of the percent contribution for the dominant species for all MEGS lines in the flare
irradiance spectrum.
Figure 3.42: Number of CHIANTI lines for the dominant species for unblended lines in the flare irradiance
spectrum.
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3.4 Solar Flare Observations
Solar flares are observed as the sudden increase in EM radiation over all wavelengths and are accom-
panied by mass ejections, particle acceleration, and wave propagation in the solar atmosphere. Between 1
May 2010 and 31 August 2011, SDO observed over 750 solar flares with a GOES class greater than C1.0.
At the beginning of the mission, SDO observed low levels of solar activity. While this makes characterizing
the full range of solar activity impossible, the low levels of activity do provide a unique opportunity to
observe the irradiance signature of individual solar flares. During higher levels of activity, multiple flares
often happen concurrently, complicating the EUV irradiance time series. At current levels of activity flares
are often isolated events and easy to identify in the irradiance light curves.
Figure 3.43 shows a flare “spectrogram” or an image made using many MEGS spectra showing how
the EUV irradiance evolves over time. Notice that only certain parts of the spectrum increase appreciably
and the increases do not occur simultaneously. There are three phases of flare evolution captured by MEGS.
Increases in irradiance prior to the peak in the GOES SXR form the impulsive phase and are observed in cool
lines formed in the transition region. The gradual phase is observed after the peak in the GOES SXR and is
formed from emissions from newly-reconnected flare loops. Finally, dimmings or decreases in irradiance are
seen in some flares and are associated with mass-loss from coronal mass ejections. Coronal dimmings are
generally observed in lines formed at the average temperature of the corona, 1 MK. The following sections
introduce each of these phases and how they manifest in the EVE observations.
3.4.1 Impulsive Phase and the Neupert Effect
In the standard flare model (see Section 1.4.3), the impulsive phase is associated with the initial mag-
netic reconnection and acceleration of particles. During reconnection, electrons and ions are accelerated and
stream down the magnetic field of the coronal loop. When these particles impact the denser chromosphere,
they release their energy. A small part of this energy is immediately radiated away in chromospheric and
transition region lines, forming the irradiance signature of the impulsive phase.
The most direct observation of the impulsive phase is the hard X-ray emission, which measured by
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Figure 3.43: Spectrogram of a flare on 12 June 2010 (M2.0, peak at 00:57 UT). The x-axis indicates time
while the y-axis indicates wavelength. The color indicates the irradiance where dark corresponds to higher
irradiance values.
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such satellites as RHESSI. The empirical Neupert effect (Neupert 1968) holds that the soft X-ray emission
(FSXR) associated with the gradual phase is proportional to the integral of the hard X-ray emission (FHXR):
FSXR (t) ∝
∫
FHXR (t) dt (3.27)
Throughout this thesis, I use the inverse of the Neupert effect: time derivative of the soft X-ray flux is
proportional to the hard X-ray flux because the soft X-ray flux is measured routinely by GOES.
EVE observes the impulsive phase in transition region lines. It is particularly strong in the He ii 30.4
nm line, which can be observed in either MEGS or ESP. Although the ESP 30.4 nm band has a bandpass
of several nanometers that includes multiple lines, the emission in the band is dominated by the He ii 30.4
nm line. As a result, using ESP 30.4 nm band over the MEGS 30.4 nm extracted line is preferred because
of the higher signal-to-noise in ESP.
The Neupert effect does not always hold for the impulsive emission that EVE observes due to the
differences in the physical mechanisms for producing hard X-rays and emission lines. Figure 3.44 shows the
GOES soft X-ray flux and the He ii 30.4 nm irradiance along with the scaled time derivative of the soft
X-ray flux. Notice that the He ii light curve has a slower rise than what is expected from Neupert effect.
3.4.2 Gradual Phase
The majority of the energy released by the accelerated particles heats the chromosphere, causing
the chromospheric plasma to evaporate and heat the corona. If there is no further heating of the corona,
the heated plasma radiatively cools and drains back into the chromosphere. This coronal heating and
cooling is known as the gradual phase. Because the radiative cooling is slower than the heating process (see
Section 1.4.4), the gradual phase is seen at different times in different emission lines (Figure 3.45). During
the radiative cooling, the plasma passes through the temperature bandpasses of different emission lines and
emits at different wavelengths.
3.4.3 CME-associated Dimmings
During some flares, certain lines such as Fe ix 17.1 nm decrease. Occasionally, the decrease in Fe ix
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heating material to a higher ionization state, not mass loss. However, most of the coronal dimmings observed
by EVE appear to be due to the ejection of material during a CME. These dimmings are best seen in the
Fe ix to Fe xvi lines, which cover a range of temperatures from log T = 5.8 to log T = 6.27. Figure 3.46
shows such an example of coronal dimming and associated CME. For large events like this, the dimming is
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Figure 3.46: Example of an event that has coronal dimming in Fe IX and Fe XII, a flare arcade and a CME.
a) Top left: GOES soft X-ray light curve for a M1.0 flare on 7 August 2010. The other panels show light
curves from four EVE lines arranged from hottest to coolest. The first two EVE light curves show the flare
impulsive phase, and the bottom two show the dimming in Fe XII 19.5 and Fe IX 17.1 nm, respectively. b)




Flares have traditionally been classified based on their physical extend and brightness in Hα (Hα
importance) and the peak soft X-ray flux from 0.1 to 0.8 nm as recorded by the GOES satellites (GOES
class). Using EVE observations of flares, we have discovered that flares with the same magnitude and similar
profiles in the GOES soft X-ray 0.1− 0.8 nm (SXR) can have radically different EUV responses. Figure 4.1
shows light curves for five M1.0 flares. While each flare has the same peak GOES SXR flux, the light curves
in EUV emissions are different. There are not only differences in the strength of the EUV response but also
in the timing of the flare peaks in the EUV. The size of flare in Hα and brightness in the soft X-rays are
not sufficient to describe the EUV irradiance changes. The high temporal cadence and continuous observing
mode of SDO allow for the first time the statistical study of solar flares in the EUV. The EVE flare catalog
developed out of the need to quantify and organize the new observations of solar flares from EVE. This
chapter describes the creation of the EVE flare catalog and what information is contained in it.
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Figure 4.1: EUV light curves for five different M1.0 flares. The top panel shows the GOES SXR light curves,
shifted temporally so the peaks occur at 0 hours. The next three panels show a hot coronal line (10 MK),
warm coronal line (2.7 MK) and a cool transition region line (50,000 K) respectively. Notice not only the
differences in strength of the EUV lines but also the differences in timing of the EUV peaks between the five
flares.
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4.1 Development of the EVE Flare Catalog
The EVE flare catalog was developed to gather information about each flare from multiple sources and
to create tools to understand the origin and evolution of the event. The catalog itself is a collection of IDL
structures, graphs, images, and movies. The IDL structures form a database containing vital information
for quantitative study of flares while the graphs, images, and movies allow for the visualization of the SDO
data for each flare. The EVE flare catalog uses a variety of data sources to provide a comprehensive study
of solar flares.
These data sources come from several different providers and give a more complete picture than what
is possible using data only from EVE. NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC, http://www.
swpc.noaa.gov/) issues several daily reports summarizing solar events and provides soft X-ray irradiances
from GOES in the 0.05−0.4 nm range and the 0.1−0.8 nm range with 1-minute cadence. RHESSI (Lin et al.
2002) measures the hard X-ray component of solar flares, which is useful for studying the impulsive phase of
a flare. Images from SDO AIA (Lemen et al. 2012) provide spatially-resolved information about the flare’s
morphology. In addition to EUV irradiance measured by MEGS, flare location is determined using two other
channels on EVE: ESP and SAM. Another source of the flare location comes from the Heliophysics Event
Knowledgebase (HEK, Hurlburt et al. 2012), which combines automated data mining using feature-detection
methods and high-performance visualization systems for data markup.
4.1.1 Seeding the Flare Catalog
The EVE flare catalog is built off of the daily flare list issued in NOAA’s Solar and Geophysical
Activity Summary (SGAS) reports, which uses data from GOES. Presently, there are small gaps in GOES
coverage when the spacecraft goes into eclipse. Eclipse periods occur twice a year for 45 to 60 days with
outages from a few minutes to just over an hour. This results in a loss of GOES coverage about 1% of the
time. SDO also has biennial eclipse seasons. The GOES and SDO eclipse seasons are at the same time of
the year but generally do not overlap. As a result, there are flares that are not captured by GOES that SDO
observes and some GOES flares have no SDO observations.
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I defined a threshold to include only flares with GOES class C1.0 or larger. While EVE observes
flares smaller than C1.0, these flares may only be seen in the hottest flare lines such as Fe xx/xxiii at 13.3
nm. Flares smaller than C1.0 are also generally spatially small, making it harder to observe their topology
in EUV images.
Seeding the catalog from the GOES flare list with flares C1.0 or larger allows the EVE flare catalog
to meet three important criteria. (1) Results obtained with the catalog are compatible with the current
definitions and classifications of solar flares. (2) The catalog is comprehensive so that as many events as
possible can be studied. (3) Finally, only events that are above EVE’s noise threshold are included.
Using this definition of events for the EVE flare catalog, I am able to examine over 750 flares from 1
May 2010 to 31 August 2011. In order to uniquely identify each flare in the catalog, I devised a flare ID which
includes the date and peak time as recorded by GOES as well as the GOES class. The flare ID is a string
containing the year, day of year (DOY), calendar date, peak time, and GOES class. For example, a M5.0 flare
that occurred on 21 July 2001 (DOY 202) at 04:56 UT would have a flare ID of 2001202_21JUL_0456_M5.0.
The day of year is useful for sorting chronologically and because EVE data are stored in files containing
the day of year. The calendar data is included for ease of the user and because the other SDO instrument
teams (HMI and AIA) store their data by the year, month, and day. The peak time and GOES class serves
a unique identifier.
4.1.2 Structure of the EVE Flare Catalog
The EVE flare catalog is modular. Table 4.1 gives a brief overview of each module. After the catalog
is seeded, each module can be run independently for either one flare, a group of flares, or all flares. There are
two advantages to this. First, it is easy to rerun parts of the catalog if, for example, there is a new version
of EVE data. Second, this allows for future expansion without rewriting the majority of the code. An
undergraduate over summer 2011 wrote IDL code to analyze the coronal dimmings associated with CMEs.
By writing a wrapper around her code, it is possible to add the analysis of coronal dimmings to the EVE
flare catalog without changing any of already-existing code. Some modules are dependent on the output of
another module. Most rely on the GOES and Pre-flare module which, in part, defines the start, peak, and
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end times of the flare.
The computer code that is used to generate the EVE flare catalog is written in IDL (Version 7.1.1)
and utilizes some routines from SolarSoft, a set of integrated software libraries, data bases, and system
utilities which provide a common programming and data analysis environment for solar physics (Freeland &
Handy 1998). The majority of the EVE flare catalog code is automated. Human input, however, is currently
necessary for several things and is supplied through a IDL widget, which also allows for user comments to
added. Throughout the EVE flare catalog, times are saved both as a string with the day, month, year and
time in UT and as the modified Julian date. The former is easily human readable while the later is easier
to use within IDL. The details of the code, the IDL structures, and the user widget will be discussed in the






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.2 GOES and Pre-flare Module
After seeding the catalog, the GOES and Pre-flare module is run to generate two IDL structures:
GOES and PRE_FLARE. The GOES structure (Table 4.2) contains basic information about the X-ray flare. The
flare start, peak, an end times as well as the GOES class, location, and Active Region number are extracted
from the daily NOAA SGAS reports. The other parameters are calculated from both the GOES SXR and
the GOES short channel light curves.
Table 4.2: Description of the GOES IDL structure
Tag Name Type Description
flare_id String Flare ID
date String String containing the date of the flare
year Integer Year of the flare
doy Integer Day of year of the flare
start_time String Start time of the flare (UT)
start_time_jd Double Julian date of the start time of the flare
peak_time String Peak time of the flare (UT)
peak_time_jd Double Julian date of the start time of the flare
end_time String End time of the flare (UT)
end_time_jd Double Julian date of the end time of the flare
peak_class String GOES flare class
peak_flux Float Flux equivalent of GOES flare class
bkgd_class String Background level of the GOES SXR flux
bkgd_flux Float Flux equivalent of GOES background class
peak_flux_short Float Peak irradiance in the GOES short channel
bkgd_flux_short Float Background irradiance in the GOES short channel
peak_time_short String Peak time of the flare (UT) in the GOES short channel
peak_time_short_jd Double Julian date of the start time of the flare in the GOES
short channel
neupert_peak Float Maximum in the time derivative of the GOES SXR
flux during the rising phase of the flare
neupert_peak_time String Neupert peak time
neupert_peak_time_jd Double Julian date of the Neupert peak time
location String Location of flare from GOES flare report (if given)
longitude Integer Longitude of flare (if given)
latitude Integer Latitude of flare (if given)
ar_id Integer NOAA active region number associated with flare (if
any).
The Neupert peak is important for studying the impulsive phase. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, the
Neupert effect is an empirical relationship between the time-derivation of the SXR and the HXR. Here, we
take the time derivative of the GOES SXR flux and look for the maximum during the rise of the flare (flare
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start to peak). The time and value of the maximum are saved as the Neupert peak time and value. This
provides an estimate of when the impulsive phase is expected to peak in RHESSI HXR and EVE He II 30.4
nm light curves.
The GOES SXR light curves are also used to determine a time period to use to calculate the pre-flare
irradiance, stored in the PREFLARE structure (Table 4.3). When we use EVE data to study flares, it is
important to subtract the pre-flare irradiance. Irradiance measures the energy coming from the entire solar
disk. Flares, however, are localized events. By subtracting the pre-flare irradiance, we are able to isolate
only the flare contribution to the irradiance. For lines and bands that increase by orders of magnitude during
a flare like the GOES SXR, the pre-flare irradiance does not contribute significantly to the irradiance at the
peak of a flare. The majority of EUV lines, however, increase by less than a factor of 2 and the pre-flare
irradiance makes up a large portion of the irradiance at the peak of a flare. The pre-flare irradiance also
varies a great deal between flares.
Table 4.3: Description of the PRE_FLARE IDL structure
Tag Name Type Description
flare_id String Flare ID
start_time String Start time of the pre-flare period (UT)
start_time_jd Double Julian date of the start time of the pre-flare period
end_time String End time of the pre-flare period (UT)
end_time_jd Double Julian date of the end time of the pre-flare period
The issue becomes what is the “correct” pre-flare irradiance. In this flare catalog, we use the same
pre-flare time interval for all the EUV lines and bands. The pre-flare module defines that interval using the
GOES SXR flux. The pre-flare time is a 4-minute window centered on the minimum in the GOES SXR flux
prior to the flare. This minimum is found by looking from the flare start time back to the previous flare or
45 minutes, whichever is closer to the flare start time. Figure 4.2 shows several examples of how the pre-flare
window is defined.
This pre-flare window is used to calculate the background GOES class for the flare. The background
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Figure 4.2: Several examples of how the pre-flare window is determined. For each flare, the light shaded
region is the time range used for finding the pre-flare minimum in the GOES SXR. The dark shaded region
is the 4-minute window used calculating the pre-flare irradiances. The vertical dashed line show the peak of
each flare.
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irradiance, Ebkgd is the average of 4-minute window around the minimum time:
Ebkgd = 〈E (tmin − 2 minutes : tmin + 2 minutes)〉 (4.1)
A C9.0 flare that occurs with a background of B5.0 is a stronger flare than a C9.0 flare with a background of
C8.0. This background level will become more important as solar activity picks up and more flares happen
during the decay phase of a prior flare.
4.3 NOAA Events Module
In addition to reporting solar flares from GOES, NOAA tracks other solar events that are recorded
in the daily NOAA Solar Events reports. These events provide a greater context for the solar flare and
provide a way to differentiate flares and possibly EUV irradiance changes. A subset of these events, called
the “energetic events”, is available in SGAS report which is used to seed the catalog.
The NOAA Solar Events report is a compilation of individual reports of solar events such as X-ray
flares, radio bursts, etc. Each event is assigned an arbitrary event number which groups several reports into
a single event. The NOAA Events module searched through all the events for the day of the flare and finds
the event which includes the X-ray flare by matching by the date, peak time, and GOES class from the GOES
IDL structure. The module then find all other entries in the report with that event number and saves in
them in the NOAA_EVENTS IDL structure (Table 4.4) based on the type of report. Most of the substructures
in NOAA_EVENTS are empty as not all types of solar events are routinely reported or associated with solar
flares. For example, the presence of a filament is a static event while solar flares are transient so NOAA will
not associate a filament with the flare. The useful events included optical or Hα flares (fla_struct) and
sweep frequency radio bursts (rsp_struct).
For solar flares with Hα signatures, NOAA reports both the optical importance and the location of the
flare. The Hα importance denotes the area in square degrees of heliocentric latitude that the flare occupies
on the disk in Hα. The importances range from S for subflares to 4 for the largest flares (Table 4.5) It is
often appended with the qualitative brightness qualifier: F (faint), N (normal), or B (brilliant).
Many of the flares in the EVE flare catalog do not have corresponding optical flares. There are two
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Table 4.4: Description of the NOAA_EVENTS IDL structure
Tag Name Type Description
flare_id String Flare ID
event_id String Event number assigned by NOAA
bsl_struct Structure “Bright surge on limb” report
dsf_struct Structure “Filament disappearance” report
epl_struct Structure “Eruptive prominence on limb” report
fil_struct Structure “Filament” report
fla_struct Structure “Optical flare observed in Hα” report
for_struct Structure “Forbush decrease” (decrease in cosmic rays) report
gle_struct Structure “Ground-level event” report
lps_struct Structure “Loop prominence system” report
pca_struct Structure “Polar cap absorption” report
rbr_struct Structure “Fixed-frequency radio burst” report
rns_struct Structure “Radio noise storm” report
rsp_struct Structure “Sweep frequency radio burst” report
spy_struct Structure “Spray” report
xfl_struct Structure “SXI X-ray flare from GOES Solar X-ray Imager” re-
port
xra_struct Structure “X-ray event from SWPC’s Primary or Secondary
GOES spacecraft” report
flags Byte array Set if each type of report occurred
notes String Additional notes
Table 4.5: Relationship between Hα importance and flare area corrected for foreshortening. A square degree
at the center of the solar disk is roughly 12 Mm on a side or at 1 AU, 17 arc-seconds.






reasons this may happen. First, the flare may not be visible in Hα. Some of the flares observed by EVE
are small both in magnitude and in spatial extend as the Sun is currently in the rising phase of the solar
cycle. Hα locations are determined by eye from ground-based observations so small brightenings associated
with smaller flares may be hard to detect. Second, there is no Hα location if there are no Hα observations
during the flare. Hα is a ground-based measurement. Observations can only be made during the day when
the Sun is visible and the weather cooperates. These effects are be partially negated by using a network of
Hα telescopes across the global. Currently, however, Hα observations are intermittent so the Hα location is
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not available for many of the EVE flares.
NOAA also reports sweep frequency solar radio bursts. There are several types of sweep frequency
radio bursts, which are summarized in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.3, that are associated with solar flares. Table 4.7
shows where in the solar atmosphere different radio wavelengths are formed. There is a general trend that
shorter radio wavelengths originate deeper in the atmosphere.
Table 4.6: Types of solar radio bursts.
Type Solar Origin Observational Signature
Type I
Solar noise storms. Not associated with
solar flares.
Many short, narrow-band bursts in the
meter wavelength range.
Type II
Formed by coronal shock waves. Asso-
ciated with Moreton waves observed in
Hα or EIT waves observed in EUV wave-
lengths as well as CMEs.
Emission strips with narrow bandwidths
and drift slowly from high to low frequen-
cies.
Type III Formed by electrons traveling along
open field lines during hard X-ray
(HXR) precursors to solar flares.
“Normal” bursts: when the electrons
travel outward.
“Reverse slope” (RS) bursts: when the
electrons are traveling downward.
“Bidirectional” bursts: two electron
beams (one traveling upward, one down-
ward).
Type IV
Occur with some major flare events; they
begin 10 to 20 minutes after flare maxi-
mum and can last for hours. Attributed
to synchrotron emission from energetic
electrons trapped in magnetic clouds that
travel into space (Lang 2009).
Appear as a smooth continuum of broad-
band bursts primarily in the meter wave-
length range.
Type V
The gradual phase companion to Type III
bursts
In the dekameter range.
Type VI
Series of Type III bursts over a period of
10 minutes or more with no period longer
than 30 minutes without activity.
Type VII
Series of Type III and Type V bursts over
a period of 10 minutes or more with no
period longer than 30 minutes without ac-
tivity.
CTM Continuum storm
Long-lasting solar radio noise storm, in
which the intensity varies smoothly with
frequency over a wide range in the meter
and decimeter wavelengths.
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Fig. 6.12 Solar radio bursts. Schematic representation of the radio spectrum during and after a
large solar flare. It can be associated with several different kinds of intense radio emission, depend-
ing on the frequency or wavelength (left vertical axis) and time after the explosion (bottom axis).
In these plots, the impulsive, or flash, phase of the solar flare is indicated at 0 h; it normally lasts
about 10 min and is associated with a powerful microwave burst. Dynamic spectra at frequencies
of about 108 Hz, or 100 MHz, show bursts that drift from high to low frequencies as time goes
on, but at different rates depending on the type of burst. Types II and III radio bursts have been
respectively attributed to shock waves and electron beams moving outward into the solar atmo-
sphere, or corona, exciting plasma oscillations. The height scale (right vertical axis) corresponds
to the height, in units of the Sun’s radius of 696× 106 m, at which the coronal electron density
yields a plasma frequency corresponding to the frequency on the left-hand side. At frequencies
less than about 107 Hz, or 10 MHz, the bursts must be observed from spacecraft, above the iono-
sphere that deflects incoming radio waves at these low frequencies and long wavelengths. [Adapted
from H. Rosenberg (1976).]
frequency drift corresponds to an outward velocity of about half the speed of light
(also see Focus 6.5).
Electrons have to be accelerated to very high energies to move this fast. An elec-
tron’s energy is often specified in units of kilo-electron-volts, or keV for short. One
kiloelectron volt is equivalent to 1,000 eV, and to an energy of 1.6× 10−16 J. An
electron volt is the energy acquired by an electron when it is accelerated through a
potential difference of 1 V. The electrons responsible for type III bursts have been
accelerated to energies of about 100 keV.
A type III radio burst emits radiation generated by non-thermal processes, and
cannot be due to the thermal radiation of a hot gas. Thermal radiation is emitted by
a collection of particles that collide with each other and exchange energy frequently,
Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of radio bursts associated with major solar flares. Solar flares are
associated with several different types of radio emission, depending on the frequency (left vertical axis) and
time after the flare (bottom axis). Here, the impulsive phase of the flare is indicated at 0 hours. Dynamic
spectra at frequencies of about 108 Hz show bursts that drift from high to low frequencies as time goes on.
The different drift rates depend on the type of burst: Type II radio bursts are attri ted to shock waves
exciting plasma oscillations while Type II originate from electron beams. The height scale (right vertical
axis) corresponds to the height, in units of the Suns radius, at which the coronal electron density yields a
plasma frequency corresponding to the frequency on the left-hand side. From Lang (2009).
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Table 4.7: Solar radio spectrum (Source: NOAA)
Level of origin Frequency (MHz) Wavelength
Lower Chromosphere 15400 1.9 cm
8800 3.4 cm
Middle Chromosphere 4995 6.0 cm
2695 11.1 cm
Upper Chromosphere 1415 21.2 cm
610 49.2 cm
410 73.2 cm
Lower Corona 245 1.2 m
Upper Corona 75− 25 4.0− 12.0 m
4.4 Active Region Module
The last type of report from NOAA is the daily Solar Region Summary (SRS) report containing
information about the location, size, and complexity of each active region visible on the solar disk. The
active region module extracts the information contained in the SRS reports for the active region associated
with the flare and stores it in the AR IDL structure (Table 4.8).
Table 4.8: Description of the AR IDL structure
Tag Name Type Description
flare_id String Flare ID
date String Date of the active region report
year Integer Year of the active region report
doy Integer Day of year of the active region report
ar_id Integer Active region number associated with flare
location String Location of active region
longitude Integer Longitude of active region
latitude Integer Latitude of active region
area Float Area of active region corrected for projection effects in
fraction of a hemisphere
mcintosh_class String McIntosh class
mwso_magnetic_class String Mt. Wilson magnetic class
longitude_extent Integer Longitudinal extent of active region in degrees
sunspot_number Integer Number of sunspots associated with active region
The vast majority of solar flares originate in active regions. Understanding whether differences in
active regions are correlated with differences in the EUV signature of flares to is important as active region
properties are currently used in predicting whether a region will flare.
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While some of the information in the SRS reports such as active region area, longitudinal extend, and
number of sunspots, are straightforward, the two classification schemes (the McIntosh classification system
and the Mt. Wilson magnetic classification system) are somewhat subjective and have complicated defini-
tions. The McIntosh system (McIntosh 1990) is an updated form of the Zurich classification (Kiepenheuer
1953) and uses white light data. In the McIntosh system each group is given three letters. The first letter
known as the Z-value is the modified Zurich class and is a general description of the complexity (unipolar or
bipolar) and size of the region. The second letter is the p-value and describes the penumbra of the largest
spot. The final letter known as the c-value describes the sunspot distribution for bipolar regions. The
definitions of each letter are given in Table 4.9.
The Mt. Wilson magnetic classification is based on almost 100 years of observations at the Mt.
Wilson Solar Observatory and describes the magnetic complexity of a sunspot group. It has three main
classes: unipolar (α), bipolar (β), and complex (γ). Unipolar groups are either single sunspots or groups of
sunspot where all the spots have the same polarity. Bipolar groups contain at least two spots of opposite
polarity. Often a bipolar group is made of more than two spots where the preceding spots have one polarity
while the following have the opposite. In a β-class group, there is a clear division between polarities. The
γ class contains complex groups of both polarities that are so irregularly disturbed that they can not be
classified as bipolar. A hybrid class exists, βγ, where the group is bipolar but there is not distinct north-south
division between polarities.
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Table 4.9: McIntosh classification of sunspots
Z-values Modified Zurich classification
Unipolar sunspot.
A The spot does not have a penumbra.
No length restrictions.
Bipolar sunspot group.
B No spots have penumbrae.
No length restrictions.
Bipolar sunspot group.
C One spot has a penumbra.
No length restrictions.
Bipolar sunspot group.
D Both leading and following spots have penumbrae.
Group is less than 10◦ in length.
Bipolar sunspot group.
E Both leading and following spots have penumbrae.
Group is between 10◦ and 15◦ in length.
Bipolar sunspot group.
F Both leading and following spots have penumbrae.
Group is greater than 15◦ in length.
Unipolar sunspot.
H The spot has a penumbra.
No length restrictions.
p-values Penumbra of largest spot
x No penumbra
r Rudimentary penumbra
s Small and symmetric penumbra
a Small and asymmetric penumbra
h Large and symmetric penumbra
k Large and asymmetric penumbra
c-values Sunspot distribution
x Undefined (for unipolar sunspots)
o Open
i Intermediate with no inter spots having mature penumbrae.
c Compact with at least one inner spot having a mature penumbra.
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4.5 Location Module: Determining the Location of a Solar Flare
The location of a solar flare on the disk of the Sun is important for several reasons. Overall, the
corona experiences limb brightening. Active regions on the limb appear brighten than active regions at disk
center. However, for flares, the reverse seems to be true. There is a smaller increase in EUV irradiance
from flares at the limb versus flares at disk center (Chamberlin et al. 2008). Furthermore, flares at the limb
may be partially occulted: their footpoints could be behind the limb and not contributing to the irradiance
signature. While this thesis will not focus on how to account for these location effects, they are nevertheless
important to remember when comparing flares. Second, in order to compare the EUV irradiance signature
of solar flares with the topology observed in EUV images, we need to know where to look in the images. This
is particularly important when there are multiple active regions on the solar disk. Finally, flare location is
important for determining the geo-effectiveness of flare-associated particle and CME events.
The X-ray monitor on GOES that is used to determine flare occurrence and GOES class is an irradi-
ance monitor and, thus, has no knowledge of where the flare happened. As a result, the EVE flare catalog
uses five different sources to determine the average location of a flare. The first two are from NOAA: the
optical flare location and the active region location. The optical flare location is derived from the NOAA
Solar Event reports and is determined in the NOAA Events module (Section 4.3). The active region lo-
cation is derived from the Solar Region Summary reports and is determined in the Active Region module
(Section 4.4). Flare-active region association is determined by SWPC operator and included in the SGAS
report. The majority of flares occur in active regions but because active regions can be quite large, the active
region location is generally the least reliable method to obtain the flare location. The next two flare location
methods use EVE data directly: ESP quad-diode ratios and SAM soft X-ray images. The latest location
comes from the Heliophysics Event Knowledge database (HEK), which includes the results of several flare
finder algorithms using AIA images. The last three methods will be discussed in detail in the following
sections. These locations as well as some of the data used in calculating locations from EVE data are stored
in the LOCATION IDL structure (Table 4.10).
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Table 4.10: Description of the LOCATION IDL structure
Tag Name Type Description
flare_id String Flare ID
pb0r Double array P-angle, B0-angle, and apparent solar radius for cal-
culating locations.
l0 Double Longitude of central meridian.
avg_location String Average flare location.
avg_longitude Float Average longitude.
avg_latitude Float Average latitude.
noaa_location String NOAA flare location.
noaa_longitude Float NOAA longitude.
noaa_latitude Float NOAA latitude.
ar_location String Active region location.
ar_longitude Float Active region longitude.
ar_latitude Float Active region latitude.
esp_preflare_quad Float array Pre-flare ESP quadrant diode irradiance values used
for calculating flare location from ESP.
esp_flare_quad Float array Flare ESP quadrant diode irradiance values used for
calculating flare location from ESP.
esp_x Float ESP normalized x-position.
esp_y Float ESP normalized y-position.
esp_location String ESP flare location.
esp_longitude Float ESP longitude.
esp_latitude Float ESP latitude.
sam_x Float SAM pixel location.
sam_y Float SAM pixel location.
sam_alpha Float SAM plane-of-sky angle.
sam_beta Float SAM plane-of-sky angle.
sam_location String SAM flare location.
sam_longitude Float SAM longitude.
sam_latitude Float SAM latitude.
hek_location String Flare location using HEK Method 1
hek_longitude Float Longitude from HEK Method 1.
hek_latitude Float Latitude from HEK Method 1.
hek2_location String Flare location using HEK Method 2
hek2_longitude Float Longitude from HEK Method 2.
hek2_latitude Float Latitude from HEK Method 2.
4.5.1 ESP Quad-diode Location
ESP, part of the EVE instrument suite, measures the soft X-ray flux from 0.1−7.0 nm using a quadrant
diode or “quad-diode”. A quad-diode is a diode where each quadrant is read out independently. The total
of the four quadrants provides the irradiance measurement while the ratio of the quadrants provides the
“center-of-brightness” location on the plane of the sky. A quad-diode does not image the Sun. Instead, it
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measures the angle of the Sun or flare relative to the boresight of the instrument.
In one dimension, assuming a uniform source, the signal on each half of the diode is proportional to
the illuminated portion of the diode (Figure 4.4) and related to the angle between the Sun and boresight of



















where W is the aperture width, L is the distance between the aperture and diode, EL and ER are the signal










The flare location using ESP is done in two dimensions using all four quadrants. First, the pre-flare
irradiance for each quadrant is subtracted from the peak irradiance so that the center-of-brightness of the
Sun is removed to generate E1, E2, E3, E4. Next, normalized coordinates (x and y) are calculated using:
x =
(E1 + E2)− (E3 + E4)
E1 + E2 + E3 + E4
(4.5)
y =
(E1 + E3)− (E2 + E4)
E1 + E2 + E3 + E4
(4.6)
These normalized coordinates are then converted to angles in the plane of the sky:
α = mαx+ bα (4.7)
β = mβy + bβ (4.8)
Here, α is the angle in the East-West direction while β are the angle in the North-South direction. The
coefficients (mα, bα, mβ , bβ) are determined from the quarterly ESP field-of-view maps. Finally, α and β
are converted to heliographic latitude and longitude on the Sun using standard IDL routines.
4.5.2 Brightest pixel location in SAM Images
SAM is a pinhole X-ray imager with the same filter as the ESP quad-diode. SAM images are recorded
on a unused portion of the MEGS-A CCD and have a spatial resolution of 15 arc-seconds. While SAM
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IL: signal on left diode IR: signal on right diode 
W: aperture width 
L: distance from aperture to diode 
θ: angle from boresight to Sun 
Figure 4.4: Schematic showing how center-of-brigthness can be determined using a quad-diode like the ESP
0-7 nm channel. The signal on each half of the diode is proportional to the illuminated portion of the diode,
which in turn is determined by the angle between the Sun and boresight as well as the aperture width, and
distance from the aperture to the diode.
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images could be produced every 10-seconds when the MEGS A CCD is readout to produce the MEGS
spectra, multiple images are co-added to increase the effective integration time and the signal-to noise.
During a flare, the location of the flare becomes obvious. The SAM is designed to measure soft X-rays.
During flares, however, it also measures hard X-rays. The short wavelength cutoff of SAM’s bandpass is
determined not by a filter but by the solar spectrum and detector efficiency. SAM’s pinhole aperture is made
of beryllium copper and is mounted to a tantalum shield. Soft X-rays are blocked by the beryllium copper
and can only go through the small pinhole aperture. Hard X-rays, on the other hand, are blocked by the
tantalum but can go through the beryllium copper. Normally, the Sun does not emit hard X-rays. During
a flare, however, the Sun emits enough hard X-rays that the SAM tantalum shield acts as a second pinhole
camera with a larger aperture. As seen in Figure 4.5, the location of the flare is readily apparent.
The location of the flare in a SAM image is determined by spatially smoothing the image and then
finding the pixel with the most counts. This pixel location is then converted into heliographic coordinates.
This is done for every 5-minute integration and recorded in the L0C SAM space weather product.
4.5.3 Location in AIA Images from the HEK
The location of a solar flare can also be determined from AIA images. Flare locations determined by
finding the pixels that suddenly increase in brightness are recorded in the Heliophysics Event Knowledgebase
(HEK, Hurlburt et al. 2012). Currently, there are two flare detection algorithms in the HEK. The first is
included in the Solarsoft distribution while the second was developed by the AIA feature finder team (Martens
et al. 2012). Both of these algorithms work by first heavily binning AIA images (the feature finder algorithm
uses 16 × 16 macropixels) and then applying a peak detection algorithm to the integrated signal in each
macropixel. Once a flare is found, the higher spatial resolution images are used to determine flare time and
location.
These flare detection algorithms run automatically on AIA images and flare time and location are sub-
mitted to the HEK. By querying the HEK through Solarsoft via ssw_her_make_query and ssw_her_query,
I am able to find all HEK flares that occur between the GOES start time and GOES end time of the flare.
I then report the mean location of all the events for each of the flare detection algorithms.
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Figure 4.5: Image of the X6.9 flare on 9 August 2011 created using 10-minutes of integrations. The flare
occurs near the northwest limb and is easily identifiable by the halo of hard X-rays.
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4.5.4 Comparison of Location Methods
While each of these flare location methods use different data, they all produce consistent results.
Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of the different techniques.
For the HEK locations, the spread in latitude results from blooming in the AIA images. During solar
flares, the AIA CCDs can saturate. This saturation can then spill over into neighboring pixels, an effect
called “blooming”. The AIA CCDs bloom in the North-South direction. The AIA flare detection algorithms
have a difficult time determining the latitude of the flare when partial column of saturated pixels.
Overall, these uncertainties are not that important for flare location. In general, the average location
is good enough to find the flare in AIA images and determine whether the flare occurred over the limb. The
geoeffectiveness of solar events is based on wide longitudinal regions.
Figure 4.7 shows the location of each flare in the EVE flare catalog from 1 May 2010 to 1 November
2011 with each panel covering a 6-month time period. The frequency and GOES class of flares has increased
markedly since the beginning of the SDO mission. There is also an asymmetry in flare frequency between















































































































Figure 4.6: Comparison of flare location methods. The color and size of circles indicate the size of the flare
(C-class is blue, M-class is green, and X-class is red).
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Figure 4.7: Location of flares in the EVE flare catalog for (a) 1 May 2010 to 31 October 2010, (b) 1 November
2010 to 31 March 2011, and (c) 1 April 2011 to 31 August 2011. The color and size of circles indicate the
size of the flare (C-class is blue, M-class is green, and X-class is red).
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4.6 CME Module: Associating Flares with Coronal Mass Ejections
The association between solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs) is not fully understood. CMEs
can occur without a solar flare and not all solar flares have a CME counterpart. Weak solar flares generally
never have associated CMEs while strong flares almost always do. By including CME association in the
EVE flare catalog, it is possible to explore why some flares have CMEs and others do not. The output of
the CME module is stored in the CME IDL structure (Table 4.11).
Table 4.11: Description of the CME IDL structure
Tag Name Type Description
flare_id String Flare ID.
flare_location String Flare location used for matching to CMEs.
flare_longitude Float Flare longitude.
flare_latitude Float Flare latitude.
flare_start_time String Start time of the flare (UT).
flare_start_time_jd Double Julian date of the start time of the flare.
angle_lasco Double Position angle of flare as viewed from SOHO.
cme_lasco_cdaw Structure Best-match CME from CDAW catalog.
cme_lasco_cactus Structure Best-match CME from LASCO CACTUS catalog.
angle_secchi_a Double Position angle of flare as viewed from STEREO A.
cme_secchi_a Structure Best-match CME from SECCHI A CACTUS catalog.
angle_secchi_b Double Position angle of flare as viewed from STEREO B.
cme_secchi_b Structure Best-match CME from SECCHI B CACTUS catalog.
4.6.1 Coronagraphs
CMEs are observed in whitelight coronagraphs, which block the solar disk to observe the faint outer
corona (Figure 4.9 shows an image from a coronagraph). Currently, there are three spacecraft with whitelight
coronagraphs: SOHO, STEREO A, and STEREO B. SOHO orbits the Sun at the first Lagrangian point,
between the Sun and the Earth. The STEREO spacecraft orbit the Sun slightly ahead (STEREO A) and
behind (STEREO B) the Earth, causing the spacecraft to drift away from the Earth. During the first year
of the SDO mission, the STEREO spacecraft reached 180◦ separation. Figure 4.8 shows the locations of
SOHO, STEREO A and STEREO B relative to the Earth and the Sun.
The different view points of the three coronagraphs are important for studying flare-CME association.
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Figure 4.8: Location of the two STEREO spacecraft during the first 18 months (solid line) of the SDO
Mission relative to the Earth and the SOHO spacecraft. The dashed lines indicate the location of the
STEREO spacecraft every year on 1 May for the SDO primary mission.
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Properties of CMEs are best determined when the CME is observed in the plane of the sky as this limits
projection effects. For CMEs that originate at disk-center for SDO and SOHO, the STEREO coronagraphs
can observe the CME in the plane of the sky. For CMEs closer to the limb for SDO, SOHO has the best
viewing angle. Furthermore, CMEs are faint and can be difficult to detect. Having multiple coronagraphs
with different viewing angles helps capture all CMEs.
By the end of the primary SDO mission, both STEREO spacecraft will be behind the Sun, making
it difficult to detect and measure CMEs that originate at disk-center for SDO. Moreover, SOHO is an old
spacecraft and may fail at anytime, which would further limit our ability to observe CMEs. This is makes
is important to understand the flare-CME relationship now when we have the three different coronagraphs
and the observations from SDO.
4.6.2 CME Catalogs
There are two different CME catalogs. The CDAW catalog is generated and maintained at the
CDAW Data Center by NASA and The Catholic University of America in cooperation with the Naval
Research Laboratory. The CDAW catalog is assembled by human operators using observations from SOHO.
It is available as a single text file for the entire SOHO mission (http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/
UNIVERSAL/text_ver/univ_all.txt).
The CACTUS catalog autonomously detects coronal mass ejections (CMEs) in image sequences from
SOHO or STEREO and was developed at the Royal Observatory of Belgium (Robbrecht & Berghmans 2004).
The LASCO CACTUS catalog is available from http://sidc.oma.be/cactus/catalog/LASCO/2_5_0 while
the STEREO CACTUS catalogs are available from http://secchi.nrl.navy.mil/cactus/SECCHI-A/ and
http://secchi.nrl.navy.mil/cactus/SECCHI-B/.
Both catalogs contain essentially the same information: date and time of first appearance of CME in
coronagraph, position angle (PA), angular width in degrees, speed, and acceleration. The position angle is
the central angle of the CME measured counterclockwise from solar north in the plane of the sky (Figure 4.9).






Figure 4.9: Example of a CME from SOHO showing how the position angle and angular width are defined.
A simultaneous AIA image shown to scale shows the likely origin of the CME on the western limb of the
Sun.
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Table 4.12: Information extracted from the CME catalogs. The third and fourth columns indicate whether
the CME parameter is included in each of the CME catalogs.
Tag Name Type CDAW CACTUS Description
instrument String X X Coronagraph (LASCO,
SECCHI_A, or SECCHI_B).
catalog String X X CME Catalog (CDAW or
CACTUS).
cme_id String X CME ID number used in
CACTUS catalog to identify
the CME.
date String X X Start time of CME
year Integer X X Year of CME start time
month Integer X X Month of CME start time
day Integer X X Day of CME start time
doy Integer X X Day of year for CME start
time
sod Long X X Seconds of day for CME start
time
jd Double X X Julian date of CME start
time
duration Integer X Duration of CME in hours.
position_angle Integer X X CME position angle (degrees
counter-clockwise from solar
North).
angular_width Integer X X Angular width of CME (de-
grees)
velocity Float X X Plane-of-sky linear speed of
CME (km s−1)
sigma_velocity Float X Standard deviation of speed
of CME (km s−1)
min_velocity Float X Minimum of speed of CME
(km s−1)
max_velocity Float X Maximum of speed of CME
(km s−1)
speed_2nd_order_initial Float X Initial second order speed of
CME (km s−1)
speed_2nd_order_finial Float X Final second order speed of
CME (km s−1)
speed_2nd_order_20r Float X Second order speed of CME
at 20 R (km s
−1)
acceleration Float X Acceleration of CME (km
s−2)
mass Double X Mass estimate of CME (kg)
kinetic_energy Double X Kinetic energy (QKE =
1
2mv
2) of CME (J)
mpa Integer X Measurement position angle
remark String X Operator comments
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4.6.3 Matching Flares and CMEs
Presently, it is not possible to observe a flare and its associated CME in the field-of-view of the same
instrument or in overlapping fields-of-view of different instruments. While AIA observes eruptions that can
become CMEs, the limited AIA field-of-view makes it impossible to determine whether material actually
escapes the corona and forms a CME. Associating a CME with a particular flare in an automated way is
about making an educated guess. CMEs associated with flares should be temporally and spatially connected
to the flare. Because this is a flare catalog, I use information about the flare to find the best matched CME
in each of the CME catalogs. For a different use, it would be possible to use a list of CMEs to find the best
matched flare.
There is two criteria for finding a flare-associated CME. First, a flare-associated CME must occur
after the flare. CMEs are observed in coronagraphs which have an inner boundary at 2 R . So while the
CME may physically lift-off from the corona simultaneously with the formation of flare loops, the CME will
be observed in the coronagraph after the flare is observed by GOES. The detailed analysis by Mahrous et al.
(2009) shows that most CMEs are observed within two hours after the flare. To be generous and to ensure
that I capture slow CMEs, I look for CMEs where the start time tCME is within three hours of the GOES
flare start time tflare.
The second criteria, a flare-associated CME should originate in the same sector as the flare. While
deflection of CMEs are possible (Mohamed et al. 2012), it is uncommon. To match CMEs and flares spatially,
I determine the position angle of the flare as viewed from each spacecraft, θflare. This is done in two steps.
First, I convert the latitude φ and longitude λ of the flare into x-, y- coordinates in the plane of the sky:
x = cos (φ) sin (λ− L0) (4.9)
y = sin (φ) cos (B0)− cos (φ) cos (λ− L0) sin (B0) (4.10)









A CME is considered to associated with a given flare if both criteria are met:














where θCME is the position angle of the CME and wCME is the angular width of the CME
4.7 EVE Module
4.7.1 EVL IDL Structure
The first part of the EVE module quantifies how the EUV irradiance changes during a solar flare.
This module analyzes the light curve of every extracted line, band, and diode (See Tables 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5)
in the EVE Level 2 EVL data product and stores the result in the EVL IDL structure (Table 4.13). The
EVL data product is used because the extracted lines are some of these brightest lines observed by EVE and
generally not blended with other lines. They also coverage a wide range of temperatures.
Table 4.13: Description of the EVL IDL structure
Tag Name Type Description
flare_id String Flare ID
evl_lines Structure Flare parameters for the Level 2 EVL lines defined in
Table 3.4
evl_diodes Structure Flare parameters for the Level 2 EVL lines defined in
Table 3.2
evl_bands Structure Flare parameters for the Level 2 EVL lines defined in
Table 3.5
For each light curve in the extracted lines data product, several key quantities are determined. The
goal is for these parameters to sufficiently describe the flare response in each EUV line. Table 4.14 lists the
various parameters that extracted from each light curve.
The pre-flare irradiance is calculated by finding the mean of the irradiance during the pre-flare time
interval discussed in Section 4.2:
Epreflare = 〈E (tpreflare start time : tpreflare end time)〉 (4.14)
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Table 4.14: Description of the EVL flare parameters.
Tag Name Type Description
evl_tag String Line/band/diode tag name in Level 2 EVL structure.
evl_label String Label for the line/band/diode. For EVL lines, this
includes the ion, wavelength, and formation tempera-
ture.
preflare_irrad Double Pre-flare or background irradiance in W m−2.
peak_irrad Double Peak flare irradiance in W m−2.
peak_time String Peak time of the flare (UT).
peak_time_jd Double Julian date of the start time of the flare.
rise_25_time String Time during the rising phase when the irradiance is
25% of peak value (UT).
rise_25_time_jd Double Julian date of the time during the rising phase when
the irradiance is 25% of peak value.
rise_50_time String Time during the rising phase when the irradiance is
50% of peak value (UT).
rise_50_time_jd Double Julian date of the time during the rising phase when
the irradiance is 50% of peak value.
rise_75_time String Time during the rising phase when the irradiance is
75% of peak value (UT).
rise_75_time_jd Double Julian date of the time during the rising phase when
the irradiance is 75% of peak value.
decay_25_time String Time during the decay phase when the irradiance is
25% of peak value (UT).
decay_25_time_jd Double Julian date of the time during the decay phase when
the irradiance is 25% of peak value.
decay_50_time String Time during the decay phase when the irradiance is
50% of peak value (UT).
decay_50_time_jd Double Julian date of the time during the decay phase when
the irradiance is 50% of peak value.
decay_75_time String Time during the decay phase when the irradiance is
75% of peak value (UT).
decay_75_time_jd Double Julian date of the time during the decay phase when
the irradiance is 75% of peak value.
energy_25 Double Integrated irradiance between 25% rise and decay
times in J m−2.
energy_50 Double Integrated irradiance between 50% rise and decay
times in J m−2.
energy_75 Double Integrated irradiance between 75% rise and decay
times in J m−2.
This pre-flare irradiance can be subtracted from peak flare irradiance to isolate the contributions to the EUV
irradiance from the flare. The pre-flare irradiance is also used to calculate the flare energy (time-integrated
irradiance).
The most obvious parameter to measure is the peak flare irradiance. To find the peak in the irradiance
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light curve associated with the flare is done in several steps. I first determine the time range to search for
the peak. The flare peak, even for lines dominated by the impulsive phase, cannot occur prior to the start
time of the flare. The peak should also occur before the next flare starts. In the event that the next flare is
days later, the code stops looking for a peak 24 hours after the flare start time.
After I have determined the window to search for the flare peak, I locate the peak. Mathematically,
the local maximum occurs where the time derivative of the irradiance goes from being positive to being
negative.
First, to reduce noise the time series is heavily smoothed by 60 integrations (10 minutes). Any missing
data is also filled in. The smoothing eliminates small peaks, making it easier to find the peak associated
with the flare. Then the time derivative is calculated using the IDL function deriv. Next, the code looks
for the first occurrence of where the time derivative is positive for 15 integrations (2.5 minutes) and the first
occurrence after that where the slope is negative for 6 integrations (1 minute). These set a time range for
when the peak occurs. Using the unsmoothed data, the maximum in irradiance between these two times in
found. This gives the peak time and irradiance, Eflare.
The time of the peak is just as important as the peak irradiance. During a flare, the enhancements in
the EUV are a result of the flare loops radiatively cooling. We expect cooler lines to peak after hotter lines.
By comparing the measured delay with what is expected theoretically, the heating and radiative cooling of
flare loops can be studied.
Flare duration is another important parameter. Duration is the rise time plus the decay time. Usually,
the 50% level is used to calculate rise and decay times. For completeness and to test whether the 50% level
is the best, the rise and decay times determined at 25%, 50%, and 75% levels are calculated. To find the rise
and decay times, the code looks for when the EUV irradiance crosses a threshold during the rise of the flare
and during the decay (Figure 4.10). The irradiance levels used for determining the rise and decay times are
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found using:
E25% = 0.25 (Eflare − Epreflare) + Epreflare (4.15)
E50% = 0.50 (Eflare − Epreflare) + Epreflare (4.16)
E75% = 0.75 (Eflare − Epreflare) + Epreflare (4.17)




(E (t)− Epreflare) dt (4.18)
and is calculated for the 25%, 50%, and 75% levels.
4.7.2 EVE Plots
The second part of the EVE module produces two sets of plots to visualize the EVE data. The first
set of plots is a multiple page PDF with the light curves for every extracted line, band, and diode analyzed
in the EVL IDL structure. The EVL lines are sorted by temperature rather than wavelength.
The second set is a one-page PDF containing the quicklook plots (Figure 4.11). This multi-panel
page includes the GOES SXR light curves as well as key EVE lines such as the ESP 0-7 nm, the iron
sequence (Fe ix to Fe xx) and He ii 30.4 nm (measured both by MEGS and ESP). The lines are sorted by
temperature with the hottest lines at the top (left column) and the coolest at the bottom (middle column).
These quicklook plots are used for adding comments to the flare catalog via the IDL widget (see Section 4.9).
In the iron sequence, radiative cooling the flare loops can be observed generally from Fe xx through Fe xv
while coronal dimming can be seen in Fe ix and sometimes up to Fe xiv. While the ESP 30.4 nm diode has
higher signal to noise compared to the MEGS 30.4 nm extracted line, the ESP diode contains emission from
hotter lines as well.
The right column of the quicklook PDF contains a set of plots to examine the Neupert effect. By
looking only at the rising phase of the flare, we can see the details of the impulsive phase. This column
shows the GOES SXR, time-derivative as well as He ii 30.4 nm (from MEGS) and RHESSI quicklook light
curves. The RHESSI quicklook light curves are obtained through Solarsoft using hsi_obs_summary. These
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Rise Times    Decay Times
Figure 4.10: Example of how flare duration and energy are calculated for the Fe xx 13.3 nm line. The dashed
horizontal lines indicate (from bottom to top) the pre-flare irradiance, the 25% (blue) level, the 50% (green)
level, the 75% (pink) level, and the peak flare irradiance. The colored vertical lines indicate the rise (left)
and decay (right) times for the 25%, 50%, 75% levels. The shaded regions indicate the timer range use to

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































are quicklook data so no corrections have been applied. Generally, it is still fairly obvious whether there are
hard X-rays (> 10 keV) during the impulsive phase.
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4.8 AIA-EVE Movie Module
Using AIA images and EVE light curves, the AIA-EVE movie module generates a multi-panel MPEG
movie. Figure 4.12 shows a frame from the AIA-EVE movie for the C3.2 movie on 1 August 2010. This movie
uses the AIA synoptic images series, in which the full-resolution images are rescaled to 1024 by 1024 pixels and
the time sampling is reduced to 2 minutes. This spatial and temporal resolution is sufficient for purposes of
the flare catalog although for detailed analysis of an individual flare, the full resolution images should be used.
The AIA synoptic images are available on-line from http://jsoc.stanford.edu/data/aia/synoptic/.
At the top of the movie (labeled 1 in Figure 4.12) is the flare ID and the time of the frame. Full-disk
AIA 171 (labeled 2) and running difference images (labeled 3) provided an overview of the Sun during the
flare. The difference images help highlight small flares, eruptions, and global features such as EIT waves
(see Figure 4.13).
The white square in the AIA 171 image denotes the cutout region for the other AIA channels. This
region is large enough (256× 256 pixels or one-sixteenth of the full-disk image) to cover most active regions
and is centered on the average flare location determined in the flare location module. These cutouts tracked
the flaring region as it rotates. The four AIA channels used for the cutouts are AIA 131 (labeled 4 in
Figure 4.12), AIA 335 (labeled 5), AIA 193 (labeled 6), and AIA 304 (labeled 7). These channels cover a
range of temperatures. The AIA 131 channel observes hot flare emission and is closest to the soft X-ray while
AIA 335 images warm coronal plasma. AIA 193 observes cool coronal plasma and, like AIA 171, shows both
the flare loops, and coronal dimming. AIA 304 images the cooler transition region plasma which highlights
the footpoints of the flare.
On the right side of the AIA-EVE movie are irradiance light curves. The top light curve (labeled 8)
is the GOES SXR followed by Fe xx 13.3 nm, Fe xvi 33.5 nm, Fe ix 17.1 nm, and He ii 30.4 (labeled 9-12)
from MEGS. These emission lines cover the range of behavior observed in EVE as well as corrsepond to the
dominant lines in the AIA channels. The dashed vertical line indicates the GOES peak time of the flare
while the solid vertical line indicates the time of movie frame.


























































































four hours. For long duration flares, the time coverage of the movie is expanded to 30 minute plus 2.5 times
the duration of the flare defined by GOES. If a flare has a GOES start time of 14:00 UT and an GOES end
time of 14:30 UT, the AIA-EVE movie covers 13:30 UT to 17:30 UT. If the same flare ended at 16:00 UT,
the movie would cover 5.5 hours from 13:30 UT to 20:00 UT.
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Getting brighter Getting darker Movement to right No change 
Figure 4.13: Understanding difference images. Difference images are grey where there is no change between
the two images. Where a feature is getting dimmer, the difference image is black; where is it getting brighter,
the difference image is white. A black region next to a white region shows the apparent movement of a feature.
If the feature is bright, the movement is from the black region to the white region; if the feature is dark, the
opposite holds true.
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4.9 Comments via the EVE Flare Catalog Widget
The final part of the EVE flare catalog is the IDL widget, which provides a way to add comments to
the flare catalog. Figure 4.14 shows a screenshot of the widget. I will first describe how the widget interfaces
with the EVE flare catalog and then describe the widget.
The values of the widget are stored in the IDL saveset flags. The widget is accessed in IDL using
the wrapper routine: flare_catalog_remarks. If user comments have been added previously for a flare,
the widget values are restored via the IDL saveset flags. If no keywords are set, the program uses a log file
to determine which flare to load into the widget. It looks for the earliest flare that has not be previously
examined. To pull up the widget for a particular flare, the keyword flare_id can be set with the appropriate
flare ID string. To start at a particular date, the keyword start_date can be set with the year and day of
year in the YYYYDOY format.
The majority of the widget contains the radio buttons (the button is diamond shaped: “Unknown”,
“Yes”, or “No”. Only one of these can be set and the default is “Unknown”. Once the values of the widget
have been updated, the row of buttons at the bottom (labeled 10 in Figure 4.14) allow the user to exit or
move to the next flare. The “Previous” button saves the values for the current flare in the IDL saveset
flags and loads the flare that occurred just prior to the current one. The “Restore original values” button
resets the widget for the current flare to values in the IDL saveset flags. This allows the user to undo
any mistakes. The “Next” button saves the values for the current flare in the IDL saveset flags and loads
the flare that occurred just after to the current one. The “Save and exit” button saves the values for the
current flare in the IDL saveset flags and exits the program. The “Exit without saving” button exits the
program without saving the values for current flare. Upon exiting, the program updates the merged IDL
saveset which contains all the savesets for all the flare in the EVE flare catalog.
At the top of the widget (labeled 1 in Figure 4.14) is the flare ID. When commenting on many flares,
this tells you what flare you are looking at. The data availability sub-panel (labeled 2) tracks whether MEGS
A, MEGS B, and RHESSI data are available. The MEGS A and MEGS B flags are pre-set based on whether
data is available or missing in the EVL data product from the start of the flare to the end of the flare as
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Figure 4.14: Example of the EVE flare catalog widget. The different panels are numbered and described in
the text.
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reported by GOES. While these parameters are pre-set, the user does have the availability to change the
value.
The impulsive phase sub-panel (labeled 3) allows the user to comment on whether an impulsive phase
in observed in either He ii 30.4 nm or the RHESSI hard X-rays (> 10 keV). Figure 4.11 shows an example
of the EVE quicklook plots which were discussed in Section 4.7.2. The right column of the quicklook plots
contains the information necessary to determine whether the impulsive is observed. There is an impulsive
phase if the light curves for either He ii 30.4 nm or the RHESSI hard X-rays show a strong signal that peaks
prior to the GOES peak and the light curve qualitatively looks more the time derivative of the GOES SXR
than the GOES SXR.
The flare properties sub-panel (labeled 4) asks the user to look at the AIA-EVE movie (Section 4.8)
for certain features that are often observed alongside flares. First, is there coronal dimming in the MEGS
light curves? If some iron lines actually decrease either right before a flare or during the flare, there is coronal
dimming. Generally, this is associated with mass loss from a CME. Second, is there evidence of an eruption
in AIA 171? Third, is an EIT wave visible? Finally, is an EUV surge observed?
Here, the term “eruption” is defined broadly as coronal loops that appear to open. Eruptions are
often best seen in the AIA 171 running difference images, where the loops expand upward and outward.
EUV surges mass moving along stable closed loops and observed in many EUV channels . Figure 4.15 shows
an example of both an eruption and EUV surge.
Figure 4.16 shows an example of an EIT wave. EIT waves are observed in AIA 171 running difference
images as faint waves propagating away from the flaring region.
The AIA-EVE movie sub-panel (labeled 5). Whether a movie was made will be pre-populated by
looking at whether the MPEG file exists. The remaining buttons are checkboxes so multiple ones can be
selected. The missing images buttons are also pre-populated and help track whether certain channels are
consistently missing as sometimes, the AIA files have the correct time stamp in the filename but contain a
different image. The final button in this sub-panel is checkbox for whether the flare is mis-located in the
movie. This serves as a way to validate at a high level the flare location module.


























Figure 4.16: EIT wave from 03 November 2010.
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NOAA identifies one flare for many peaks in GOES. Flare type (labeled 7) is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
Finally, the remarks section (labeled 9) allows the user to add remarks about the flare.
4.10 EVE Flare Catalog and Future Plans
From 1 May 2010 to 31 August 2011, GOES recorded 764 flares larger than C1.0, which form the
basis of the EVE flare catalog. Appendix C includes a summary of the contents of the EVE flare catalog.
Figure 4.17 shows the distribution of the flares over this time range while Table 4.15 gives the twenty largest
flares (M2.0 or larger). Hα importances are reported for 356 of the 764 flares (47%) in the EVE flare catalog.
Figure 4.18 gives the distribution of Hα importances. Notice while EVE has captured several X-class flares,
EVE has not observed any flare with Hα importances greater than 2.






09-Aug-2011 08:05 UT X6.9 2B N07W61 1263
15-Feb-2011 01:56 UT X2.2 S19W13 1158
09-Mar-2011 23:23 UT X1.5 2B N09W11 1166
30-Jul-2011 02:09 UT M9.3 N16E35 1261
04-Aug-2011 03:57 UT M9.3 2B N18W37 1261
18-Feb-2011 10:11 UT M6.6 S20W59 1158
13-Feb-2011 17:38 UT M6.6 1N S20E04 1158
03-Aug-2011 13:48 UT M6.0 2B N17W30 1261
06-Nov-2010 15:36 UT M5.4 1N S20E59 1121
08-Mar-2011 10:44 UT M5.3 1F S17W90 1165
08-Mar-2011 18:28 UT M4.4 S19W90 1165
14-Mar-2011 19:52 UT M4.2 1N N15W49 1169
07-Mar-2011 20:12 UT M3.7 N30W56 1164
08-Aug-2011 18:10 UT M3.5 1B N16W64 1263
24-Feb-2011 07:35 UT M3.5 N15E90 1163
16-Oct-2010 19:12 UT M2.9 1N S20W27 1112
09-Aug-2011 03:54 UT M2.5 1B N17W73 1263
07-Jun-2011 06:41 UT M2.5 2N S22W56 1226
14-Feb-2011 17:26 UT M2.2 1N S20W05 1158
12-Jun-2010 00:57 UT M2.0 SN N24W49 1081
Of the 764 flares in the EVE flare catalog, MEGS A data is available for 721 flares (94%). MEGS B
data is available for 146 flares (19%) while RHESSI data is available for 368 flares (48%). AIA images are
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Figure 4.18: Distribution of Hα importances in the EVE flare catalog
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Figure 4.19 shows the comparison of the different flare location methods reported in the EVE flare
catalog compared to the average location, highlighting all the flares that were identified as being mis-located
in the AIA-EVE movies. The HEK locations of the mis-located flares are generally quite different from the
average locations. In the next version of the EVE flare catalog, I would use only the NOAA, SAM, and ESP
locations for determining the average location to use for making the AIA-EVE movie.
One important aspect of solar flares that is not included in the catalog is the solar proton events
(SPEs). SPEs are relatively rare. NOAA has reported only six in the time range covered by the EVE flare
catalog. These events are listed in Table 4.16.
In the immediate future, I am working on transitioning the EVE flare catalog into a routine data
product. The first step will be to run the EVE flare catalog modules as a daily cron job. The on-duty
scientist for EVE will then be responsible each week for updating the catalog via the user widget. The
next step will be to put the EVE flare catalog on the EVE website for the solar physics community to use.







































































































































Figure 4.19: Comparison of flare location methods for mis-located flares. The color indicates the size of

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































The earliest flare classification scheme dates from the 1950s and is based on the spatial extent of the
flare in Hα (Ellison 1955). In the 1970s, soft X-ray measurements from Skylab lead to the classification
of flares into two types. There are presently three different definitions of what these two classes are: (1)
Pallavicini et al. (1977) classified flares based on their spatial size and duration in the soft X-rays with
class I or compact flares being spatially small and lasting tens of minutes and class II or long-enduring
flares having large diffuse loops and lasting hours. (2) Impulsive versus gradual flares are defined based
on the relative strength of the impulsive and gradual phases of the flare (Kallenrode 2004). (3) Another
classification scheme divided flares into confined and eruptive based on whether the flare was associated with
a CME. The terms compact, impulsive and confined are often used interchangeably as are long-enduring
(now long duration events (LDEs)), gradual, and eruptive. To further complicate the matter, the term
“2-ribbon” flare or a flare with two bright parallel “ribbons” in the chromosphere is often used to describe
long-enduring/gradual/eruptive flares.
While advances have been made both in theory and in observations of flares in the past thirty years,
the basic divide between compact and two-ribbon flares has remained. Over the years, the distinction between
the two has become murky resulting in the use of phrases such as “compact two-ribbon and impulsive solar
flares” (Lang 2009). Now with SDO’s expanded EUV wavelengths, high time cadence, and continuous duty
cycle, it is possible now to re-examine this fundamental divide between compact and two-ribbon flares.
Careful study of the SDO flare record reveals that solar flares fall not into two categories but into one of five
categories: confined, localized eruptive, arcade, EUV late phase, and strange. In this chapter, I will define
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these new EUV flare categories and provide examples of each.
5.1 Overview of EUV Flare Categories
EUV observations show that solar flares fall into one of five categories: confined, localized eruptive,
arcade, EUV late phase, and strange. In order to determine what category a flare belongs to, I developed a
decision tree (Figure 5.1) that asks a series of questions to determine the mostly likely flare category.
Following the flow of the flare decision tree, “localized eruptive flares” are events associated with EUV
jets or surges. In an EUV surge, plasma is accelerated away from the reconnection site along the background
magnetic field. As the background field does not change, there is no eruption (see Section 4.9 for a discussion
of the differences between EUV surges and eruptions). The actual flare loops are at the origin of the surge
and are generally too small to be resolved in AIA images
I use the term “confined flares” for events that are not associated with an EUV surge or with an
eruption, similar to the definition in Aschwanden et al. (2009). Observationally, confined flares appear as
the sudden brightening of a coherent bundle of coronal loops. They are the most ubiquitous type of flare
and generally occur in active regions and are the result of impulsively heating a coherent group of coronal
loops.
The next two categories cover eruptive flares, which occur when the magnetic field is open and
plasma and magnetic flux is ejected from the flaring region. While the eruption is evident in the images
of the corona from AIA, the coronagraphs may not observe a CME. Coronagraphs work by measuring the
Thomson scattering of the material so coronagraphs preferentially capture CMEs with a large electron density
and wide angular extent. In the eruption where the expelled material has a low density or small angular
extent, a CME may not be visible. Furthermore, if the eruption is fairly weak, the material may never leave
the corona. For these reasons it is important to use the terms “confined” and “eruptive” in terms of what
is visible in the lower corona and not in the coronagraphs.
The first category of eruptive flares is “arcade flare’, the classic CSHKP-type flare. They are identified
observationally by an eruption followed by arcade of flare loops in the corona and two bright ribbons of



















































































































































































































































































































can last for hours and form long duration events (LDEs).
The other category of eruptive flare is the “EUV late phase flare.” An EUV late phase flare is
characterized by two spatially and temporally separate but related reconnection events. The first event is
the initial eruptive flare. During the eruption, the infant CME must beak through a second set of overlying
loops, which later reconnect and reform. This second reconnection event may or may not be strong enough
to be observed in the GOES SXR flux. However, these two separate reconnection events create to sets of
flare loops visible in the EUV, each with their own irradiance signature.
Flares that do not fit into any of the four other flare categories are called “strange flares”. Twenty-three
of the 764 flares included in EVE flare catalog are categorized as strange flares. The majority of strange flares
are hybrids of the other categories. The following sections will describe each of these categories (excluding
strange flares, which are defined as not belonging to any of the other categories) in more detail, giving a
detailed physical description as well as example observations from SDO.
5.2 Localized Eruptive Flares
Localized eruptive flares are associated with EUV surges and generally occur at the edge of an active
region. There are various dynamic phenomena associated with solar flares that are secondary to reconnection.
EUV surges are one such event. Surges differ from other kinds of mass ejections, such as coronal mass ejections
(CMEs), by several morphological characteristics: surges appear to be channeled along the ambient magnetic
field, their trajectories are ballistic-like, and they do not leave the corona (Schmahl 1981). The surges are
generally best seen in AIA 304 (He ii) and AIA 171 (Fe ix). Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show two examples of EUV
surges observed by AIA. An EUV surge starts as a small eruption. The material does not leave the corona.
Instead, it is trapped and streams along the magnetic field lines. This is seen as material begins to curve
and disperse within minutes of the eruption.
Figure 5.4 shows an example of a localized eruptive flare. There is a small brightening at the base of
the active region for all the AIA channels. The EUV surge is clearly seen as emission over the limb in the
the AIA 304 channel. In the hotter AIA channels, the surge appears as a dark structure, suggesting that it








Figure 5.2: Example of an EUV surge in AIA 304 from 24 March 2011 (M1.0, peak at 12:07 UT). Time









Figure 5.3: Example of an EUV surge in AIA 171 from 12 November 2010 (C4.6, peak at 01:34 UT). Time
moves from top to bottom.
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Figure 5.4: Example of a localized eruptive flare from 14 June 2010 (C1.5, peak at 00:51 UT). The top panel
shows the GOES SXR light curve with the dashed vertical lines highlighting the time of the AIA images.
The AIA images are sorted by temperature (hotter lines at the top, cooler lines at the bottom) with time
going from left to right.
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There are several different models for forming an EUV surge during a flare. They all involve what is
known as interchange reconnection, which exchanges open and closed magnetic field. In the simplest form
of interchange reconnection, a small scale bipolar magnetic field interacts with the large-scale background
field. The original cartoon (Figure 5.5) is from Heyvaerts et al. (1977) and predicts Type III radio bursts.
Indeed, 33 of the 92 localized eruptive flares (36%) are associated with Type III radio bursts, compared to
16% of all flares.
Figure 5.6 details the formation of an X-ray jet. X-ray jets are generally spatially smaller than EUV
surges. While EUV surges can be bright or dark, X-ray jets are always bright. Qualitatively, X-ray jets and
EUV surges appear to be related phenomenon. Because of these similarities, I present this cartoon of X-ray
jet formation as a way of understanding the origin of localized eruptive flares, which have not been studied
in detail before. Figure 5.6 shows how a small emerging flux region within the larger background field of,
say, an active region can lead to a reconnection and the formation of an jet. While Shimojo et al. (2001)
describes the formation of an X-ray jet using reconnection and chromospheric evaporation, the same ideas
can apply to EUV surges. In this model, the flare loops and EUV surge (marked as evaporating flow) form
on different sides of the emerging flux region. This can explain why the EUV surge often appear off to the
side of the flare. In this model, the flare loops are also expected to be smaller than the emerging flux region.
Most emerging flux regions are much smaller than supergranules (< 30 Mm) are so the flare loops should be
tiny, which is confirmed by the AIA images.
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Figure 5.5: Cartoon of a localized eruptive flare and the formation of an EUV surge from Heyvaerts et al.
(1977). (a) Emerging flux “bumps” into the overlying field, forming a current sheet. (b) During the impulsive
phase of the flare, a Type III radio burst and Hα knots are formed. (c) Finally, in the main phase, flare
loops are heated and a surge forms.
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Figure 5.6: Cartoon of the formation of an X-ray jet based on magnetic reconnection model including
chromospheric evaporation from Shimojo et al. (2001). (1) Emerging flux reconnects with the overlying
magnetic field. (2) This reconnection leads to outflows, thermal conduction, and non-thermal electrons in
the left-hand loop. (3). Chromospheric evaporation is seen both the left-hand loop, forming the X-ray jet,
and the right-hand loop, forming the flare loops.
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5.3 Confined Flares
Confined flares are the most ubiquitous type of flare (429 of 764 or 56% flares in the EVE flare catalog
are confined flares). They occur in ephemeral regions and active regions and are the result of impulsively
heating a coherent group of coronal loops. The length of the coronal loops in confined flares can vary greatly
from < 1 Mm to tens of megameters. Figure 5.7 shows an example of a confined flare. The brightening
of the loop structure is clearly seen in the AIA 131 images but not in the other AIA channels. Confined
flares are, in general, best observed at the hottest wavelengths such as GOES SXR and Fe xx/xxiii 13.3
nm. Some confined flares have no obvious signature in any of the cooler AIA bands or EVE lines.
Observationally, compact flares originate from either loop top or footpoint heating. When there is
loop top heating (Figure 5.8), the entire loop bundle does not brighten simultaneously. As seen in Figure 5.8,
small bright kernels or knots first appear where reconnection occurs.
The physics of confined flares has not been as well studied as the physics of eruptive flares. The basic
idea is that granule-scale photospheric motions cause twisting of the individual loop strands within loop
bundle. This twisting motion eventually leads to kink instabilities in the loop bundle, which in turn leads
to formation of a current sheet and then reconnection. Figure 5.9 shows a cartoon of a twisted loop bundle
prior to (left) and after reconnection (right).
Figure 5.10 shows an example of a compact flare being heated at one footpoint. In the footpoint
heating example, the southern footpoint brightens first and then loops appear to “fill in.” The mechanism
for confined flares with footpoint heating is most likely different than that for loop top heating. It is probably
caused by small scale flux emergence, essentially a localized eruptive flare on an extremely small scale.
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Figure 5.7: Example of a confined flare from 14 March 2011 (C4.0, peak at 00:20 UT). The top panel shows
the GOES SXR light curve with the dashed vertical lines highlighting the time of the AIA images. The AIA
images are sorted by temperature (hotter lines at the top, cooler lines at the bottom) with time going from
left to right.
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Figure 5.8: Example of a confined flare with loop top heating from 25 October 2010 (C2.2, peak at 22:12
UT). The top panel shows the GOES SXR light curve with the dashed vertical lines highlighting the time
of the AIA images. The AIA images are sorted by temperature (hotter lines at the top, cooler lines at the
bottom) with time going from left to right. The difference images are differences from the pre-flare image
(first frame).
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Figure 5.9: Results from a numerical simulation of the kink instability in photospherically line-tied coronal
loops. On the left, the twisted loop bundle at the start of the simulation. On the right, the loop bundle
after reconnection. From Gerrard et al. (2001)
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Figure 5.10: Example of a confined flare with footpoint heating from 6 March 2011 (C8.6, peak at 14:44
UT). The top panel shows the GOES SXR light curve with the dashed vertical lines highlighting the time
of the AIA images. The AIA images are sorted by temperature (hotter lines at the top, cooler lines at the




Arcade flares are the classic CSHKP-type eruptive flares. The CSHKP model is 2D. If the third
dimension of the flare is long, the footpoints form two parallel bright “ribbons” in the chromosphere and
the flare loops form a long arcade. This is the traditional description of a 2-ribbon flare. However, the third
dimension can be short. In this extreme, the footpoints form two bright “knots” instead of ribbons and there
appears to be one set of flare loops. Because these two cases represent the extremes of the CSHKP model,
they are part of the same EUV flare category: arcade flares. I use the term “arcade” for two reasons. First,
most of the flare lines observed by EVE are coronal, where flare loops are formed. Second, by breaking with
the traditional “2-ribbon” flare terminology, I can avoid the pre-conceptions found in using an historic term.
While most of the arcade flares observed by SDO originate in active regions, arcade flares include
spot-less flares or quiescent prominence eruptions. SDO has observed several quiescent prominence eruptions;
however, the GOES flare associated with eruptions has been too small (sub-C-class) to be included in the
EVE flare catalog.
Observationally, arcade flares are defined by (1) an eruption without an EUV surge and (2) simple
magnetic geometry that leads to one set of flare loops. Arcade flares, even the smallest, have certain other
observable features. The newly reconnected flare loops form an arcade in the corona with the loop footpoints
forming two chromospheric ribbons or knots. The ribbons/knots appear to propagate away from each other
(Figure 5.11) while the loops appear to rise (Figure 5.12).
Figure 5.13 shows an example of an arcade flare from 8 March 2011. The first sign of the flare is the
eruption seen in the AIA 171 running difference images. Almost simultaneously, faint footpoint ribbons are
seen in several warm coronal bands (AIA 335, AIA 193, and AIA 171) in addition to the transition region
band, AIA 304. Finally, the flare loops are seen in AIA 131 forming an arcade. Initially, the flare loop arcade
is observed only in the hottest AIA band (AIA 131). Over time the loops cool and become visible in the
other AIA coronal bands.
In any one band, the flare arcade appears to rise over time. By looking at all the bands, we can see








Figure 5.11: Propagation of the chromospheric ribbons associated with an arcade flare from 7 August 2010
(M1.0, peak at 18:24 UT). The left column shows AIA 304 images while the right shows the 4-minute running







Figure 5.12: Develop of arcade flare loops in AIA 193 channel for an arcade flare on 8 September 2010
(C3.3, peak at 23:33 UT). The AIA images are from 9 September 2010. The difference images are differences
relative to the first frame. Time moves from top to bottom
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Figure 5.13: Example of an arcade flare from 8 March 2011 (M1.5, peak at 03:58 UT). The top panel shows
the GOES SXR light curve with the dashed vertical lines highlighting the time of the AIA images. The AIA
images are sorted by temperature (hotter lines at the top, cooler lines at the bottom) with time going from
left to right. The difference images are three-minute running differences.
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loop height in all AIA bands. However, at any particular time, we observe that the hotter loops overly the
cooler loops. This is because reconnection first happens lower in the corona, forming the lower loops. As
the flare progresses, reconnection happens higher up, forming the “rising” loops. Each layer of loops cools
over time.
Arcade flares are triggered when a filament channel above a neutral line becomes unstable and starts
to rise (Figure 5.14). This unzips the coronal field. The propagation of the flare loops is away from the initial
instability. The separation of the footpoints from the reconnection of successively higher loops is outward
from the neutral line.
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Figure 5.14: Schematic diagrams showing asymmetric (left) and symmetric (right) eruption of a filament
channel. The direction of propagation along and separation away from the polarity inversion line is marked
by arrows. From Tripathi et al. (2006).
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5.5 EUV Late Phase Flares
A subset of these flares observed by SDO has an unexpected irradiance signature: EVE observes two
distinct peaks in EUV emission at about 2 MK (Woods et al. 2011). The first enhancement peaks minutes
after the flare’s soft X-ray emission peaks and is part of the gradual phase of the flare while the second,
dubbed the “EUV late phase,” occurs several hours after the flare’s soft X-ray emission. From AIA images,
we can tell that these EUV late phase emissions occur in the same active region as the flare but not in the
same coronal loops as the gradual phase. Because I will present a detailed case study of an EUV late phase
flare in Chapter 6, here, I am presenting just the observational definition of an EUV late phase flare.
Woods et al. (2011) introduces the EUV late phase and defines four criteria for identifying EUV late
phase flares based on early observations from EVE:
(1) A second peak in the light curves of the Fe xv and Fe xvi emissions after the GOES X-ray peak is
observed by EVE.
(2) There are no corresponding enhancements in GOES soft X-ray 0.1−0.8 nm (SXR) or hotter emission
lines.
(3) The flare is associated with an eruption seen in EUV images.
(4) The secondary emission comes from a set of longer (and higher) loops than the original flaring loops.
In examining all the flares in the EVE flare catalog, I discovered that the second criteria is often
violated. Figure 5.15 shows the MEGS lightcurves for an EUV late phase flare where a second peak is
clearly observed in Fexviii 9.4 nm (6.5 MK) as well as Fe vi 33.5 nm (2.7 MK). As will be shown in
Chapter 6, even in flares where there is no EUV late phase emission in the hot MEGS lines, EUV late phase
loops are visible in the corresponding AIA images as the EUV late phase flare loops are being heated to
several MK. The emission from these loops is generally weaker compared to the emission from the main
phase (impulsive and gradual phases) because less energy is released during the EUV late phase. There is
no reason why, for some flares, the energy released during the EUV late phase is comparable to the energy
released during the main phase. For those flares, the EUV late phase will observed by MEGS in the hotter
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emission lines. A better criteria would be that both the rise time and duration of the EUV late phase is
longer than those of main phase.
Figure 5.16 shows the corresponding AIA images for the EUV late phase shown in Figure 5.15. The
main phase of the flare is seen as small, intense brightening at the core of the active region in the AIA
335, AIA 193, and AIA 171 images. During the decay of main phase of the flare, more diffuse, longer loops
spanning the active region appear, forming the EUV late phase. Interestingly, in the particular flare, the
main phase of flare is not observed in AIA 131. With the time resolution shown, the EUV late phase loops





































































Figure 5.15: MEGS lightcurves for an EUV late phase flare from 30 July 2010 (M9.3, peak at 02:09 UT).
The lines are sorted by temperature with the hottest lines at the top.
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Figure 5.16: Example of an EUV late phase flare from 30 July 2010 (M9.3, peak at 02:09 UT). The top panel
shows the GOES SXR light curve with the dashed vertical lines highlighting the time of the AIA images.
The AIA images are sorted by temperature (hotter lines at the top, cooler lines at the bottom) with time
going from left to right. The difference images are two-minute running differences.
Chapter 6
Origin of EUV Late Phase Flares
As was discussed in Section 5.5, several of the first flares observed by SDO in May 2010 had an
unexpected irradiance signature: EVE observes two distinct peaks in EUV emission at about 2 MK (Woods
et al. 2011). The first enhancement peaks minutes after the flare’s soft X-ray emission peaks and is part of
the gradual phase of the flare while the second, dubbed the “EUV late phase,” occurs several hours after the
flare’s soft X-ray emission. From AIA images, it is possible tell that these EUV late phase emissions occur
in the same active region as the flare but not in the same coronal loops as the gradual phase.
In this Chapter, I examine the C8.8 EUV late phase flare that occurred on 2010 May 5 as a detailed
case study of an EUV late phase flare. My goal is to present detailed observations from both EVE and
AIA as well as model the radiative output of the flare using the EBTEL-based flare model (see Section 2.4).
In order to aid in the understanding of this complicated event, I start with physical picture of the flare in
Section 6.1. In Section 6.2 I present the detailed observations from SDO, and finally in Section 6.3 conclude
with results of the modeling.
6.1 Physical Model
To provide a context for the observations and modeling presented in the following sections, I begin
with an overview of the flare. The C8.8 flare on 2010 May 5 occurred in NOAA Active Region 11069 near
the northwest limb (Figure 6.1). From 2010 May 1 to 2010 May 8, this active region produced eight flares
larger than C1.0, six of which had an EUV late phase.
The EUV late phase is a secondary peak in EUV irradiance light curves for 2-3 MK coronal emissions
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Figure 6.1: Image from AIA on 5 May 2010 showing the location on AR 11069 near the northwest limb.
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with no corresponding emission in the GOES soft X-ray flux (SXR) or hotter emission lines such as Fe
xx/xxiii. From Woods et al. (2011), there are four criteria for the EUV late phase:
(1) A second peak in the light curves of the Fe xv and Fe xvi emissions after the GOES X-ray peak is
observed by EVE.
(2) There are no corresponding enhancements in GOES soft X-ray 0.1−0.8 nm (SXR) or hotter emission
lines.
(3) The flare is associated with an eruption seen in EUV images.
(4) The secondary emission comes from a set of longer (and higher) loops than the original flaring loops.
While I discussed in Section 5.5 that the second criteria is often violated, the C8.8 flare on 2010 May
5 (GOES peak at 11:52 UT) is one of the clearest examples of an EUV late phase flare observed by SDO
and was used to derive the EUV late phase criteria. The first two criteria (second peak in Fe xvi and no
corresponding emission in GOES SXR) for the EUV late phase are clearly seen in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.2a
shows the GOES SXR light curve for this flare while Figure 6.2b shows the irradiance light curves from EVE
for a hot coronal line (Fe xx/xxiii at 13.3 nm), warm coronal line (Fe xvi at 33.5 nm), cool coronal line (Fe
ix at 17.1 nm), and a transition region line (He ii at 30.4 nm).
Using the light curves from these emission lines, I can identify four key features of this flare. First, He
ii peaks prior to the GOES SXR. This is the impulsive phase of the flare, generally seen in hard X-rays and
chromospheric and transition region emission lines. Second, both Fe xx/xxiii and Fe xvi peak shortly after
the GOES SXR and form the gradual phase of the flare. Third, Fe ix, a cool coronal emission, actually shows
a slight decrease during the flare. This coronal dimming is the result of mass loss due to a coronal mass
ejection (CME). Evidence for a CME associated with the 2010 May 5 C8.8 flare is discussed in Section 6.2.3.
Finally, there is a second peak seen in Fe xvi (2-3 MK) but not in GOES SXR or the Fe xx/xxiii line. This
enhancement, the EUV late phase, starts about thirty minutes after the peak in GOES SXR and slowly
increases over an hour before gradually decaying to the pre-flare levels after two hours.
Using spatially resolved observations from AIA, I can verify the third and fourth EUV late phase































Gradual Phase Late Phase
Fe XXIII/XX 13.3 nm
Fe XVI 33.5 nm
Fe IX 17.1 nm (x2)
He II 30.4 nm (x1/3)
Figure 6.2: The GOES soft X-ray flux and highlighted EVE lines show the three distinct phases of the C8.8
flare on 2010 May 5. The impulsive phase (11:45-11:52 UT) is characterized by the increase in the transition
region He ii line; the gradual phase (11:52-12:20 UT) is observed in both hot and warm (2-10 MK) coronal
lines while the EUV late phase (12:30-14:30 UT) is only observed in the warm (2-3 MK) lines. The irradiance
shown has had the pre-flare level subtracted.
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this purely schematic model (Figure 6.3), the main phase, which includes the gradual and impulsive phases,
and the EUV late phase are connected through the breakout model of CME initiation (Antiochos et al.
1999).
The active region starts in a classic quadrupolar configuration (Figure 6.3a). In a quadrupolar region,
there are four flux systems: inner loops (red) defining the core of the region, two side lobes (green), and outer
loops (blue) overlying the inner and side loops. These flux systems are separated by two separatrices (dashed
lines), which intersect at a null point above the inner loops. The separatrices are replaced by a separatrix
surface and spine in a fully 3D configuration. In the breakout picture, eruption is initiated by reconnection
at the null point, which converts red and blue field lines from the inner and outer loops into green field
lines of the side loops. This releases some of the magnetic tension and allows the inner flux system to
expand upward. Shortly after the process begins, internal reconnection within the inner flux system pinches
off a plasmoid (flux rope in 3D) and the eruption accelerates (Figure 6.3b and c). This is known as flare
reconnection and is much more energetic than the breakout reconnection that occurs at the rising null point.
The flare reconnection produces an arcade of compact loops, often with a cusp-shaped top. Emission from
these loops is responsible for the gradual phase emission and peaks at successively cooler temperatures as
the loops cool.
As the eruption and flare proceed, enough of the inner (red) flux system may reconnect to allow internal
reconnection of the outer (blue) flux system (Figure 6.3d). The process is similar to flare reconnection, but
is less energetic due to the weaker magnetic fields that are involved. The newly created loops are longer,
higher, and cooler than those of the compact flare arcade. They span the active region. It is these loops that
produce most of the EUV late phase emission. Because they cool as they retract (the reconnection occurs
at much greater heights than shown in the cartoon), the hotter loops tend to overlie the cooler ones. The
active region is eventually returned to something resembling its initial state, though with less stress (shear)
and less magnetic energy.
There is a second possible origin for the the long (blue) loops in Figure 6.3e. Breakout reconnection
may continue above the plasmoid long after the eruption is initiated. This reconnection is between the
oppositely directed purple and blue field lines in Figure 6.3c. It creates new field lines that no longer arch
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over the plasmoid and are therefore free to retract to the active region below. Which scenario dominates is
unclear at the present time. A possible way to distinguish between them would be via in situ measurements
of the poloidal magnetic field of the plasmoid (flux rope). The poloidal field should have opposite sign in
the inner and outer parts of the plasmoid in the first scenario, but like sign in the second scenario.
In the following section, both the EVE and AIA observations are examined in more detail to further
support this model of this EUV late phase flare.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic cartoon of the 2010 May 5 C8.8 flare (left) and images from AIA 171 (right) showing (a)
the pre-flare configuration, (b) the main phase of the flare, (c) eruption and formation of CME (purple), (d)
the EUV late phase, and (e) the recovery of the active region to a state similar to the pre-flare configuration.
The separatrices marking the boundary between the inner (red) and outer loops (blue) are denoted by the
dashed lines. The side lobes (green) remain unchanged during the flare. The orange regions show where and
when we expect the brighter emission based on what loops are undergoing reconnection.
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6.2 Observations
For temporally isolated flares like the C8.8 flare on 2010 May 5, I can determine the time-dependence
of the flare spectra over a wide range of temperatures by subtracting a pre-flare spectrum. For this event,
the pre-flare spectrum is the average of observations from 11:30-11:45 UT (90 integrations), corresponding to
the minimum in the GOES SXR flux prior to the flare. Figures 6.2, 6.4, 6.7, and 6.9 show the time evolution
of the GOES SXR flux and select EUV lines measured by EVE during the flare. Note that the irradiances
shown have had the pre-flare level subtracted.
Table 6.1 includes the ion, wavelength, and peak formation temperature of all EVE emissions discussed
in this study. Equilibrium ionization is assumed, though see Bradshaw & Klimchuk (2011). The EVE lines
cover a temperature range of 50,000 K (He ii) to 10 MK (Fe xxiii/xx). Where applicable, the appropriate
AIA channel is also identified. Note that the EVE emission is at 0.1 nm resolution; whereas, the AIA channels
are over broader bands and thus have more line blends than the EVE measurements. While EVE measures
the spectral irradiance with a 10-second integration, to reduce noise, a three-minute (18 integrations) boxcar
smoothing function is applied to the data that are used throughout this study.
Table 6.1: Emission lines from EVE
Ion Wavelength (nm) log T (K) AIA Channel
Fe xxiii/Fe xx 13.285 6.97 A131
Fe xviii 9.393 6.81 A94
Fe xvi 33.541 6.43 A335
Fe xv 28.415 6.30
Fe ix 17.107 5.81 A171
He ii 30.378 4.70 A304
He i 58.433 4.16
Light curves from EVE are used to identify the EUV late phase but in order to understand the origin
and nature of the EUV late phase, spatially resolved observations, such as the EUV images from AIA,
must be examined. AIA has four telescopes, each with a 4096×4096 pixel CCD. These provide full-disk
solar images in seven EUV bands and three UV/visible bands. AIA images have a spatial resolution of 0.6
arc-seconds and a nominal time cadence of twelve seconds (Lemen et al. 2012).
By examining the solar EUV images from the A94, A335, and A171 channels of AIA (see Table 6.1
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for the dominant flare line in each) I can determine the dynamics of the C8.8 flare and the physical nature of
the EUV late phase. Select images from these AIA channels as well as running difference images from A171
are shown in Figure 6.4. These images are cutouts of Active Region 11069 and cover the eruption, gradual
phase, and EUV late phase of the flare from 11:47 UT to 14:25 UT. The GOES SXR and EVE light curves
from Figure 6.2 are shown for reference with the time of each AIA image marked.
6.2.1 Pre-flare Configuration and Flare Onset
The C8.8 flare on 2010 May 5 occurred in Active Region 11069, a magnetically complex region located
at N42W35. The location of this flare near the western limb of the solar disk, but not over the limb, provides
a viewing angle that allows see us to observe both the loop structure in AIA images and the magnetic field
configuration from line-of-sight magnetograms from HMI. Looking at a pre-flare AIA 171 image from 10:28
UT (Figure 6.5, left) and a co-temporal HMI line-of-sight magnetogram (Figure 6.5, right), the active region
conforms to a quadrupolar with an almost linear alignment of the different flux systems. Prior to the C8.8
flare, there was ongoing evolution of the active region and small brightenings and loop movements. Upward
motions are visible as early as 11:16 UT as shown in Figure 6.6, but rapid expansion does not commence
until the flare begins at 11:49 UT. The events shown in Figure 6.6 occur prior to and during times marked
1 and 2 in Figure 6.4. The rising of the inner loops observed prior to the C8.8 flare are a result of breakout
reconnection at the magnetic null point in the schematic model (Figure 6.3).
6.2.2 Impulsive and gradual phases
After the onset of the C8.8 flare at 11:49 UT, the main phase of the flare occurs (corresponding to
times marked 2–4 in Figure 6.4) . This main phase includes the impulsive phase and the gradual phase. The
impulsive phase of flare consists mostly of non-thermal emission while the gradual phase consists of thermal
emission from the heating and subsequent cooling of recently reconnected flare loops and is seen in both
GOES SXR and coronal EUV lines.
The impulsive phase is usually observed in non-thermal hard X-ray emission (HXR) by such satellites
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Figure 6.4: Images from AIA 94, AIA 335, and AIA 171 channels as well as AIA 171 108-second difference
images show the evolution of the active region before, during, and after the flare with time moving from left
to right. The difference images highlight the movement of loops/mass as the color transitions from black to
white. The time of each image sequence is designated by a number and shown in GOES SXR and EVE light
curves (top). The EVE light curves include the major line in each of the AIA channels shown as well as He
II 30.4 nm.
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Figure 6.5: Configuration of Active Region 11069 prior to the C8.8 flare on 2010 May 5. The AIA A171
image (left) shows the coronal structure of the active consisting of a set of inner loops, two side lobes, and
a set of overlying loops. The HMI line-of-sight magnetogram (right) shows an almost linear quadrupolar
configuration.
11:27 UT - 11:23 UT 11:32 UT - 11:28 UT 11:37 UT - 11:33 UT
11:42 UT - 11:38 UT 11:47 UT - 11:43 UT 11:52 UT - 11:48 UT
30"
Figure 6.6: Running difference images from AIA 171 show rising loops in the core of the active region
(green arrows) prior to onset of the C8.8 flare. The C8.8 flare occurs in the active region core (red arrows).
Simultaneous to the onset of the C8.8 flare, the overlying loops begin to expand outward.
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Although there is no RHESSI data for this flare, the transition region emissions from EVE allow us to
explore the relationship between the impulsive phase and the rest of the flare. The impulsive phase peaks
prior to the peak in the GOES SXR, which is representative of the gradual phase. This relationship between
the impulsive and gradual phases is known as the Neupert effect (Neupert 1968, see Section 3.4.1): the




′)dt′ ∝ FSXR (t) (6.1)
As shown in Figure 6.7, the time derivative of the GOES SXR also correlates reasonably well with the
transition region emissions, such as He ii at 30.4 nm and He i at 58.4 nm: the transition region emissions
peak at the same time as the time derivative of the GOES SXR. Both the EVE lines and the GOES SXR
time derivative peak prior to the GOES SXR.
Because the AIA images saturated at the onset of the flare, it is impossible to know exactly what
part of the coronal loop is brightening during the flare. By looking at the flaring region immediately after
the peak of the flare (Figure 6.8), it is possible to discern that the bright emission in the A94 and A335
channels on AIA is coming from the tops of a small arcade of cusp-shaped loops. These cusp-shaped loops
are indicative of recently reconnected coronal loops and that AIA in these channels is observing the gradual
phase of the flare with most of the emission coming from the bright loop tops.
The hotter coronal emissions observed by EVE further confirm that the bright emissions in the AIA
A94 and A335 channels are the gradual phase of the flare. For this flare, the gradual phase is seen by EVE
in the hot coronal lines from the Fe xxiii/xx blend at 10 MK down to the Fe xv line at 2 MK (Figure 6.9).
The peak time for each of these lines relative to the GOES SXR peak in shown Figure 6.9. The progressively
cooler coronal lines peak later. These emissions are coming from plasma that is undergoing conductive and
radiative cooling as expected for flare loops. The flare loops cool from 10 MK to 2 MK in about 250 seconds










































He II 30.4 nm
He I 58.4 nm (x10)
Figure 6.7: Impulsive phase of the 2010 May 5 C8.8 flare is seen in transition region emissions such as He
ii 30.4 nm and He ı 58.4 nm (bottom panel). These lines peak prior to the GOES soft X-ray (top panel)
and follow the Neupert effect, which implies that the impulsive phase should peak at the maximum of the
time derivation of the GOES SXR (middle panel). The dashed line shows the timing of the maximum of the




11:50 UT 11:55 UT 12:00 UT 12:05 UT
Figure 6.8: Gradual phase of the 2010 May 5 C8.8 flare as seen by AIA A94 and A335 channels. The figure
on the left shows the entire active region with cutout region in white. On the right are a series of images
from A94 (top row) and AIA A335 (bottom row). Time moves from left to right. While parts of the images
saturated and show diffraction during the actual flare, it is possible to observe the cusp-shape of the flare
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Figure 6.9: Gradual phase of the 2010 May 5 C8.8 flare as observed by EVE. The top panel shows the GOES
SXR with the peak denoted by a dashed line. The middle panel shows the light curves from EVE for four
coronal lines and the He ii line at 30.4 nm. The timing of the peak irradiance for each line is denoted by
a dashed line in the corresponding color. The bottom panel shows delay between the peak of each EVE
line and the peak of GOES SXR versus temperature of the line. The He ii line peaks prior to GOES as is
expected for an impulsive phase emission with the progressively cooler coronal lines peaking later.
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6.2.3 Eruption, Formation of a CME, and Evidence of Breakout Reconnection
Although eruption is initiated by breakout reconnection before the flare occurs, the eruption is greatly
accelerated by the flare reconnection, as shown in Figure 6.4 (11:47 UT–11:59 UT). The initial brightening
of the flare is localized to the inner loop region of the quadrupole. In the eruption, some loops are pushed
aside while others open forming a CME that was observed by SOHO’s Large Angle and Spectrometric
Coronagraph (LASCO). According to the CDAW LASCO CME catalog, the CME has a narrow angular
extent (7◦) and is extremely faint (only detected in inner C2 channel). This CME is clearly not geoeffective
and it could be argued that it is not a “real” CME. The presence of this faint CME in the LASCO data,
however, confirms an eruption in the AIA images, which is important for understanding the origin of the
EUV late phase.
In Figure 6.3, the CME is shown in 2D as a plasmoid (purple lines). Given that the plasmoid originates
from the inner loops and the small size of the active region, it is not surprising that the observed CME is
small and faint.
Although breakout reconnection is considerably less energetic than flare reconnection, evidence for
energy release can be found. Figure 6.10 shows brightening at the footpoints of the outermost side lobe field
loops that are shown schematically in green in Figure 6.3. Recall that these loops are created when inner
(red) and outer (blue) field lines reconnect at the null point. As is expected from reconnecting successive
loops, there is a slight apparent movement of the bright footpoints outward.
6.2.4 EUV Late Phase and Active Region Recovery
By 12:25 UT, the inner coronal loops, which were heated during the main phase of the flare, have
cooled (see Figure 6.4). Additional emission from loops overlying the active region begins to appear around
13:00 UT. It is seen in the AIA A335 channel by 13:05 UT. By 13:45 UT, loops are visible in the A171
channel. This emission above the core of the active region forms the EUV late phase that is observed by
EVE (see Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.4). There are three points to consider when discussing the EUV late phase
emission: Where does this emission originate?; What is its evolution in the active region?; How is the EUV






A171  108-second difference
Figure 6.10: Evidence of breakout reconnection. The image on the left shows the entire active region and
highlights the cutout region. On the right, there is a series of cutouts of the footpoint region for AIA A94,
A335, and A171 channels as well as running difference images from A171 (one image every minute with
time moves from left to right). Looking at the footpoints of the outer loops during the eruption, we can see
intense brightening of the footpoints in all three AIA channels. The running difference images show a slight
movement of the brightenings outward.
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To determine where the EUV late phase emission originates, I compare the AIA light curves from
different parts of the active region with EVE light curves of the dominant emission line in AIA bandpass
(Figure 6.11). The AIA light curves are calculated by summing the count rate (DN/s) for every pixel in
each image for three different regions (red is the whole active region, green is the core of the active region,
blue is the overlying loops believed to form the EUV late phase) and subtracting a pre-flare value. The
pre-flare value is determined using the same time range that is used to determine the pre-flare spectrum for
the EVE data. A scale factor is applied to allow comparison between the uncalibrated AIA count rate and
EVE irradiance light curves. This scale factor is the ratio of the peak of the EVE light curve to the peak of
the AIA light curve for the whole active region (red). The same scale factor is applied for the three different
extracted regions but varies between AIA channels.
This comparison of the EVE and AIA light curves tells us two things. First, comparing the shape
of the red curves, Figure 6.11 shows that the increase in EUV irradiances from EVE during this flare can
be attributed wholly to the active region. The first peak in the EVE light curves, associated with the main
phase of the flare, corresponds to the changes in the inner core of the active region (Figure 6.11, green
curves). Although the core of the active region brightens in the AIA 171 channel, the dimming seen above
the core of the active region dominates the light curve of the whole region. Second, the core of the active
region does not contribute to the EUV late phase. The EUV late phase originates solely in the outer active
region (Figure 6.11, blue curves). While all three channels show this emission, it is best observed in the
AIA A335 channel. The peak in the EUV late phase is first seen in the A94 channel at 12:22 UT. A94 is
dominated by a hot (10 MK) coronal line. It is then seen in the cooler A335 channel (13:27 UT, 2-3 MK)
and final seen in the A171 channel (13:49 UT, 1 MK). This progression of the EUV late phase from hot
to warm to cool coronal lines is evidence that something heated the plasma in the outer loops, which then
radiatively cooled. Because these loops appear to be newly formed, some form of reconnection is responsible
for the heating of the EUV late phase.
The behavior of the coronal loops in the outer active region is more clearly seen in Figure 6.12, which
shows the time-distance evolution of EUV late phase coronal loops. By looking at a slice of the AIA images
as a function time we can examine how the outer coronal loops evolve throughout the flare. The first thing
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     EVE Fe IX 17.1 nm vs. AIA A171
Figure 6.11: Comparison of AIA and EVE light curves. Three sets of light curves were made from AIA
images by summing the count rate (DN/s) for every pixel in a particular region. The regions used are shown
at the top. The red region outlines the entire active region; the green the core of the active region; the blue
the overlying loops. The bottom of the figure compares these AIA light curves with EVE light curves for the
dominant line in each AIA bandpass. The emissions during the main phase of the flare come solely from the
core of the active region while the EUV late phase originates in the overlying loops. While both the main
and EUV late phase are visible in individual AIA A171 images, the light curve of the entire active region is
dominated by coronal dimming.
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to notice is the evacuation of the corona just prior to 12:00 UT. This is most evident in the A171 channel
and is a result of the eruption and launch of a CME (Section 6.2.3). Shortly afterwards, we start to see
enhanced emission first in the A94 channel, followed by brightening in the A335 and A171 channel. This is
consistent with radiative cooling of coronal loops from hot emission in the A94 bandpass to warm emission
in A335 and cool emission in A171, which was also observed in Figure 6.11.
The EUV late phase is the result of organized, successive reconnection and is different than typical
active region evolution. The upward trend of the bright emission in Figure 6.12 tells us that the emission is
coming from higher loops later in the EUV late phase. This is expected based on Figure 6.3d. As field lines
reconnect high in the corona and retract, they accumulate on top of previously reconnected field lines and
therefore do not retract as far.
The final thing to consider is how the EUV late phase differs from the main phase of the flare. As
discussed above, the EUV late phase originates in the outer part of the active region while the main phase
of the flare occurs in the core of the active region. As a result, the EUV late phase is associated with longer
and higher loops than the main phase.
Furthermore, when looking at the irradiance light curves from EVE, the EUV late phase lasts longer
and there is a greater delay in the peaks of the irradiance between Fe xvii 9.4 nm to Fe xvi 33.5 nm. For
the main phase, this delay is about 2 minutes. For the EUV late phase, it is 65 minutes. This is not the
radiative cooling time of individual coronal loops (which is on the order of a few hundred seconds). It is the
aggregated effect of many loops being heated at different times.
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Figure 6.12: Time-distance analysis of the EUV late phase. By looking at a slice (identified on the left) of the
overlying coronal loops as a function of time (right panels) for three AIA channels (A94, A335, and A171),
we understand both the spatial, temporal, and thermal evolution of the coronal loops EUV late phase. The
loops first appear in the hottest channel (A94) and last in the coolest channel (A171). The loops also first
appear at a lower height and then successively higher.
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6.3 Modeling the Radiative Output Using EBTEL
To understand why the EUV late phase is observed by EVE in the Fe xvi line without no corresponding
emission in hotter lines, I use the EBTEL-based flare model described in Section 2.4 to estimate the peak
temperatures and densities for the gradual phase and the EUV late phase.
The EBTEL-based flare model uses multiple EBTEL loops with variable loop lengths and heating rate
profiles to calculate the theoretical light curves of EUV lines measured by EVE. Using MPFIT (Markwardt
2009), a non-linear least square fitting routine in IDL, I can optimize these input parameters so that the
model light curves match the EVE light curves for those two lines. This model irradiance, Emodel (t), can
then be compared to the EVE light curves and is the quantity that is optimized using MPFIT. The loop
half-length, l, is a free parameter that can be constrained using the AIA observations. AIA observations
give the lengths in the plane of the sky so the actual loops could be longer. The loop length is constrained
to be realistic based on the AIA observations while the timing and strength of the heating is allowed to vary
freely.
Using the EBTEL-based flare model with Nloops = 22, I am able to determine the best-fit parameters
to describe the 13.3 nm (Fe xx/xxiii, 10-14 MK) and the 33.5 nm (Fe xvi, 2.7 MK) light curves from EVE.
The resulting theoretical and measured light curves are shown in Figure 6.13. There is good agreement
between the light curves measured by EVE and the theoretical light curves calculated from the EBTEL-
based flare model. Both the gradual phase and EUV late phase must be modeled with many loops. The
EUV late phase, in particular, results from heating many loops consecutively through the duration of the
EUV late phase.
The best-fit model parameters are shown in Figure 6.14 along with the peak temperature and electron
density for each EBTEL loop. The heating profile from this model clearly shows that there are two separate
phases of heating. The first heating event involves the gradual phase. A large of amount of heating occurs
within a short time. As the loops cool, emissions are seen in progressively cooler lines from 10 to 1 million
K. The second phase is very different. A large number of coronal loops are heated only slightly. The plasma
in each loop, instead of reaching 10 million K, reaches 5 million K. The heating is also spread out over an
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Figure 6.13: Results of the EBTEL-based flare model for both the Fe xx/xxiii blended line (top) and the Fe
xvi line (bottom). The pluses are the EVE observations with the pre-flare background irradiance subtracted
off. The solid black line is the output from the model and agrees with the EVE light curves. The individual
colored lines are the contribution from each individual coronal loop strand.
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hour generating the long secondary flare emission profile. This model is consistent with AIA observations


























































































Figure 6.14: Best-fit parameters of EBTEL-based flare model. The colored diamonds are the parameter
for each individual coronal loop strand and correspond to the light curves in the pervious image. Each
parameter is plotted as a function of time or when each loop was heated in the model. AIA images give
loop half-length estimates of 5-15 Mm for the main phase and 35-50 Mm for the EUV late phase. These are
plane-of-the-sky estimates, giving the lower boundary for the loop half-length.
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6.4 Discussion and Conclusions
Here, I have examined one EUV late phase flare from 5 May 2010 in detail to understand the origin
and nature of the EUV late phase. The EUV late phase is a second increase in the irradiance of warm coronal
lines (2-3 MK) such as the Fe xvi 33.5 nm line after the gradual phase of a flare without a corresponding
increase in hotter emission lines such at Fe xviii 9.4 nm. From examining AIA images, the EUV late phase
is clearly associated with the C8.8 flare but is both temporally and spatially separate. The EUV late phase
originates in the reforming of overlying loops that are opened when a small CME erupts during the flare.
Using the EBTEL-based flare model to model the EVE irradiance light curves, I have shown that the
enhancement in Fe xvi 33.5 nm but not Fe xviii 9.4 nm during the EUV late phase is possible by heating
the coronal loops less that during the main phase of the C8.8 flare. The lower heating rate results in a lower
peak temperature of the loop and a lower peak electron density, reducing the emission at the hotter emission
lines.
The model proposed here is similar to CME initiation model in Lynch et al. (2008), based breakout
reconnection. While the CME model focuses on how the CME erupts, my model looks at how the corona
reconfigures itself post-eruption. Classical flare loops, which form the gradual phase of the flare, are a result
of internal reconnection within an inner magnetic flux system (red in Figure 6.3) and are associated with the
early rapid acceleration of the CME. The late phase involves a completely different set of loops that result
from internal reconnection within a topologically different flux system (blue in Figure 6.3). As this much
later reconnection involves weaker fields and produces longer loops, the heating rate per unit length is lower,
and the EUV late phase is therefore best observed in warm coronal lines. Note that the late phase can only
occur if all of the inner (red) flux reconnects first and moves out of the way, so not all breakout eruptions
are expected to have a late phase. A possible different scenario is described at the end of Section 6.1.
It is unlikely that EUV late phase flares are newly observed phenomenon. The extended wavelength
coverage, higher spatial resolution, and higher temporal cadence of AIA in addition to the irradiance mea-
surements from EVE, however, make it possible to study these types of events in detail for the first time.
Chapter 7
Results from the EVE Flare Catalog
The EVE flare catalog introduced in Chapter 4 holds a wealth of information about flares. This
chapter is a first attempt of parsing the data to understand EUV irradiance signature of solar flares. It is by
no means a complete analysis of the catalog; the catalog includes close to one thousand parameters per flare.
There are also many quantities that can be derived from the parameters in the catalog. In this chapter, I will
examine some of the obvious questions including distribution of EUV flare categories, flare-CME association,
the impulsive phase observed in the EUV, and the radiative cooling of flare loops during the gradual phase.
7.1 Distribution of EUV Flare Categories
As part of the EVE flare catalog, the EUV flare category was determined for 644 of the 764 flares
(84%). Figure 7.1 shows the distribution of EUV flare categories over time and as a function of GOES class.
The majority of small flares (C1.0 to C3.9) are confined flares although every flare type produces both small
(C-class) and medium (M-class) flares. Of the three X-class flares included in the catalog, two are arcade
flares while one is unknown due to missing AIA images.
Figure 7.2 shows the spatial distribution of flare categories. Because the locations of flares are dis-
tributed in longitude (Figure 7.3), there does not seem to be a view angle bias in determining flare category.
Table 7.1 gives the distribution of flare categories between the northern and southern hemispheres. Over-
all, about 60% of the flares occurred in the northern hemisphere. Using a χ2 test (xsq_test in IDL), the
distribution of localized eruptive flares and arcade flares when compared to the distribution of all flares is
significant: more localized eruptive flares occur in the southern hemisphere while arcade flares occur more
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Figure 7.1: Distribution of EUV flare categories over time (top) and as a function of GOES class (bottom).
While the majority of small flares are confined, all EUV flare categories do follow a power law distribution
of flare sizes.
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frequently than expected in the northern hemisphere.
Table 7.1: Distribution of Flare Categories between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres
Flare Category
Number Northern Southern Reduced
of Flares Hemisphere Hemisphere χ2
All flares 754 58% 42%
Confined 427 60% 40% 0.461
Localized eruptive 91 42% 58% 0.002
EUV late phase 41 66% 34% 0.306
Arcade 59 71% 29% 0.040
Strange 23 43% 57% 0.160
Unknown 113 57% 43% 0.925
It is well known that the there are strong asymmetries between the northern and southern hemispheres.
Joshi et al. (2007) showed that during the last solar cycle (Cycle 23) flares were more prevalent in the northern
hemisphere during rising and maximum phases of the cycle and in the southern hemisphere during the
declining phase. Presently, the time coverage of the EVE flare catalog is insufficient to address whether the
observed trends change with solar activity. It will interesting to observe whether the hemispheric preference
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Figure 7.2: Map of distribution of EUV flare categories. The color indicates the size of the flare (blue for























Figure 7.3: Fraction of each flare category found as a function of longitude measured by SAM. The thick
black line gives the distribution of all flares.
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7.2 Eruptions and CMEs
The relationship between flares and CMEs is not completely understood. One of the difficulties is
associating a CME with a particular flare. In Section 4.6 I discussed how CMEs are associated with flares in
the EVE flare catalog. This technique of comparing position angle and timing is the standard one used for
flare-CME association. While it is not possible to track a CME back to its source on the Sun, it is possible
to the EVE flare catalog to verify the association technique.
As was discussed in Section 4.6, the EVE flare catalog includes CMEs from four different CME
catalogs, using observations from three different spacecraft. Overall, 37% of the flares in the EVE flare
catalog are associated with CMEs (Table D.1). As CMEs in the CDAW catalog are identified by eye, CDAW
catalog includes more small or weak events than the CACTUS catalogs. This is reflected in that 27% of
all flares are associated with a CME from the LASCO CDAW catalog compared to 16% for the LASCO
CACTUS catalog.
By definition, confined flares should not be associated with CMEs. Yet, 30% of confined flares are
associated with CMEs in the EVE flare catalog (Table D.2). This can happen when a confined flare and
CME are co-temporal but originate from different parts of the solar disk. Because coronagraphs observe
away from the solar disk, it is impossible to tell whether a CME originated from the front or far-side of the
Sun. Furthermore, flare-less CMEs occur at the same time as a confined flare.
Each of the spacecraft (SOHO, STEREO A, and STEREO B) used to generate the CME catalogs
should view CMEs that originate from different parts of the solar disk. For CMEs that originate at disk-
center for SDO, the STEREO coronagraphs can observe the CME in the plane of the sky. For CMEs closer
to the limb for SDO, SOHO has the best viewing angle. Figure 7.4 shows the location of all the flares
associated with CMEs from each of the CME catalogs. Halo and partial-halo CMEs or CMEs with an
angular width greater than 180◦ are excluded. The expected distribution of CME-associated flares for each
catalog is absent. Both the STEREO spacecraft should only observed non-halo CMEs for flares that occur
near the center of the solar disk as observed by SDO. SOHO should observed non-halo CMEs for flares that


































































































































































































Because almost one third of the CMEs are associated with confined flares, I know that there mis-
associations. To limit these, I can look at eruptive flares only. Eruptions observed in AIA images should
be the precursor to CMEs. While not all eruptive flares are expected to generate CMEs, CMEs should not
be observed if there is no eruption. Figure 7.5 shows a map of eruptive versus non-eruptive flares in the
EVE flare catalog while Figure 7.6 shows the location of all eruptive flares associated with CMEs from each
of the CME catalogs. While the LASCO catalogs show the expected longitudinal preference, the STEREO
catalogs do not.
The flare-CME association technique still needs to be refined before relationships between flares and
CMEs can be examined using the EVE flare catalog. In the mean time, whether a flare is eruptive can be
used as a proxy for whether a CME is expected or not.
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Figure 7.5: Map of eruptive flares. The color indicates the size of the flare (blue for C-class, green for







































































































































































































7.3 EUV Irradiance Proxies
While the GOES class of a flare is often used as a measure of the size of the flares, the GOES SXR
time series can be difficult to use for quantitative studies. The GOES SXR time series is an operational data
product. This leads to several problems. First, it is not absolutely calibrated. Second, any errors in data
processing are not corrected. For example, in January 1984, the daily background of the GOES 0.1 − 0.8
nm channel was higher than X1.0 and flares resulted in decreases in the GOES flux. Given that the daily
background levels rarely exceed C3.0 during solar maximum and solar flares increase the SXR flux, this was
obviously an error. Yet, it has never been corrected in permanent GOES record. Finally, the algorithms for
determining the start, peak, and end times of flares are sometimes give inaccurate times, especially for flares
with a slow rise.
Because EVE measures the SXR from 0-7 nm (ESP 0-7 nm diode), I can use it as a proxy for the
GOES SXR. ESP is better calibrated and has the same time resolution as the MEGS spectra. Furthermore,
I can use the same algorithms that I use for analyzing the MEGS spectra to get consistent results. Figure 7.7
and Figure 7.8 show the relationship between the GOES and ESP SXR irradiances for all the flares in the
EVE flare catalog. Overall, there is a strong correlation between peak irradiances (especially when the pre-
flare irradiances are subtracted) and the peak times occur within minutes, making ESP an excellent proxy
for GOES SXR.
As the SXR and EUV irradiance can change by orders of magnitude during flares, power law rela-
tionships are useful for understanding the relationships between different lines. Power laws are especially
powerful because they are scale invariance – scaling one parameter does not change the power law index k.
On a log-log scale, a power law is a line:
y = axk
log10 (y) = log10 (a) + k log10 (x) , (7.1)
where the slope k is the power law index. Notice that the pre-flare irradiances and peak irradiances in
Figure 7.7 have different power law indices. This is due the different bandpasses of the two channels.
For understanding the increases due to flares in the irradiances of emission lines from MEGS, the SXR
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Figure 7.7: Relationship between GOES SXR and ESP SXR peak irradiances. The black points are peak
flare irradiances in the two channels. The red points are the pre-flare irradiances while the blue are the peak
irradiance with the pre-flare irradiances subtracted.
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Figure 7.8: The difference between GOES and ESP peak times as a function of GOES class (top) and flare
duration (bottom). The color indicates the size of the flare (blue for C-class, green for M-class, red for
X-class).
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irradiance from either GOES or ESP is not the best proxy. The SXR irradiance during a flare originates
from Bremsstrahlung emission while MEGS measures emission lines, which originate from different physical
processes (see Section 2.1). I need an emission line as a proxy for the SXR so I can examine the radiative
cooling and use EBTEL to understand the EUV flare irradiance. The hottest bright flare line in MEGS is
Fe xx/xxiii at 13.3 nm. Figure 7.9 shows the correlations between ESP 0-7 nm and Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm.
Overall, Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm is a good proxy for the SXR and the peak irradiance in this line will be used
in the following sections as an indicator of flare size. The power law index k between the GOES class of the
flare and MEGS peak irradiance in Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm is 1.005. Any power law relationships found using
Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm will hold for the GOES class.
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Figure 7.9: Correlations between ESP 0-7 nm and Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm. The top panel shows the relationship
between peak irradiances (with pre-flare irradiance subtracted) for ESP 0-7 nm and Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm.
The middle panel shows the strong correlation between the 50% rise time of each band while the bottom
panel gives the distribution of delay between in the peak times. Over 80% of the flares have a delay time less
than 5 minutes. The color indicates the size of the flare (blue for C-class, green for M-class, red for X-class).
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7.4 Impulsive Phase
Of the 764 flares in the EVE flare catalog, 449 have impulsive phases observed in He ii 30.4 nm (58.8%).
At the same time, of the 378 flares with RHESSI observations, 348 (92%) have hard x-ray emissions during
the impulsive phase. Of the flares without an impulsive phase in either He ii 30.4 nm or RHESSI, 50% occur
near the limb (expect roughly one-third). Because the impulsive phase originates at the footpoints of the
flare loops, it is possible to observed flares at the limb where the footpoints occulted by the solar disk.
Roughly two-thirds of flares with HXR impulsive phase also have an impulsive phase in He ii 30.4
nm. Why do one-third of flares, which have an observed impulsive phase in the hard x-rays, not have an
impulsive phase in He ii 30.4 nm?
Overall, there is no discernible difference other than location in the statistics of flares with and without
an impulsive phase in He ii 30.4 nm (Table D.8 and Table D.9). The distribution of flare types is also similar
between flares with and without an impulsive phase. Early classification of flares divided flares into impulsive
and gradual based on the strength of the impulsive phase. Historically, flares with a strong impulsive phase
were also classified as compact flares while flares without a strong impulsive phase were 2-ribbon flares. This
distinction does not seem to hold when examining the EVE flare catalog.
There are several possible differences impulsive and non-impulsive flares, which are examined in
Figure 7.10. As the top panel shows, even flares without an impulsive phase in He ii can still have strong
He ii emission from gradual phase of the flare.
One possible difference between impulsive and non-impulsive flares is the temperature of the flare.
Hotter flares may produce stronger chromospheric evaporation and strong He ii signatures. The ratio of the
GOES short to long channels, RG is related to the temperature of the flare (Thomas et al. 1985) by:
Tflare = 3.15 + 77.2RG − 164R2G + 205R3G (7.2)
There seems to be no difference in flare temperature between flares with and without an impulsive phase.
Note that larger flares are generally hotter.
Another possibility is the strength of the Neupert effect (see Section 3.4.1). The third panel in
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Figure 7.10: Difference between flares with and without an impulsive phase in He ii 30.4 nm. The left
column shows various parameters as a function of GOES class while the right column shows the distribution
of each of the parameters for flare with (red) and without (blue) a He ii 30.4 impulsive phase.
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in the derivative maximum and GOES class, there is no difference between impulsive and non-impulsive
flares. I have also looked at the rise time of the flare and the time delay between the derivative maximum
and GOES peak. None of these parameters show any different between impulsive and non-impulsive flares.
The only difference is that larger flares seem more likely to have an impulsive phase in He ii 30.4 nm
than smaller flares. It would be interesting to see if the peak flux in the HXR correlates to whether there
is an impulsive phase in He ii 30.4 nm. Larger flares generally have larger HXR signals so there may be a
cut-off HXR irradiance that below which there is simply no enough energy deposited in the chromosphere
to generate a He ii 30.4 nm impulsive phase.
While the origin of the He ii 30.4 nm impulsive phase is elusive, the EVE flare catalog can provide
insight into chromospheric emission during flares. Figure 7.11 shows the correlation between the peak
irradiances in He ii 30.4 nm and other chromospheric lines. The peak irradiance in all of these lines correlates
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Figure 7.11: Correlations between He ii 30.4 nm peak irradiance and peak irradiances for other chromospheric
lines. The top panel shows the Pearson correlation coefficient r. The middle panel shows the Spearman rank




While the impulsive phase as observed by MEGS is well-behaved, if not well understood, the gradual
phase is more complicated due to the radiative cooling of the flare loops. This section will discuss two
aspects of the gradual phase: how flare temperature influences the flare EUV spectrum and the relationships
between the peak irradiances and the time delay between the peaks for the SXR band and various EUV
lines.
7.5.1 Flare Temperature
Using the ratio of GOES channels as a proxy for flare temperature (Equation 7.2), I can examine
the relationship between flare temperature, peak irradiance in Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm, and the ratio of peak
irradiance of Fe xviii 9.4 nm and Fe xvi 33.5 nm to Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm (Figure 7.12).
The flare temperature calculated from Equation 7.2 range from 5 MK to 15 MK with some hotter
flares having temperatures up to 25 MK. From the EVE spectral atlas (Section 3.3.5), I know that MEGS
has bright flare lines that cover this entire temperature range. The differences in flare temperatures should
be reflected in the MEGS flare spectra. The peak irradiance in Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm is larger for hotter
flares than cool flares. Furthermore, the ratio of Fe xviii 9.4 nm and Fe xvi 33.5 nm to Fe xx/xxiii 13.3
nm decreases as the flare temperature increases.
These observed trends can be validated using EBTEL. Here, I ran the EBTEL-based flare model
(Section 2.4) using a single EBTEL strand (Nloop = 1) and varied the strength of heating (h0). These model
runs show that as the heating rate increases, the flare temperature (maximum temperature in the EBTEL
strand) increases as does the peak irradiance in Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm (Figure 7.13). Hotter flares loops also
result in smaller ratios of Fe xvi 33.5 nm to Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm.
Figure 7.14 shows the distribution of flare temperatures for each of the EUV flare categories. EUV
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Figure 7.12: Relationship between flare temperature and EUV irradiances for all the flares in the EVE flare
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Figure 7.13: Results of EBTEL models showing the relationship between flare temperature, heating rate,
and EUV irradiances.
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Figure 7.14: Distribution of flare temperatures for each of the EUV flare categories.
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7.5.2 EUV Irradiance Relationships
When discussing the EUV irradiance signature of the gradual phase of a solar, there are two important
parameters: the peak irradiance and the time delay between the peak in the EUV line and peak in the SXR
(here, I am using Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm as a proxy for the SXR). Figure 7.15 shows some of the possibles
relationships between parameters in the EVE flare catalog for Fe xvi 33.5 nm and Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm.
A single coronal loop that is impulsively heated will cool rapidly and emit photons in the various iron
passbands in quick succession. Most flares are comprised of many, possibly hundreds of, loops that are not
all heated simultaneously. As a result, flares cool slower than is expected theoretically for a single loop and
the peak emission in various EUV lines is delayed. This results in the distribution of time delays seen in
Figure 7.15.
While Appendix E includes plots and summary tables of correlations between Fe xx/xxiii for the
iron sequence (Fe xviii to Fe viii), the results are summarized in Figures 7.16, 7.17 and 7.18. Figure 7.16
shows that, especially for larger flares, there is correlation between the peak irradiances of various EUV lines
and Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm. In the FISM model, Chamberlin et al. (2008) uses a single power law index for
wavelengths longer than 14 nm: k = 0.647. Figure 7.16 shows that the power law index is a function of
wavelength. The FISM model is based on TIMED SEE, which measures the EUV irradiance spectrum from
27 to 200 nm. The brightest gradual phase flare line in that range is Fe xvi at 33.5 nm. The power law
index for that line as measured by MEGS is about 0.65.
When these relationships between different parameters are broken down for the various EUV flare
types (Figures 7.19, 7.20, 7.21), certains correlations emerge. For confined flares, cooler iron lines are less
well correlated. In general, confined flares are smaller and have weaker EUV signatures. The cooler iron
lines do not increase as much as the hotter lines so for small flares, the flare response is at the level of the
noise in the spectrum.
The most interesting correlation is between the Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm rise time and the time delay for
arcade flares. To test whether these correlations are significant, I ran a Monte Carlo simulation. For arcade
flares, the correlations shown in Figure 7.21 for Fe xvi 33.5 nm are based on 19 flares. Using all the flares
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Figure 7.15: Correlations between Fe xvi 33.5 nm and Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm for all flares in the EVE flare
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Figure 7.16: Correlations between Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm peak irradiance and peak irradiances for other
coronal iron lines. The top panel shows the Pearson correlation coefficient r. The middle panel shows the
Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ. The bottom panel shows the power law index k. Color indicates
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Figure 7.17: Correlations between Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm peak irradiance and time delay between peak for
other coronal iron lines. The top panel shows the Pearson correlation coefficient r. The middle panel shows
the Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ. The bottom panel shows the power law index k. Color indicates
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Figure 7.18: Correlations between Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm rise time and time delay between peak for other
coronal iron lines. The top panel shows the Pearson correlation coefficient r. The middle panel shows the
Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ. The bottom panel shows the power law index k. Color indicates
the cutoff threshold for GOES class.
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Figure 7.19: Correlations between Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm peak irradiance and peak irradiances for other
coronal iron lines. The top panel shows the Pearson correlation coefficient r. The middle panel shows the
Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ. The bottom panel shows the power law index k. CColor indicates
the different EUV flare categories.
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Figure 7.20: Correlations between Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm peak irradiance and time delay between peak for
other coronal iron lines. The top panel shows the Pearson correlation coefficient r. The middle panel shows
the Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ. The bottom panel shows the power law index k. Color indicates
the different EUV flare categories.
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Figure 7.21: Correlations between Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm rise time and time delay between peak for other
coronal iron lines. The top panel shows the Pearson correlation coefficient r. The middle panel shows the
Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ. The bottom panel shows the power law index k. Color indicates
the different EUV flare categories.
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in the EVE flare catalog, I randomly selected 19 flares and calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient for
the rise time vs. delay. By repeating this one hundred thousand times, I was able to build a distribution of
correlation coefficients shown in Figure 7.22. I performed this same test for Fe xviii 9.4 nm and Fe xv 28.4
nm. The results are given in Table 7.2. Using the peak of the Monte Carlo distribution as the expected value,
I calculated the fraction of simulation runs that produced a correlation coefficient greater than the observed
correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient I measured for arcade flares is significant to the 4% level
for the Fe xvi 33.5 nm line. In the next section, I will attempt to explain the reason of this correlation.
Table 7.2: Results of the Monte Carlo simulations to test the significance of the correlations between rise
time and delay for arcade flares.
Parameter Fe xviii 9.4 nm Fe xvi 33.5 nm Fe xv 28.4 nm
Number of arcade flared 20 19 17
Observed r for arcade flares 0.67 0.73 0.56
Expected r from simulation 0.47 0.50 0.27
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Fe XV 28.4 nm
Figure 7.22: Distribution of Pearson correlation coefficients for the Monte Carlo simulations. The dashed
vertical line indicates the peak of the distribution while the solid line indicates the measured correlation
coefficient for arcade flares.
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7.6 Energy Release in Arcade Flares
Figure 7.23 shows the relationship between for Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm and Fe xvi 33.5 nm for arcade
flares. Any successful model that explains the correlation between the rise time and the time delay also
needs to explain the other relationships. To look for a physical explanation of the observed relationships, I
ran several experiments using the EBTEL-based flare model. Observationally, arcade flares are made up of
many loops heated sequentially. For my experience with EBTEL, I know that to get lightcurves that look
like what EVE observes, the heating rate needs to decrease over time. Figure 7.24 shows the reference run
for my EBTEL experiments. I have also shown EVE lightcurves from an M-class arcade flare. No attempt
was made to make the EBTEL-based flare model agree with the EVE lightcurves.
I ran four experiments, each with 20 EBTEL runs incrementally changing one parameter. The pa-
rameters that I varies for each experiment are given in Table 7.3. Each run was done with 25 EBTEL
loop strands. Varying these parameters mimics the observed behavior of arcade flares. As the duration of
arcade flares is known to vary, I varied the time between heating each strand (Experiment #1). The loops in
arcade flares increase as the flare progresses. Experiment #2 tests this by changing the rate of loop length
increase (default is that the loop length remains constant). Experiment #3 changes the peak heating to
mimic stronger flares while Experiment #4 changes the number of EBTEL loops to mimic the length of the
arcade.
After each run, I calculated the parameters shown in Figure 7.23. Figure 7.25 shows the results of the
different EBTEL experiments. Only one experiment (Experiment #1) agrees with the MEGS observations.
The other experiments show where the sources of scatter are in the MEGS observations. Correlation between
the rise time of Fe xx/xxiii and the time delay between Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm and Fe xvi 33.5 nm arises
from the variation in how fast the arcade forms. Flare arcades that form slowly had a slow rise time and
a longer delay between EUV peaks. The time is takes an arcade to form should be related to the lift-off
speed of the associated CME. This can be confirmed once the flare-CME association issues in the EVE flare
catalog are figured out.
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Figure 7.23: Correlations between Fe xvi 33.5 nm and Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm for arcade flares only. Color
indicates the GOES class of the flare (blue for C-class, green for M-class, and red for X-class). All other
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Fe XVI 33.5 nm
Figure 7.24: Reference run for the EBTEL-based flare model used in understanding arcade flares. The top
panel shows the timing and strength of the initial EBTEL heating. The middle panel shows the normalized
EBTEL output for Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm (black). The bottom panel shows the normalized EBTEL output
for Fe xvi 33.5 nm (black). Corresponding EVE lightcurves for the M3.5 flare on 8 August 2011 (peak at
18:10 UT) are shown in red. No attempt was made to make the EBTEL model agree with EVE lightcurves
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Figure 7.25: Results of the EBTEL experiments. The black points are MEGS observations of arcade flares
while the colored points are the results of the different EBTEL experiments.
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Table 7.3: Definition of the EBTEL experiments
Experiment Nloops Notes
# 1 25 Change the time between EBTEL strands
#2 25
Non-constant loop length; Increase loop length
over time
#3 25 Change the peak heating rate
#4 25 Change number of EBTEL strands
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
Using new observations from EUV Variability Experiment (EVE) onboard NASA’s Solar Dynamics
Observatory (SDO), I have studied how the EUV spectral irradiance varies in response to solar flares. While
solar flares are unique events, these new observations from SDO show that there are patterns in the EUV
signature of flares, closely related to the magnetic structure of the flare region and the rate of energy release
during reconnection. These patterns are reflected in the EUV irradiance.
As discussed in Chapter 3, EVE measures the solar spectral irradiance from 6 nm to 105 nm with 0.1
nm spectral resolution and 10-second time cadence. EVE was carefully calibrated pre-launch at the NIST
SURF facility in Gaithersburg, Maryland (Section 3.2). Any changes that occur after launch are tracked via
redundant filters, flatfield lamps, and rocket underflights. The precision of bright lines in the EVE spectrum
is 1− 3% while the overall accuracy is between 10− 30%. Future improvements in tracking degradation may
further improve the accuracy.
The EVE spectrum is dominated by numerous emission lines. While selected lines are extracted
and identified in the standard Level 2 EVL data product (Table 3.4), I identified each line in an EVE flare
spectrum in Section 3.3.5 and compared the spectrum to a reference solar minimum spectrum (Section 3.3.4)
to determined what EVE observes during a flare. Compared to the solar minimum spectrum, the flare
spectrum contains lines at hotter temperatures with the distribution of temperatures of the unblended lines
peaking around 10 MK. The majority of unblended lines are iron ranging from Fe ix to Fe xxiv. During a
flare, the corona is heated to between 10 and 20 MK – temperatures are easily observed by EVE. EVE also
has the capability to observe much cooler emissions that are formed in the solar chromosphere and transition
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region.
During a solar flare, the irradiance of most emission lines in the EUV spectrum increases from a few
percent to over a factor of ten. Enhancement of the cool transition region emission lines is associated with
chromospheric evaporation and the impulsive phase of the flare (Section 3.4.1). Increases in hot coronal
emissions are seen in the gradual phase of the flare (Section 3.4.2) and are highly correlated with the GOES
X-ray measurements (0.1− 0.8 nm). In flares that are associated with large coronal mass ejections (CMEs),
the irradiance of some coronal lines, such as the Fe ix 17.1 nm, actual decrease during the flare due to mass
loss from the CME (Section 3.4.3). These observations provide a complete picture of the corona’s response
to the energy released during a solar flare.
Most observation-based research on solar flares is done by studying individual, usually large, solar
flares. Because SDO is continuously observing the Sun, EVE has observed hundreds of flares, making it
possible to study the ensemble of solar flares. Using data from SDO EVE and AIA, I examined over 750
flares from 1 May 2010 to 31 August 2011. To organize these observations, I developed the EVE flare catalog.
The details of the EVE flare catalog are discussed in Chapter 4 but I am going to mention some of the key
highlights of the catalog here.
EVE measures the spectral irradiance of the Sun, which is essentially the disk-integrated intensity.
Solar flares are localized events so even during a flare, most of the irradiance that EVE observes comes
from the part of the Sun that is not flaring. This makes it necessary to remove the non-flare irradiance by
subtracting the pre-flare irradiance. Section 4.2 discusses how the pre-flare irradiance is calculated. Although
EVE spectra have no spatial information, subtracting the pre-flare irradiance allows us to study the radiative
energy coming from just the flare.
Knowing the location of a solar flare is important for several reasons as discussed in Section 4.5. In
the EVE flare catalog, I used five data sources to calculate the average flare location. Overall, I found that
SAM images, which are low-resolution images in the SXR, provided the most consistent flare locations while
feature finding algorithms using high-resolution AIA images given the least consistent results.
Associating CMEs with flares proved to problematic in the EVE flare catalog. Flares and CMEs
cannot currently be observed by a single instrument or in overlapping fields-of-view of two instruments. This
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makes determining whether a CME is associated with a flare difficult. For statistical studies, flares and
CMEs are said to be associated if they are co-temporal and co-spatial. My implementation of this method
was unsuccessful: about 30% of flares with no observed eruptive (a pre-cursor for CMEs) were associated
with a CME. Understanding where my method failed and the correct way to associate CMEs with flares is
a topic for further work.
In the process of developing the EVE flare catalog, I discovered that flares could be divided into five
EUV flare categories based on their morphology in EUV images. The final EUV flare category is “strange”
flares or flares that do not fit into the other categories. Overall, less than 5% of the flare observed fall
into this category. The morphology of the vast majority of flares can be described by four simple categories.
Theoretically, there are numerous ways to develop a current sheet in the solar corona, which is the pre-cursor
to magnetic reconnection and solar flares. Larger flares in the EVE flare catalog are associated with very
simple magnetic field geometries. Arcade flares arise from essentially bipolar configurations while EUV late
phase flares have quadrupolar field configurations.
The majority of flares observed by SDO are confined flares. Observationally, confined flares are
the coherent brightening of a coronal loop bundle and are generally weaker flares (C-class). Because the
reconnection occurs within a bundle of coronal loops, we do not know the magnetic field configuration that
leads to confined flares. Observations from AIA suggest that reconnection happens in several places in the
loop bundle, resulting in a knotted structure. Localized eruptive flares are associated with an EUV surge
or jet and are believed to result from magnetic flux emergence within an active region. The reconnection
associated with localized eruptive flares serves to incorporation this new magnetic flux into the structure of
the active region. Confined flares and localized eruptive flares may served re-organize the coronal magnetic
field, resulting in the simple geometries that are observed for arcade and EUV late phase flares.
To further understand the differences between the different EUV flare categories, I used the multiple-
loop EBTEL-based flare model in conjunction with MPFIT, a least-squares fitting routine in IDL, to de-
termine the heating rates for representative flares. EBTEL is a 0D hydrodynamic model of a coronal loop
strand that can used to calculate theoretical EVE lightcurves. While EBTEL has simplified most of the
physics, it serves a starting point for physics-based modeling of EUV irradiances during solar flares. Pre-
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vious modeling efforts of the EUV irradiances have been empirical. In the future it may be possible more
complicated modeling. It is not possible to model localized eruptive flares, whose irradiance is dominated
an EUV surge, and strange flares with EBTEL. I was able to model the heating rates for a representative
confined flare, EUV late phase flare, and arcade flare. Confined flares, as expected, can be modeled with few
loops which are heated almost simultaneously.
EUV late phase flares are two-stage flares with a main phase and EUV late phase. In the main phase,
relatively few short loops are heated strongly while in the EUV late phase, many longer loops are weakly
heated. The enhancement in Fe xvi 33.5 nm but not Fe xviii 9.4 nm during the EUV late phase is possible
by heating the coronal loops less that during the main phase of the flare. The lower heating rate results
in a lower peak temperature of the loop and a lower peak electron density, reducing the emission at the
hotter emission lines. These differences are reflected in both the AIA and EVE observations. In Chapter 6,
I examined the C8.8 flare on 5 May 2010 in detail. From examining AIA images, the EUV late phase is
clearly associated with the C8.8 flare but is both temporally and spatially separate. The EUV late phase
originates in the reforming of overlying loops that are opened when a small CME erupts during the flare.
Arcade flares are formed by the reconnection of many loops over tens of minutes. As a result, their
EUV irradiance signature is unique. From the EBTEL modeling of a representative arcade flare, I discovered
that it must be modeled with many loops that are heated over duration of the flare. Over time, the loops
get longer and the heating rate decreases. The longer loops are observed in AIA images. The decreasing
heating rate impacts the irradiance behavior of arcade flares. Arcade flares have generally longer durations
and as I discovered in Section 7.5.2, the rise time of the flare in Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm is strongly correlated
to the time delay in other EUV lines such as Fe xvi 33.5 nm. In Section 7.6, I used the EBTEL-based flare
model to determine that the most important physical parameter for understanding the energy release during
arcade flares is the formation time (number of loops reconnecting per time), not the length of the arcade.
This should be related to the lift-off speed of the CME.
I also used the EBTEL-based flare model to validate trends in the EUV irradiance. As was shown
in Section 7.5.1, flares with a higher flare temperature are generally brighter in the SXR and hottest EUV
lines. The ratio of warm to hot EUV lines is also a function of flare temperature. If two flares have the peak
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irradiance in Fe xvi 33.5 nm, the hotter flare will have more emission in Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm. This type of
relationship shows why correlations between EUV lines do not work always work.
This trend was validated using the EBTEL-based flare model. This also explains why the EUV late
phase is observed only in Fe xvi 33.5 nm for some flares and in Fe xviii 9.4 nm and Fe xvi 33.5 and for
others. The flare temperature of main phase of a EUV late phase flare (Section 7.5.1) is on average 10
MK so there is strong emission in Fe xx/xxiii 13.3 nm, Fe xviii 9.4 nm, and Fe xvi 33.5 nm. The flare
temperature of the EUV late phase is much less. For the flare I modeled in Chapter 6, the EUV late phase
flare temperature was around 5 MK. The EUV irradiance in Fe xviii 9.4 nm should be about one-tenth that
in Fe xvi 33.5 nm. If the EUV late phase flare temperature was around 8 MK, the EUV irradiance in Fe
xviii 9.4 nm should be about one-third that in Fe xvi 33.5 nm.
Simple modeling tools like EBTEL allows us to investigate the physical properties of flares and
understand how they impact the EUV irradiance of flares. By finding the best-fit parameters for a particular
flare, we can estimate the heating rate which can be related to the fundamental physical processes occurring
during the flare. It may be possible in time to add an EBTEL module to the flare catalog allowing us to
understand the heating rate of hundred of flares.
The EVE flare catalog is a useful tool for exploring the EUV irradiance signature of solar flares. It
is important to transition the flare catalog from development to a publicly available data product that is
routinely updated. The first step is to make running the modules that do not require human input part
of a daily cron job. The second part is developing a system for updating the catalog via the user widget.
As solar activity increases, there are almost two hundred new flares a month. The plan is to have the
on-duty EVE scientist examine and add comments on the previous week’s flares. Understanding why the
flare-CME association technique is not working and improving it is a top priority. I would also like to use
the flare spectral atlas to increase in the number of extracted lines in the Level 2 data product so the EVE
flare catalog can include flare parameters for more EUV lines. The catalog can be continued to be mined
to study various of flares, such as how loop length of confined flares impact the EUV irradiance and the
relationship between the EUV and various radio bursts. One of the major outstanding questions that I was
unable to answer is understanding why roughly one-third of flares do not have an impulsive phase in He ii.
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In looking for answer, I would like to add a RHESSI module to the flare catalog to essentially treat RHESSI
HXR lightcurves as another EVE line and extract flare parameters such as the peak flux and peak time. I
would also like to add a coronal dimming module and a EUV late phase module to quantify the amount and
duration of dimming observed by EVE and the strength of the EUV late phase, respectively.
This thesis represents a first attempt to understand the role of solar flares in variability of the solar
EUV irradiance. While flares unique events, I have shown that there are patterns in their behavior. In
the future, we may be able to accurately model and predict solar flares and their impact on the EUV solar
irradiance.
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Appendix A
Solar Minimum Spectral Atlas
The Appendix includes the complete solar minimum spectral atlas as described in Section 3.3.4.
Table A.1 includes a complete list of all the lines in the MEGS solar minimum spectrum with the wavelength,
irradiance, and full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the line as measured by MEGS. The ion along with the
percent contribution lists the dominant ion species for each line. Ions that are followed by a * are optically
thick hydrogen or helium lines which are either not included in CHIANTI or line identification method fails
to identify completely. If 70% of the emission comes from more than three species, the line is labels as
“blended”. The temperature corresponding to the maximum in the contribution function is labeled log Tmax
while FWHM of the contribution function on a logarithmic scale is labeled as ∆(log Tmax). The number of
CHIANTI lines for each dominant ion(s) is given in the last column. Figure A.1 shows the solar minimum
spectrum with each line labeled with the wavelength, dominant ion(s) and maximum temperature(s).
Table A.1: Solar Minimum Spectral Atlas
Wavelength Irradiance FWHM
Ion
Percent log Tmax ∆(log Tmax) Number
(nm) (µW/m2) (nm) Contribution (K) (K) of Lines
S VII 47.3 5.8 0.2 2
7.233 4.94 0.118
Mg IX 36.3 6.0 0.1 14
7.495 4.87 0.122 Mg VIII 97.5 5.9 0.2 6
8.265 3.74 0.125 Mg VIII 81.0 5.9 0.2 5
8.379 3.48 0.110 Mg VII 89.2 5.8 0.2 12
Mg VI 36.4 5.8 0.2 14
Si VI 25.0 5.8 0.2 29.580 4.36 0.116
Fe X 18.2 6.1 0.2 1
Si VII 67.4 5.8 0.2 16
10.215 1.88 0.125
Mg VI 20.4 5.8 0.2 4




Percent log Tmax ∆(log Tmax) Number
(nm) (µW/m2) (nm) Contribution (K) (K) of Lines
10.520 1.81 0.101 Fe IX 98.6 5.9 0.2 1
Mg VI 58.2 5.8 0.2 5
11.158 2.16 0.125
Mg VII 28.7 5.8 0.2 2
Mg V 60.3 5.6 0.2 14
11.392 2.08 0.123
Ne VI 29.2 5.7 0.2 8
11.679 1.59 0.097 Ne VII 77.5 5.8 0.2 3
12.237 0.53 0.075 Ne VI 99.9 5.7 0.2 5
12.338 0.66 0.100 Mg VI 83.9 5.8 0.2 9
12.801 0.82 0.125 Ne VII 88.8 5.8 0.2 1
12.974 1.19 0.125 O VI 98.8 5.6 0.5 4
13.113 2.20 0.118 Fe VIII 98.9 5.8 0.3 3
14.420 1.21 0.087 Fe X 92.2 6.0 0.2 1
Ne VI 62.2 5.7 0.2 4
14.480 0.97 0.075
Ne V 37.4 5.5 0.2 4
Mg V 54.3 5.6 0.2 1
14.535 1.11 0.083
Si VI 44.6 5.8 0.2 2
14.839 5.17 0.094 Ni XI 100.0 6.1 0.2 1
15.007 3.13 0.106 O VI 100.0 5.6 0.4 2
15.140 1.18 0.125 Ne V 99.3 5.6 0.2 3
15.230 1.81 0.121 Ni XII 99.0 6.2 0.1 2
15.416 1.27 0.125 Ni XII 97.5 6.2 0.1 1
15.836 1.99 0.125 Ni XIII 75.9 6.2 0.2 2
16.006 1.74 0.124 Ne VI 90.4 5.7 0.2 3
Mg VII 60.4 5.8 0.2 2
16.559 1.32 0.124
Fe XII 15.6 6.2 0.1 1
16.747 4.31 0.095 Fe VIII 96.2 5.8 0.3 2
16.796 2.35 0.075 Fe VIII 98.1 5.8 0.3 3
16.850 5.12 0.075 Fe VIII 100.0 5.8 0.3 1
O V 46.2 5.4 0.2 2
16.930 3.42 0.086
Ar IX 37.9 6.0 0.2 5
17.043 10.27 0.092 Fe X 86.8 6.0 0.2 1
17.106 63.10 0.075 Fe IX 100.0 5.9 0.2 1
17.288 4.88 0.109 O VI 100.0 5.6 0.4 3
17.455 42.56 0.080 Fe X 100.0 6.0 0.2 1
17.722 27.43 0.081 Fe X 100.0 6.0 0.2 1
18.041 29.73 0.080 Fe XI 83.8 6.1 0.2 2
18.216 6.83 0.107 Fe XI 80.0 6.1 0.2 1
18.447 3.99 0.075 Fe X 99.3 6.0 0.2 1
18.461 11.88 0.125 Fe X 94.2 6.0 0.2 1
18.674 6.08 0.090 Fe VIII 89.6 5.8 0.3 1
Fe XI 60.6 6.1 0.2 2
18.827 24.19 0.082
Fe IX 38.9 5.9 0.2 2
Fe IX 57.4 5.9 0.2 1
18.996 7.76 0.108
Fe X 36.4 6.0 0.2 1
Fe XII 58.6 6.2 0.1 1
19.250 8.95 0.094
O V 41.3 5.4 0.2 3
19.350 10.77 0.087 Fe XII 84.1 6.2 0.1 1
19.510 14.38 0.084 Fe XII 99.9 6.2 0.1 3
Fe XII 55.1 6.2 0.1 1
19.636 2.34 0.111
Fe VIII 29.9 5.8 0.3 1
19.862 1.60 0.075 S VIII 80.4 5.9 0.2 5




Percent log Tmax ∆(log Tmax) Number
(nm) (µW/m2) (nm) Contribution (K) (K) of Lines
20.215 9.00 0.113 Fe XIII 94.2 6.2 0.2 1
20.384 3.59 0.116 Fe XIII 73.2 6.2 0.2 2
20.616 1.72 0.088 Fe XII 88.4 6.2 0.1 1
Fe X 49.5 6.0 0.2 1
20.750 3.56 0.125
O IV 43.7 5.3 0.2 3
Fe XIII 69.4 6.2 0.2 2
20.983 3.36 0.125
Ne V 27.1 5.5 0.2 3
21.138 2.87 0.094 Fe XIV 81.4 6.2 0.2 1
Fe IX 60.9 5.9 0.2 1
21.703 6.90 0.104
Si VIII 34.4 5.9 0.2 2
21.889 4.20 0.125 Fe IX 86.7 5.9 0.2 1
O V 62.1 5.4 0.2 1
22.026 3.82 0.085
Fe X 23.2 6.0 0.2 1
Si IX 51.0 6.0 0.2 1
22.498 9.25 0.096
S IX 44.2 6.0 0.2 2
22.614 4.12 0.089 Fe X 96.8 6.0 0.2 1
22.699 9.23 0.093 Si IX 70.5 6.0 0.2 1
23.022 3.32 0.096 Fe IX 96.2 5.9 0.2 1
Ne IV 56.1 5.3 0.2 2
23.437 4.15 0.082
S XII 23.9 6.2 0.2 1
23.726 3.18 0.075 He II 98.7 4.9 0.2 2
23.849 4.03 0.106 O IV 99.9 5.2 0.3 3
Al VII 46.8 5.8 0.2 2
24.058 3.51 0.116
Fe XIII 25.5 6.2 0.2 1
24.175 9.80 0.075 Fe IX 100.0 5.9 0.2 1
24.295 7.31 0.084 He II 98.4 4.9 0.2 2
24.485 4.78 0.077 Fe IX 98.7 5.9 0.2 1
24.610 1.65 0.088 Si VI 88.8 5.7 0.2 1
N IV 48.6 5.2 0.2 1
N V 21.3 5.3 0.2 124.731 2.12 0.088
Al VIII 19.6 5.9 0.2 1
24.843 1.37 0.075 O V 91.0 5.4 0.2 1
24.909 0.32 0.075 Si VI 97.5 5.7 0.2 1
24.946 0.66 0.075 Fe XII 75.0 6.2 0.1 1
25.020 0.40 0.075 Al VIII 99.6 5.9 0.2 1
25.196 1.93 0.090 Fe XIII 79.0 6.2 0.2 1
25.376 1.55 0.075 Fe VIII 76.1 5.7 0.3 1
25.438 1.04 0.075 Ne V 90.1 5.5 0.2 1
25.499 0.95 0.075 Fe VIII 98.2 5.7 0.3 1
25.630 20.63 0.075 He II* 100.0 4.8 *** -1
25.724 15.58 0.083 Fe X 89.7 6.0 0.2 2
25.829 6.23 0.080 Si X 85.6 6.1 0.2 1
25.956 2.17 0.086 S X 81.8 6.1 0.2 1
26.105 3.12 0.087 Si X 92.9 6.1 0.2 1
26.426 2.04 0.075 S X 100.0 6.1 0.2 2
26.480 1.14 0.075 Fe XIV 99.5 6.2 0.2 1
Fe X 64.0 6.0 0.2 1
26.612 0.49 0.075
N V 36.0 5.3 0.2 1
26.670 0.55 0.075 O IV 95.4 5.2 0.2 5
27.048 0.74 0.075 Mg VI 88.5 5.7 0.2 2
27.200 2.63 0.075 Si X 80.2 6.1 0.2 1




Percent log Tmax ∆(log Tmax) Number
(nm) (µW/m2) (nm) Contribution (K) (K) of Lines
27.419 1.25 0.075 Si VII 72.0 5.8 0.2 1
27.543 2.58 0.082 Si VII 99.9 5.8 0.2 2
Si VIII 41.2 5.9 0.2 4
27.703 5.63 0.085
Mg VII 33.8 5.8 0.2 1
Mg VII 67.5 5.8 0.2 1
27.840 2.53 0.077
Si VII 31.8 5.8 0.2 1
27.981 0.97 0.075 O IV 99.4 5.2 0.2 2
28.300 0.60 0.125 Ne III 94.7 5.1 0.2 3
Fe XV 69.8 6.2 0.1 1
28.414 3.10 0.081
Al IX 30.2 6.0 0.1 1
S XI 38.9 6.2 0.2 4
Al VIII 29.1 5.9 0.2 228.557 0.39 0.075
O IV 23.0 5.3 0.2 1
29.077 2.22 0.092 Si IX 71.4 6.0 0.2 1
29.283 3.68 0.075 Si IX 93.5 6.0 0.2 3
29.616 5.18 0.075 Si IX 97.9 6.0 0.2 2
30.376 415.87 0.075 He II* 100.0 4.7 *** -1
30.562 2.42 0.100 O III 99.9 5.0 0.2 6
30.639 1.27 0.100 O IV 99.9 5.2 0.2 2
Si VIII 37.8 5.9 0.2 1
30.741 0.84 0.125
Al VI 35.6 5.7 0.2 1
30.846 0.97 0.088 Blended
31.185 1.90 0.075 Mg VIII 90.3 5.9 0.2 1
31.250 0.89 0.075 C IV 70.4 5.1 0.2 2
31.373 2.83 0.075 Mg VIII 91.3 5.9 0.2 1
31.421 2.34 0.075 Si VIII 95.6 5.9 0.2 1
31.501 8.80 0.075 Mg VIII 99.6 5.9 0.2 1
31.626 5.48 0.075 Si VIII 98.6 5.9 0.2 1
31.712 2.40 0.075 Mg VIII 81.8 5.9 0.2 1
31.874 0.61 0.075 Fe IX 93.9 5.9 0.2 1
31.986 8.82 0.075 Si VIII 98.7 5.9 0.2 1
Mg IV 49.8 5.2 0.2 1
32.105 0.73 0.075
O III 46.0 5.0 0.2 1
33.281 2.20 0.075 Al X 99.0 6.1 0.2 1
33.411 0.61 0.075 Fe XIV 90.6 6.2 0.2 1
33.531 2.95 0.075 Mg VIII 73.5 5.9 0.2 1
33.901 2.30 0.088 Mg VIII 92.6 5.9 0.2 1
34.114 1.48 0.075 Fe IX 70.4 5.9 0.2 1
34.208 5.18 0.075 Si IX 97.1 6.0 0.2 1
34.515 5.60 0.075 Si IX 81.0 6.0 0.2 2
34.580 3.26 0.075 Fe X 99.9 6.0 0.2 1
34.743 6.36 0.078 Si X 100.0 6.1 0.2 2
Fe IX 54.2 5.9 0.2 1
34.817 1.10 0.075
Fe XIII 30.5 6.2 0.2 1
34.914 3.37 0.075 Mg VI 93.5 5.7 0.2 4
34.994 5.65 0.075 Si IX 99.9 6.0 0.2 2
Mg V 30.6 5.5 0.3 1
Fe IX 30.6 5.9 0.2 135.221 2.33 0.075
Fe XII 18.7 6.2 0.1 1
35.275 4.60 0.075 Fe XI 97.8 6.1 0.2 1
35.444 1.02 0.075 Mg V 76.2 5.5 0.3 1




Percent log Tmax ∆(log Tmax) Number
(nm) (µW/m2) (nm) Contribution (K) (K) of Lines
Ne IV 54.3 5.2 0.2 2
35.862 2.02 0.092
Ne V 39.0 5.4 0.2 1
Ne V 66.5 5.4 0.2 3
35.955 1.42 0.075
Ca VIII 29.3 5.8 0.2 2
36.086 2.19 0.075 Fe XVI 89.9 6.3 0.1 1
36.453 3.38 0.075 Fe XII 98.2 6.2 0.1 1
36.554 2.68 0.075 Ne V 74.9 5.4 0.2 1
36.811 44.13 0.075 Mg IX 99.1 6.0 0.2 2
36.934 1.51 0.075 Fe XI 83.1 6.1 0.2 1
40.062 1.51 0.096 Mg VI 93.2 5.7 0.2 1
40.178 2.93 0.117 Ne VI 100.0 5.7 0.2 2
Mg VI 67.4 5.7 0.2 1
40.323 0.90 0.081
Ne VI 32.6 5.7 0.2 1
41.114 0.71 0.098 Na VIII 95.0 5.8 0.1 1
41.614 1.06 0.125 Ne V 97.0 5.4 0.3 1
41.964 0.83 0.110 C IV 90.3 5.1 0.1 2
43.025 2.13 0.075 Mg VIII 100.0 5.9 0.2 1
43.098 3.33 0.125 Mg VII 99.7 5.8 0.2 2
43.496 3.27 0.125 Mg VII 91.8 5.8 0.2 3
43.664 5.68 0.096 Mg VIII 99.9 5.9 0.2 2
44.385 0.90 0.105 Mg IX 100.0 5.9 0.2 1
45.950 1.23 0.094 C III 99.9 4.9 0.2 6
46.520 14.96 0.100 Ne VII 100.0 5.8 0.2 1
46.983 0.97 0.103 Ne IV 100.0 5.2 0.2 4
48.300 1.25 0.119 Ne V 99.4 5.4 0.3 2
49.923 3.30 0.125 Si XII 100.0 6.2 0.1 1
50.426 1.31 0.096 Ar IX 99.9 6.0 0.2 2
Ar X 63.3 6.1 0.2 1
50.530 1.92 0.125
Si VII 25.5 5.8 0.2 5
50.786 5.31 0.125 O III 100.0 4.9 0.2 2
50.981 0.87 0.125 Fe XIII 90.0 6.2 0.2 1
S III 48.6 4.8 0.3 2
51.204 0.79 0.094
Ca IX 41.8 5.8 0.2 1
51.555 1.00 0.093 He I 98.9 4.4 0.2 1
52.070 0.63 0.106 Si XII 93.2 6.2 0.1 1
52.215 1.75 0.096 He I 99.8 4.4 0.2 1
52.577 2.50 0.099 O III 100.0 4.9 0.3 1
53.700 5.05 0.100 He I 100.0 4.4 0.2 1
C III 62.4 4.9 0.2 3
53.820 1.68 0.096
O II 37.6 4.7 0.2 2
53.927 1.04 0.125 Ca VII 88.5 5.7 0.2 2
54.113 0.20 0.086 Ne IV 99.8 5.2 0.3 1
54.204 0.65 0.104 Ne IV 99.8 5.2 0.3 1
54.385 0.99 0.098 Ne IV 98.1 5.2 0.3 1
Al XI 68.7 6.1 0.1 1
55.005 0.46 0.119
Ca VII 31.3 5.7 0.2 1
55.190 0.34 0.125 Ca VII 99.6 5.7 0.2 2
55.439 23.48 0.125 O IV 98.8 5.2 0.2 2
55.771 1.35 0.090 Ca X 100.0 5.9 0.2 1
55.863 1.22 0.089 Ne VI 91.6 5.7 0.2 1
55.998 0.32 0.125 Ne VII 97.6 5.8 0.2 1




Percent log Tmax ∆(log Tmax) Number
(nm) (µW/m2) (nm) Contribution (K) (K) of Lines
56.278 2.24 0.094 Ne VI 99.7 5.7 0.2 4
56.450 0.36 0.125 Ne VII 100.0 5.8 0.2 1
56.824 0.56 0.121 Ne V 92.9 5.4 0.3 1
56.981 0.81 0.106 Ne V 100.0 5.4 0.3 2
57.227 1.12 0.097 Ne V 99.8 5.4 0.3 3
C III 66.5 4.9 0.2 1
57.404 1.02 0.106
Ca X 23.1 5.9 0.2 1
58.096 0.71 0.125 O II 93.4 4.7 0.2 2
58.432 48.72 0.097 He I* 100.0 4.2 *** -1
59.780 0.48 0.116 O III 99.3 4.9 0.3 1
59.959 5.08 0.097 O III 100.0 4.9 0.2 1
60.840 2.31 0.096 O IV 99.7 5.2 0.3 3
60.979 16.29 0.098 O IV 83.5 5.2 0.3 1
61.630 0.41 0.093 S X 100.0 6.2 0.1 1
61.705 0.23 0.075 O IV 100.0 5.2 0.3 3
62.494 6.74 0.103 Mg X 88.5 6.1 0.2 1
62.730 0.33 0.125 Ar IV 92.9 5.1 0.3 1
62.973 55.93 0.097 O V 100.0 5.3 0.2 1
Ca VII 62.5 5.7 0.2 1
63.896 0.40 0.125
Si X 37.5 6.1 0.2 1
64.415 0.32 0.100 O II 95.5 4.7 0.2 2
64.508 0.37 0.125 N II 100.0 4.6 0.3 2
65.734 0.43 0.110 S IV 100.0 5.0 0.2 1
66.138 1.03 0.096 S IV 100.0 5.0 0.2 3
68.155 0.68 0.102 S III 72.5 4.8 0.3 2
68.576 3.51 0.118 N III 99.0 4.8 0.3 3
70.280 5.66 0.118 O III 91.1 4.9 0.3 3
70.388 5.43 0.090 O III 100.0 4.9 0.3 2
70.603 1.38 0.099 Mg IX 92.0 5.9 0.2 1
71.851 1.61 0.094 O II 100.0 4.7 0.4 4
75.910 1.48 0.125 O V 100.0 5.3 0.2 1
76.036 2.87 0.102 O V 99.8 5.3 0.2 2
76.512 9.56 0.098 N IV 100.0 5.1 0.2 1
77.041 12.34 0.094 Ne VIII 99.9 5.8 0.2 1
78.032 6.36 0.096 Ne VIII 100.0 5.8 0.2 1
78.650 3.91 0.092 S V 100.0 5.2 0.2 1
78.774 6.87 0.093 O IV 100.0 5.1 0.2 1
79.019 13.75 0.093 O IV 100.0 5.1 0.2 2
O II 56.1 4.5 0.4 1
83.351 11.20 0.125
O III 43.9 4.8 0.2 2
83.519 12.87 0.117 O III 100.0 4.8 0.2 3
91.226 5.52 0.125 S V 81.3 5.2 0.2 1
91.336 4.88 0.125 S IV 85.5 5.0 0.2 2
91.442 4.69 0.125 S IV 99.9 5.0 0.2 1
91.573 4.49 0.125 N II 100.0 4.4 0.3 4
91.676 4.10 0.125 N II 100.0 4.4 0.3 2
91.935 1.36 0.083 H I* 100.0 3.8 *** -1
92.102 1.62 0.094 H I* 100.0 3.8 *** -1
92.311 2.73 0.120 H I* 100.0 3.8 *** -1
92.441 1.07 0.125 N IV 95.3 5.1 0.2 1
92.620 2.83 0.104 H I* 100.0 3.8 *** -1




Percent log Tmax ∆(log Tmax) Number
(nm) (µW/m2) (nm) Contribution (K) (K) of Lines
93.342 2.04 0.081 S VI 100.0 5.3 0.2 1
93.781 4.33 0.094 H I* 100.0 4.0 *** -1
94.453 1.41 0.087 S VI 74.9 5.3 0.2 1
94.977 7.62 0.101 H I* 100.0 4.1 *** -1
97.070 0.90 0.125 Si V 100.0 5.6 0.2 1
97.255 14.22 0.097 H I* 100.0 4.2 *** -1
97.704 104.89 0.084 C III 100.0 4.8 0.3 1
98.869 1.79 0.125 Na VI 98.7 5.7 0.2 1
98.992 3.70 0.096 N III 100.0 4.8 0.3 1
99.161 7.24 0.097 N III 100.0 4.8 0.3 2
101.021 1.30 0.125 C II 99.0 4.6 0.3 3
102.571 53.04 0.100 H I* 100.0 4.2 *** -1
102.755 3.96 0.125 Ar IV 87.0 5.0 0.3 1
103.195 39.19 0.087 O VI 100.0 5.5 0.2 1
103.661 6.99 0.122 C II 100.0 4.4 0.4 1










































7.23 nm (S VII, Mg IX; log T=5.8, 6.0)
7.49 nm (Mg VIII; log T=5.9)
8.27 nm (Mg VIII; log T=5.9)
8.38 nm (Mg VII; log T=5.8)
9.58 nm (Mg VI, Si VI, Fe X; log T=5.8, 5.8, 6.1)
10.22 nm (Si VII, Mg VI; log T=5.8, 5.8)
10.35 nm (Fe IX; log T=5.9)
10.52 nm (Fe IX; log T=5.9)
11.16 nm (Mg VI, Mg VII; log T=5.8, 5.8)
11.39 nm (Mg V, Ne VI; log T=5.6, 5.7)




















































































































12.24 nm (Ne VI; log T=5.7)
12.34 nm (Mg VI; log T=5.8)
12.80 nm (Ne VII; log T=5.8)
12.97 nm (O VI; log T=5.6)
13.11 nm (Fe VIII; log T=5.8)
14.42 nm (Fe X; log T=6.0)14.48 nm (Ne VI, Ne V; log T=5.7, 5.5)
14.54 nm (Mg V, Si VI; log T=5.6, 5.8)
14.84 nm (Ni XI; log T=6.1)
15.01 nm (O VI; log T=5.6)
15.14 nm (Ne V; log T=5.6)
15.23 nm (Ni XII; log T=6.2)
15.42 nm (Ni XII; log T=6.2)
15.84 nm (Ni XIII; log T=6.2)
16.01 nm (Ne VI; log T=5.7)
16.56 nm (Mg VII, Fe XII; log T=5.8, 6.2)
16.75 nm (Fe VIII; log T=5.8)16.80 nm (Fe VIII; log T=5.8)
16.85 nm (Fe VIII; log T=5.8)

























































































































17.04 nm (Fe X; log T=6.0)
17.11 nm (Fe IX; log T=5.9)
17.29 nm (O VI; log T=5.6)
17.45 nm (Fe X; log T=6.0)
17.72 nm (Fe X; log T=6.0)
18.04 nm (Fe XI; log T=6.1)
18.22 nm (Fe XI; log T=6.1)
18.45 nm (Fe X; log T=6.0)18.46 n  ( e ; log =6.0)
18.67 nm (Fe VIII; log T=5.8)
18.83 nm (Fe XI, Fe IX; log T=6.1, 5.9)
19.00 nm (Fe IX, Fe X; log T=5.9, 6.0)
19.25 nm (Fe XII, O V; log T=6.2, 5.4)
19.35 nm (Fe XII; log T=6.2)
19.51 nm (Fe XII; log T=6.2)
19.64 nm (Fe XII, Fe VIII; log T=6.2, 5.8)
19.86 nm (S VIII; log T=5.9)
20.10 nm (Fe XIII; log T=6.2)
20.22 nm (Fe XIII; log T=6.2)
20.38 nm (Fe XIII; log T=6.2)
20.62 nm (Fe XII; log T=6.2)
20.75 nm (Fe X, O IV; log T=6.0, 5.3)
20.98 nm (Fe XIII, Ne V; log T=6.2, 5.5)
21.14 nm (Fe XIV; log T=6.2)
21.70 nm (Fe IX, Si VIII; log T=5.9, 5.9)

























































































































22.03 nm (O V, Fe X; log T=5.4, 6.0)
22.50 nm (Si IX, S IX; log T=6.0, 6.0)
22.61 nm (Fe X; log T=6.0)
22.70 nm (Si IX; log T=6.0)
23.02 nm (Fe IX; log T=5.9)
23.44 nm (Ne IV, S XII; log T=5.3, 6.2)
23.73 nm (He II; log T=4.9)
23.85 nm (O IV; log T=5.2)
24.06 nm (Al VII, Fe XIII; log T=5.8, 6.2)
24.17 nm (Fe IX; log T=5.9)
24.30 nm (He II; log T=4.9)
24.49 nm (Fe IX; log T=5.9)
24.61 nm (Si VI; log T=5.7)
24.73 nm (N IV, N V, Al VIII; log T=5.2, 5.3, 5.9)
24.84 nm (O V; log T=5.4)
24.91 nm (Si VI; log T=5.7)24.95 nm (Fe XII; log T=6.2)
25.02 nm (Al VIII; log T=5.9)
25.20 nm (Fe XIII; log T=6.2)
25.38 nm (Fe VIII; log T=5.7)25.44 nm (Ne V; log T=5.5)
25.50 nm (Fe VIII; log T=5.7)
25.63 nm (He II*; log T=4.8)
25.72 nm (Fe X; log T=6.0)
25.83 nm (Si X; log T=6.1)
25.96 nm (S X; log T=6.1)
26.11 nm (Si X; log T=6.1)
26.43 nm (S X; log T=6.1)26.48 nm (Fe XIV; log T=6.2)

























































































































27.05 nm (Mg VI; log T=5.7)
27.20 nm (Si X; log T=6.1)
27.27 nm (Si VII; log T=5.8)
27.42 nm (Si VII; log T=5.8)
27.54 nm (Si VII; log T=5.8)
27.70 nm (Si VIII, Mg VII; log T=5.9, 5.8)
27.84 nm (Mg VII, Si VII; log T=5.8, 5.8)
27.98 nm (O IV; log T=5.2)
28.30 nm (Ne III; log T=5.1)
28.41 nm (Fe XV, Al IX; log T=6.2, 6.0)
28.56 nm (S XI, Al VIII, O IV; log T=6.2, 5.9, 5.3)
29.08 nm (Si IX; log T=6.0)
29.28 nm (Si IX; log T=6.0)
29.62 nm (Si IX; log T=6.0)
30.38 nm (He II*; log T=4.7)
30.56 nm (O III; log T=5.0)
30.64 nm (O IV; log T=5.2)
30.74 nm (Si VIII, Al VI; log T=5.9, 5.7)
30.85 nm (Blended)
31.19 nm (Mg VIII; log T=5.9)
31.25 nm (C IV; log T=5.1)
31.37 nm (Mg VIII; log T=5.9)31.42 nm (Si VIII; log T=5.9)
31.50 nm (Mg VIII; log T=5.9)
31.63 nm (Si VIII; log T=5.9)
31.71 nm (Mg VIII; log T=5.9)
31.87 nm (Fe IX; log T=5.9)

























































































































32.10 nm (Mg IV, O III; log T=5.2, 5.0)
33.28 nm (Al X; log T=6.1)
33.41 nm (Fe XIV; log T=6.2)
33.53 nm (Mg VIII; log T=5.9)
33.90 nm (Mg VIII; log T=5.9)
34.11 nm (Fe IX; log T=5.9)
34.21 nm (Si IX; log T=6.0)
34.52 nm (Si IX; log T=6.0)
34.58 nm (Fe X; log T=6.0)
34.74 nm (Si X; log T=6.1)
34.82 nm (Fe IX, Fe XIII; log T=5.9, 6.2)
34.91 nm (Mg VI; log T=5.7)
34.99 nm (Si IX; log T=6.0)
35.22 nm (Mg V, Fe IX, Fe XII; log T=5.5, 5.9, 6.2)35.28 nm (Fe XI; log T=6.1)
35.44 nm (Mg V; log T=5.5)
35.61 nm (Si X; log T=6.1)
35.86 nm (Ne IV, Ne V; log T=5.2, 5.4)
35.96 nm (Ne V, Ca VIII; log T=5.4, 5.8)
36.09 nm (Fe XVI; log T=6.3)
36.45 nm (Fe XII; log T=6.2)
36.55 nm (Ne V; log T=5.4)
36.81 nm (Mg IX; log T=6.0)

























































































































40.06 nm (Mg VI; log T=5.7)
40.18 nm (Ne VI; log T=5.7)
40.32 nm (Mg VI, Ne VI; log T=5.7, 5.7)
41.11 nm (Na VIII; log T=5.8)
41.61 nm (Ne V; log T=5.4)

























































































































43.02 nm (Mg VIII; log T=5.9)
43.10 nm (Mg VII; log T=5.8)
43.50 nm (Mg VII; log T=5.8)
43.66 nm (Mg VIII; log T=5.9)
44.38 nm (Mg IX; log T=5.9)
45.95 nm (C III; log T=4.9)
46.52 nm (Ne VII; log T=5.8)

























































































































48.30 nm (Ne V; log T=5.4)
49.92 nm (Si XII; log T=6.2)
50.43 nm (Ar IX; log T=6.0)
50.53 nm (Ar X, Si VII; log T=6.1, 5.8)
50.79 nm (O III; log T=4.9)
50.98 nm (Fe XIII; log T=6.2)
51.20 nm (S III, Ca IX; log T=4.8, 5.8)

























































































































52.07 nm (Si XII; log T=6.2)
52.22 nm (He I; log T=4.4)
52.58 nm (O III; log T=4.9)
53.70 nm (He I; log T=4.4)
53.82 nm (C III, O II; log T=4.9, 4.7)
53.93 nm (Ca VII; log T=5.7)
54.11 nm (Ne IV; log T=5.2)
54.20 nm (Ne IV; log T=5.2)
54.39 nm (Ne IV; log T=5.2)
55.00 nm (Al XI, Ca VII; log T=6.1, 5.7)
55.19 nm (Ca VII; log T=5.7)
55.44 nm (O IV; log T=5.2)
55.77 nm (Ca X; log T=5.9)
55.86 nm (Ne VI; log T=5.7)
56.00 nm (Ne VII; log T=5.8)
56.16 nm (Ne VII; log T=5.8)
56.28 nm (Ne VI; log T=5.7)
56.45 nm (Ne VII; log T=5.8)
56.82 nm (Ne V; log T=5.4)

























































































































57.23 nm (Ne V; log T=5.4)
57.40 nm (C III, Ca X; log T=4.9, 5.9)
58.10 nm (O II; log T=4.7)
58.43 nm (He I*; log T=4.2)
59.78 nm (O III; log T=4.9)
59.96 nm (O III; log T=4.9)
60.84 nm (O IV; log T=5.2)
60.98 nm (O IV; log T=5.2)
61.63 nm (S X; log T=6.2)

























































































































62.49 nm (Mg X; log T=6.1)
62.73 nm (Ar IV; log T=5.1)
62.97 nm (O V; log T=5.3)
63.90 nm (Ca VII, Si X; log T=5.7, 6.1)
64.42 nm (O II; log T=4.7)
64.51 nm (N II; log T=4.6)
65.73 nm (S IV; log T=5.0)

























































































































68.16 nm (S III; log T=4.8)
68.58 nm (N III; log T=4.8)
70.28 nm (O III; log T=4.9)
70.39 nm (O III; log T=4.9)
70.60 nm (Mg IX; log T=5.9)

























































































































75.91 nm (O V; log T=5.3)
76.04 nm (O V; log T=5.3)

























































































































77.04 nm (Ne VIII; log T=5.8)
78.03 nm (Ne VIII; log T=5.8)
78.65 nm (S V; log T=5.2)
78.77 nm (O IV; log T=5.1)

























































































































83.35 nm (O II, O III; log T=4.5, 4.8)

























































































































91.23 nm (S V; log T=5.2)
91.34 nm (S IV; log T=5.0)
91.44 nm (S IV; log T=5.0)
91.57 nm (N II; log T=4.4)
91.68 nm (N II; log T=4.4)

























































































































92.10 nm (H I*; log T=3.8)
92.31 nm (H I*; log T=3.8)
92.44 nm (N IV; log T=5.1)
92.62 nm (H I*; log T=3.8)
93.08 nm (H I*; log T=3.8)
93.34 nm (S VI; log T=5.3)
93.78 nm (H I*; log T=4.0)
94.45 nm (S VI; log T=5.3)




























































































































97.07 nm (Si V; log T=5.6)
97.25 nm (H I*; log T=4.2)
97.70 nm (C III; log T=4.8)
98.87 nm (Na VI; log T=5.7)
98.99 nm (N III; log T=4.8)
99.16 nm (N III; log T=4.8)































































































































102.57 nm (H I*; log T=4.2)
102.75 nm (Ar IV; log T=5.0)
103.20 nm (O VI; log T=5.5)
103.66 nm (C II; log T=4.4)


















































































The Appendix includes the complete flare spectral atlas as described in Section 3.3.5. Table B.1
includes a complete list of all the lines in the MEGS solar minimum spectrum with the wavelength, irradiance,
and full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the line as measured by MEGS. The ion along with the percent
contribution lists the dominant ion species for each line. Ions that are followed by a * are optically thick
hydrogen or helium lines which are either not included in CHIANTI or line identification method fails
to identify completely. If 70% of the emission comes from more than three species, the line is labels as
“blended”. The temperature corresponding to the maximum in the contribution function is labeled log Tmax
while FWHM of the contribution function on a logarithmic scale is labeled as ∆(log Tmax). The number of
CHIANTI lines for each dominant ion(s) is given in the last column. Figure B.1 shows the flare spectrum
with each line labeled with the wavelength, dominant ion(s) and maximum temperature(s).
Table B.1: Flare Spectral Atlas
Wavelength Irradiance FWHM
Ion
Percent log Tmax ∆(log Tmax) Number
(nm) (µW/m2) (nm) Contribution (K) (K) of Lines
Fe XIX 50.2 7.0 0.2 1
9.119 7.44 0.103
Fe XXI 29.0 7.1 0.2 1
9.405 16.94 0.080 Fe XVIII 89.8 6.9 0.2 6
Fe XXI 39.5 7.1 0.2 1
Ne VI 29.8 5.6 0.2 69.809 4.75 0.078
Ne VIII 22.4 5.8 0.2 3
10.170 4.99 0.075 Fe XIX 88.7 7.0 0.2 1
10.237 13.37 0.084 Fe XXI 78.5 7.1 0.2 1
10.412 10.15 0.125 Fe XVIII 90.2 6.9 0.2 9
10.853 17.27 0.079 Fe XIX 100.0 7.0 0.2 2




Percent log Tmax ∆(log Tmax) Number
(nm) (µW/m2) (nm) Contribution (K) (K) of Lines
11.026 6.97 0.125
Fe XX 27.2 7.1 0.2 3
Fe XIX 31.3 7.0 0.2 4
Ni XXIII 25.3 7.2 0.2 211.198 7.15 0.097
Mg VI 24.9 5.7 0.2 2
Fe XX 43.1 7.1 0.2 3
Mg V 23.5 5.5 0.2 311.352 4.06 0.089
Fe XXI 16.5 7.1 0.2 1
11.463 11.06 0.099 Fe XXII 71.2 7.1 0.1 1
11.740 44.01 0.082 Fe XXII 79.9 7.1 0.1 2
Fe XX 47.1 7.1 0.2 1
11.865 18.83 0.120
Si V 31.9 5.5 0.2 1
12.027 7.05 0.111 Fe XIX 83.9 7.0 0.2 1
12.199 16.55 0.095 Fe XX 89.3 7.1 0.2 4
12.897 24.38 0.075 Fe XXI 100.0 7.1 0.2 1
13.312 141.98 0.075 Fe XXIII 100.0 7.2 0.2 1
13.603 30.31 0.076 Fe XXII 97.0 7.1 0.1 3
Ne V 61.8 5.4 0.2 8
14.242 3.49 0.075
Fe XXI 36.7 7.1 0.2 1
14.590 2.23 0.075 Mg V 88.3 5.5 0.2 1
15.010 3.24 0.076 O VI 93.5 5.5 0.1 2
15.619 2.82 0.088 Fe XXII 74.4 7.1 0.1 1
16.557 3.29 0.075 Ni XXVI 99.6 7.3 0.2 1
17.123 3.16 0.106 Fe IX 99.0 5.8 0.3 1
18.046 1.70 0.094 Fe XI 83.2 6.1 0.2 2
Fe VIII 50.8 5.6 0.2 1
18.702 2.27 0.097
Fe XII 43.5 6.2 0.2 3
Fe XI 52.2 6.1 0.2 2
18.841 2.12 0.104
Fe IX 43.9 5.8 0.3 3
19.223 94.42 0.075 Fe XXIV 89.6 7.2 0.2 1
19.360 2.87 0.083 Fe XII 85.2 6.2 0.2 1
19.525 2.24 0.125 Fe XII 99.0 6.2 0.2 3
Fe VIII 51.2 5.6 0.2 1
19.677 1.45 0.099
Fe XII 32.6 6.2 0.2 2
20.124 0.96 0.078 Fe XIII 92.0 6.2 0.1 1
Fe XIII 55.9 6.2 0.1 3
20.397 1.64 0.103
O V 36.6 5.4 0.1 6
Fe XIII 58.4 6.2 0.1 2
20.400 0.91 0.075
O V 41.5 5.4 0.1 6
20.711 1.29 0.077 O IV 99.0 5.3 0.2 3
21.158 1.46 0.107 Fe XIV 94.6 6.3 0.2 1
Fe IX 54.2 5.7 0.3 1
21.734 1.72 0.112
Fe VIII 30.4 5.6 0.2 1
21.931 1.70 0.076 Fe XIV 70.5 6.3 0.1 1
22.151 3.12 0.125 Blended
Ne IV 59.1 5.3 0.2 2
22.320 3.50 0.077
Cr XXII 28.6 7.2 0.3 1
Ne IV 53.3 5.3 0.2 2
23.428 4.41 0.095
Ni XXVI 34.8 7.3 0.2 1
23.746 1.21 0.116 He II 99.2 4.9 0.2 2
23.892 1.66 0.116 O IV 99.8 5.2 0.2 2
Al VII 45.1 5.8 0.2 2
24.073 1.10 0.118




Percent log Tmax ∆(log Tmax) Number
(nm) (µW/m2) (nm) Contribution (K) (K) of Lines
Ne III 51.5 5.1 0.2 4
24.227 0.85 0.079
Fe XXI 43.5 7.1 0.2 1
24.318 1.11 0.075 He II 100.0 4.9 0.2 2
Fe XV 63.1 6.3 0.2 4
24.397 1.13 0.084
Al VI 30.7 5.6 0.2 1
24.507 0.87 0.092 Fe IX 84.8 5.7 0.3 1
N IV 67.8 5.2 0.2 1
24.737 1.72 0.078
N V 22.7 5.3 0.2 1
Si VI 69.8 5.6 0.2 1
24.931 1.89 0.112
Ni XVII 16.9 6.6 0.3 1
Ne III 48.2 5.1 0.2 7
25.122 1.71 0.080
Fe XVI 42.7 6.7 0.4 1
25.227 0.82 0.075 Fe XIV 99.4 6.3 0.1 1
Fe XXII 56.6 7.1 0.1 1
25.339 1.22 0.088
O IV 41.6 5.3 0.2 1
Fe XXIV 45.3 7.2 0.2 1
25.526 43.11 0.075
Fe VIII 29.6 5.6 0.2 2
25.661 3.54 0.075 He II* 100.0 4.8 *** -1
Si X 68.7 6.2 0.1 1
25.800 1.52 0.125
O IV 20.5 5.3 0.2 3
S X 57.4 6.2 0.2 1
Cr VII 12.2 5.6 0.3 125.953 1.14 0.125
Ti XX 9.3 7.1 0.3 1
26.300 1.81 0.075 Fe XVI 97.7 6.7 0.4 1
26.390 8.90 0.075 Fe XXIII 100.0 7.2 0.2 1
26.503 1.45 0.075 Fe XIV 91.2 6.3 0.1 1
26.688 1.33 0.125 O IV 74.3 5.2 0.2 7
Fe XVII 60.3 6.8 0.2 2
26.949 0.71 0.125
O IV 37.0 5.3 0.2 4
O V 67.4 5.4 0.1 4
27.070 1.09 0.075
Fe XIV 28.8 6.3 0.1 2
27.204 0.56 0.105 O IV 87.5 5.2 0.2 7
Fe XIV 49.5 6.3 0.2 1
27.430 0.67 0.075
Si VII 41.0 5.8 0.2 1
Mg VII 44.1 5.8 0.2 1
27.715 0.90 0.121
Si VIII 26.5 5.8 0.2 4
Si VII 60.6 5.7 0.2 1
27.868 0.49 0.075
Al V 38.8 5.4 0.2 1
27.989 1.61 0.077 O IV 98.7 5.2 0.2 1
28.093 0.60 0.125 Mg VII 99.7 5.7 0.2 1
28.427 6.49 0.075 Fe XV 98.0 6.3 0.2 1
29.223 2.78 0.103 Ni XVIII 82.2 6.8 0.4 1
30.231 5.72 0.075 Ca XVIII 94.9 6.9 0.4 1
30.388 56.23 0.075 He II* 100.0 4.7 *** -1
30.600 0.68 0.125 O III 99.9 5.1 0.2 6
Al VI 65.7 5.6 0.2 1
30.923 1.03 0.125
Al VII 18.2 5.8 0.2 4
31.500 0.49 0.075 Mg VIII 91.0 5.8 0.2 1
Ni XVIII 52.1 6.8 0.4 1
32.063 0.68 0.075
Mg VII 23.6 5.7 0.2 1
33.545 13.76 0.075 Fe XVI 90.9 6.7 0.4 1




Percent log Tmax ∆(log Tmax) Number
(nm) (µW/m2) (nm) Contribution (K) (K) of Lines
35.150 0.90 0.075 Ca VII 99.6 5.7 0.2 2
Al VII 38.0 5.8 0.2 2
35.386 0.78 0.075
Ar XVI 32.4 6.9 0.5 1
Fe VI 65.7 5.2 0.2 5
35.612 1.52 0.125
Si X 30.4 6.2 0.1 2










































9.12 nm (Fe XIX, Fe XXI; log T=7.0, 7.1)
9.40 nm (Fe XVIII; log T=6.9)
9.81 nm (Fe XXI, Ne VI, Ne VIII; log T=7.1, 5.6, 5.8)
10.17 nm (Fe XIX; log T=7.0)
10.24 nm (Fe XXI; log T=7.1)
10.41 nm (Fe XVIII; log T=6.9)
10.85 nm (Fe XIX; log T=7.0)
11.03 nm (Fe XIX, Fe XX; log T=7.0, 7.1)
11.20 nm (Fe XIX, Ni XXIII, Mg VI; log T=7.0, 7.2, 5.7)
11.35 nm (Fe XX, Mg V, Fe XXI; log T=7.1, 5.5, 7.1)
11.46 nm (Fe XXII; log T=7.1)
11.74 nm (Fe XXII; log T=7.1)















































































































12.03 nm (Fe XIX; log T=7.0)
12.20 nm (Fe XX; log T=7.1)
12.90 nm (Fe XXI; log T=7.1)
13.31 nm (Fe XXIII; log T=7.2)
13.60 nm (Fe XXII; log T=7.1)
14.24 nm (Ne V, Fe XXI; log T=5.4, 7.1)
14.59 nm (Mg V; log T=5.5)
15.01 nm (O VI; log T=5.5)
15.62 nm (Fe XXII; log T=7.1)




















































































































17.12 nm (Fe IX; log T=5.8)
18.05 nm (Fe XI; log T=6.1)
18.70 nm (Fe VIII, Fe XII; log T=5.6, 6.2)
18.84 nm (Fe XI, Fe IX; log T=6.1, 5.8)
19.22 nm (Fe XXIV; log T=7.2)
19.36 nm (Fe XII; log T=6.2)
19.53 nm (Fe XII; log T=6.2)
19.68 nm (Fe VIII, Fe XII; log T=5.6, 6.2)
20.12 nm (Fe XIII; log T=6.2)
20.40 nm (Fe XIII, O V; log T=6.2, 5.4)
20.71 nm (O IV; log T=5.3)
21.16 nm (Fe XIV; log T=6.3)
21.73 nm (Fe IX, Fe VIII; log T=5.7, 5.6)





















































































































22.32 nm (Ne IV, Cr XXII; log T=5.3, 7.2)
23.43 nm (Ne IV, Ni XXVI; log T=5.3, 7.3)
23.75 nm (He II; log T=4.9)
23.89 nm (O IV; log T=5.2)
24.07 nm (Al VII, Fe XIII; log T=5.8, 6.2)
24.23 nm (Ne III, Fe XXI; log T=5.1, 7.1)
24.32 nm (He II; log T=4.9)
24.40 nm (Fe XV, Al VI; log T=6.3, 5.6)
24.51 nm (Fe IX; log T=5.7)
24.74 nm (N IV, N V; log T=5.2, 5.3)
24.93 nm (Si VI, Ni XVII; log T=5.6, 6.6)
25.12 nm (Ne III, Fe XVI; log T=5.1, 6.7)
25.23 nm (Fe XIV; log T=6.3)
25.34 nm (Fe XXII, O IV; log T=7.1, 5.3)
25.53 nm (Fe XXIV, Fe VIII; log T=7.2, 5.6)
25.66 nm (He II*; log T=4.8)
25.80 nm (Si X, O IV; log T=6.2, 5.3)
25.95 nm (S X, Cr VII, Ti XX; log T=6.2, 5.6, 7.1)
26.30 nm (Fe XVI; log T=6.7)
26.39 nm (Fe XXIII; log T=7.2)
26.50 nm (Fe XIV; log T=6.3)
26.69 nm (O IV; log T=5.2)




















































































































27.07 nm (O V, Fe XIV; log T=5.4, 6.3)
27.20 nm (O IV; log T=5.2)
27.43 nm (Fe XIV, Si VII; log T=6.3, 5.8)
27.71 nm (Mg VII, Si VIII; log T=5.8, 5.8)
27.87 nm (Si VII, Al V; log T=5.7, 5.4)
27.99 nm (O IV; log T=5.2)
28.09 nm (Mg VII; log T=5.7)
28.43 nm (Fe XV; log T=6.3)
29.22 nm (Ni XVIII; log T=6.8)
30.23 nm (Ca XVIII; log T=6.9)
30.39 nm (He II*; log T=4.7)
30.60 nm (O III; log T=5.1)
30.92 nm (Al VI, Al VII; log T=5.6, 5.8)




















































































































32.06 nm (Ni XVIII, Mg VII; log T=6.8, 5.7)
33.54 nm (Fe XVI; log T=6.7)
34.48 nm (Ca XVIII; log T=6.9)
35.15 nm (Ca VII; log T=5.7)
35.39 nm (Al VII, Ar XVI; log T=5.8, 6.9)
35.61 nm (Fe VI, Si X; log T=5.2, 6.2)













































































The Appendix includes a summary of the contents of the EVE flare catalog for every flare in the
catalog from 1 May 2010 to 31 August 2011 is included. The details of the EVE flare catalog are discussed in
Chapter 4. The flare location is the location calculated from SAM images (see Section 4.5.4 for a discussion of
why the SAM location is used). For the active region class, both the McIntosh classification and Mt. Wilson
magnetic classification are given (see Section 4.4 for a description of these classes). Table C.1 includes the
abbreviations used for flare types in the catalog.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































He II 25.6 nm (log T=4.8)
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